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Letters to the Editors
4 » Editorial
Edition Three. We made it, and we owe
that to everyone who attended the SGM
and voted to sign the funding
agreement. Thank you for proving that
we can appreciate realism and ideology
for what they are, and also for showing
that we care about the issues which
affect us as Monash students. We still
condemn VSU and we are still angry
that students don't seem to be a part
of Kennett's agenda (whatever that
may be). We want to fight and to create
change for the better, but only when we
have the resources and organisation
to run a mind-blowing campaign.
Reality does bite, but we couldn't Ignore
it when the risk was so great.
We are aware that our cenlrespread in
Edition Two caused some antagonism,
and was perceived by some to be a
breach of editorial conduct. We
apologise if it caused any confusion.
Put together by us, the centre spread
was a necessary step to take when the
very existence of Lot's Wife was under
an extremely real threat. We were
elected to create a paper for 1997,
which also means fighting for its
survival if necessary. We're also
revelling in producing and sharing
good, exciting student media, and we
realise that you can't take these things
for granted.
We were also happy to stave off the
motion calling for our resignation at the
SGM. It hurts when the motion called
for our replacements to be Huey.
Dewey and Louey Duck, but we looked
on the bright side - Lot's would have
had the rights to some fantastic Warner
Bros cartoons, and we could have
replaced them in celluloid land, which,
like student politics and activism, also
has catfights and mudslinging and the
occasional ACME bomb. . .
So read on, enjoy the Easter break, and
remember that you're half way to
exams. Multiple choice are easy - all
you have to do is circle, and the essay
can generally be bluffed through if
you're feeling feisty. So as they say in
the classics, "use the force".
Ant, Em and Harriet
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Ripped off 2:

4il» Rave On
This Crazy Feeling
Dear Lot's,
I am writing this letter in order to gauge
reaction and possible support for a techno
union night and/or rave society. After
events such as EarthCore last summer,
which I can only describe as simply mind
shattering (no, it was my friend who
munched on too many tickets, honestly) I
returned to uni only to realize that my
appetite for jungle, trance, etc, apparently
isn't shared. At least that is the initial
impression, but after enquiries with Jo at
the very appreciated MSA Activities, it
seems that others have been making
similar investigations.
So now I appeal to the Monash public. I
would like to see such an event held, in
fact, I can almost picture it now. I can
see the windows of the Union building
pulsing to the fundamental bars of some
really good jungle. And I'd like to be able
to see the excessively dilated pupils
(caused by the dark naturally!) of fellow
rave connoisseurs. I call upon those of
you who hear what I'm saying and would
support this type of event to make
yourselves known. With support anything
is possible.
We would aslo like to investigate the
potential support for a club, so please let
us know your thoughts or suggestions
about these ideas through contacting
myself (Toby) on 0412 665617 or Lethargy
at
LMCB1 ©STUDENT.
M O N A S H . E D U . A U . If you support our
ideas and we have the same interests as
you, get in touch with us.
Toby Kllroy

Money Talks

Hail Mr Bus Driver
Ripped off 1:
Yesterday I was rudely refused entry onto
the bus to uni as the only financial token I
could offer the driver was a fifty dollar note,
and of course, he couldn't change it. So
as I was humilialingly sent to procure
change, he pissed off on me.
Subsequently I missed the first half of the
only class I had for the day.

HECS

Also yesterday, a girl was at Chadstone
catching a bus. On her she had last year's
concession card and decided to chance
using it, as she hadn't updated. The driver
refused her card and so her fare doubled.
This meant in order to pay she had to
break a twenty. This driver also refused
(doesn't this sound familiar!) and sent her
to get change. The inevitable happened.
By Aaron Drew

Travel At A Price
Dear Lot's,
With the recent fee increases, Austudy/
Abstudy cuts, and up-front payments for
Uni students, life is becoming increasingly
more difficult. Add to this an exorbitant
$108 for the right to purchase concession
fare, and we really see hair being torn out.

The only justification provided by the state
government for the $102 price hike from
the Secondary students' price, is that
Tertiary students are supposedly in a
better position to support themselves.

Dear Lot's,
In response to Richard Lindmark's article,
"How much would you expect to pay?", I
would query your vexation regarding the
rise in amenities fees from a speculated
$18 to $26. Whilst increasing fees are of
a major concern to all students, issues
such as increased HECS (and here we
are talking hundreds and thousands of
dollars per student), the raising of the
independent age for Austudy from 22 to
25, and the implementation of the Actual
Means Test (that unrealistic brainchild of
Amanda Vanstone's), are much more
pressing and of greater significance. The
effects of these new changes will remain
long after our $26 has been spent and
forgotten.
If the financial well-being of your fellow
students truly concerns you, then act on
our behalf in what really concerns us, and
save the petty name-calling for the
professionals in Canberra.
R. Graham

Gripes
Woopsie
Dear Lot's,

Problem is, uni students often do support
themselves, struggling to pay bills, rent,
educational fees, and often even feed
themselves. Where is the justice, when
the unemployed receive more in benefits,
yet concession status is free for them? It
seems Tertiary students do not have the
privileges of either secondary students or
of those in the work force, but the
responsibilities of both.

This unrealistic situation, and ridiculous
cost for a service which is free in all other
states, drives people away from public
transport, not only inconveniencing
students, but also contributing to traffic
problems, pollution, and numerous other
inexcusable evils.

It is difficult to understand the motive
behind the extremely high cost of
concession cards. Perhaps it is a Kennett
plot, forcing us to use the roads on which
he lavished so much loving care, as well
as time and money.

TIago Freire

1. What happened to number five of the
seven deadly sins?
2. The photograph used in the "yes" half
of the funding agreement was from last
years' SGM, true. But perhaps you forgot
that students voted overwhelmingly
against signing a funding agreement last
year, although the meeting was later
proved to be inquorate.
Anna Barrett
Arts ll/IV

Call Waiting
Dear Lot's,
On behalf of every guy who has tried to
phone a girl who he likes and has been
interrupted by call waiting. I'd like to say
"curse if. I happened to call a lovely young
lady a few days ago only to be disturbed
not once, not twice, but three times. The
last interruption ended the conversation
which was going so well despite the
annoying beep of call waiting. So curse it.
I was there first. Where does call waiting
get off, when affairs of the heart come
along? I didn't even get to ask her out for
lunch. Just curse it.
Loverboy

Nestle the Sequel
Dear Lol's Wife.
I am writing in response to Michael
Power's letter about Monash Marketing
Society's use of Nestle products during
0-Week. Although it is disturbing that a
Caulfield club can come on to campus and
do these things, the University's plan to
incorporate the Union is of far greater
concern than the Nestle boycott. By the
time you read this, the University Council
will have decided to incorporate the union
and replace the current Union Board of
18 (including twelve Clayton students)
with a Board of Directors of between six
and ten which will have only two Clayton
students on it.
Student representation will be so
tokenistic that the directors can choose
to ignore student opinion and overturn
policies such as the Nestle boycott in
order to increase profits. What the
University is ignoring is the fact that all
Catering and Retails profits will continue
to go to either the MSA to provide services
to students or stay in the Union to keep
the amenities fee down.
Consequently, there is no reason why
students should not be able to decide that
they would rather pay a higher amenities
fee (or receive less services from MSA)
than have certain products sold in the
Union. The arrangements for the new
incorporated Union must allow students
to make these decisions. The MSA is
doing its best to ensure that this happens,
but the more support there is from
students the easier it will be achieved. If
you are concerned about this please write
to the MSA and we will pass these
concerns on to the University.
Kevin Ryan
Union Board Chairperson
and MSB member

I guess there is an upside however. At
least the ducks have a new Olympic-sized
lake to waddle in, and we've scored a
couple of great free-standing concrete
walls (either a long overdue shrine to dog
urinals or some abstract God symbol
paying homage to 2001: A Space
Odyssey).
Anyway, I'm disgusted to say the least. We
used to be called the clever country, and
that label was founded on our intellectual
pursuits and performance. Unfortunately,
I'm beginning to get this sinking feeling
that this institution is more concerned with
the way it looks in high gloss on colour
catalogues in Malaysia, as opposed to
funding a truly beneficial infrastructure for
the student populace.

Sure, let's promote this place, I don't
begrudge that. But while marketing
ourselves via pretty "walk-free" grass
patches and useless water fountains may
be the solution to some, there can be no
stronger selling point than what a
university produces, which should be
intelligent, capable, free-thinking
individuals and ground-breaking research.
I don't know about you, but conflicting tile
design and inefficient angular spaces
aren't going to help achieve that.

It's been a while since I trod the hallowed
turf of this famed institution of learning a little too long it seems. I've returned to
find the most reckless use of concrete
since the creation of the Me, izies building.
At first glance, my social conscience
screamed out, "What a bloody rip-off. Gee,
the number of student places has been
reduced, up-front fee quotas have
increased, HECS is up, and we're building
enough useless shit to fund twenty or more
well-deserved full scholarships to this
place."

They continue: "The anonymous writer of
this review should wake up to himself or
herself and realise their standard of
approval [sic] are fucked." Or else? Or
what? The Women's Collective will
confiscate his/her computer, or subject
him/her to a consciousness-raising
session? Maybe the viewpoint in question
was abhorrent - but why doesn't the
Women's Collective debate the issue
substantively, instead of raving?
Unfortunately, reading the student paper
is like witnessing the acculturation of a
small child, full of pouting, sly temper
tantrums, crying fits and bouts of
breathtaking illogicality.

David Buchler
Arts/Commerce V

who's a nasty pastie?

Sigh! Just a general curmudgeonly letter
to examine a few turds from the endless
avalanche of bullshit published in Lot's
Wife.

The editors decry the current death of
student activism. Can it be that students
have finally grown up? These days,
people have better things to do with their
lives than display bogus concern for the
welfare of others (more a disguised hatred
of their own class). The romance of
collectivist endeavour has worn rather
thin. It is telling that most of the noisier,
bleeding-hearted students are the
recipients of a private school education.
Pampered, spoon-fed and full of their own
manifest destiny, they are destined to
spend the rest of their morally-superior
lives lecturing the masses and 'reforming'
them according to an inner, fantasy-based
Ideological landscape.

And there's your answer. Rather than
sending kids off to the bloody army, or
coming up with Work for the Dole
schemes, the government should employ
more people in its sen/ices so that at least
one person is there to serve you when
you go to, or call up, the DSS. There's a
vote-winner, Johnny!

The next time I need to utilise a
government service, I don't want to be
put on hold, or in a queue, or told to come
back tomorrow. I want a friendly face to
smile at me and immediately serve me
with a, "Hi. I'm Shane Paxton. How can I
help you?"

Dan Celm

Nestle No No

Luke Harris
Dear Lol's Wife,

Whinging Again

What Price the Building?
Dear Lot's,

Bravo, Women's Affairs Collective. Pissed
off at a review in the Counter Faculty
Handbook, they launched an illiterate, illconstructed attack which sounds
suspiciously like a Stalinist tract. "To
denigrate something [sic] whether it is a
thing or a someone... will not be tolerated."
Won't it just? Damn fools, we who thought
modern society was about tolerance.
Hopefully they won't carry these
authoritarian inclinations into a life of
public policy-making.

Dear Lot's.
I am writing to expiess my utter disgust
at the inability of such government
services as the Department of Social
Security (DSS) to sen/e you at the times
that are most convenient for you.
Unfortunately, unless you happen to have
a spare moment during the five minutes
of the week that they are open, then
chances are you will not be able to catch
them at all. Take, for example, my own
case. Heading down to the DSS on a
Wednesday afternoon, I arrived at the
office only to be told that there is no one
there to person the fucking office on a
Wednesday after 1 ;30pm. This frustration
was also shared by the ten other people
standing outside the office with me, one
of whom, a member of the CFMEU, was
so outraged he suggested we storm
Parliament.

Unfortunately, the inability to be served
by a government official is not a rare
occurrence. Just ask anyone who's been
put on hold for two hours, forced to fill out
forms with no one there to assist, arrived
at an office that's closed, or taken a ticket
in the line only to have their number come
up three-and-a-half hours later.

I am writing in response to Michael
Power's letter in Edition 2 about Monash
Marketing Society's use of Nestle products
during 0-Week. The reason they can
ignore the Union's Nestle boycott is
because they are a Caulfield club, and
hence not bound by policy made by
Clayton students The Clubs & Societies
Executive has been concerned about the
presence of non-Clayton based clubs
during O-Week because they benefit from
work funded by Clayton students, without
making any financial contribution and are
also not bound by the rules that apply to
Clayton clubs.

We have however been frustrated in our
efforts to keep them off campus and have
had to allow them on campus subject to
certain conditions. The condition was the
they prominently display a sign stating that
they are not a Clayton based club. This
condition was blatantly breached by MMS
during 0-Week and will be taken into
account (along with Michael Power's
complaint) when deciding whether to let
them back on to the campus in future. Any
student who would not have joined MMS
had they known that they were not a
Clayton club should feel free to request a
refund of their membership.

Jacqui Cameron
C&S Executive Member &
MSA Orientation Coordinator
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L e t t e r s

vis a vis tfie bbq..

Dear Lot's,
RE: the inconsiderate sods at the LSS

see it wasted by someone who showed
about as much concern for Monash
students as he/she has taste. Maybe my
sense of 'taste' is a bit warped but I'm
sure that when First Year Melbourne Uni
students look at their beautifully designed
diaries this year they definitely won't be
complaining about the lack of taste there.

You people have no thought for anyone
else on campus, do you?
I am referring to a certain barbecue on
March 6, when the LSS had a band,
ironically named "The Well Hung Jury",
who were high on volume, but low on
talent, performing between the Gallery
and the Menzies Building. Now, I am a
reasonable person, and I respect their
rights to have a function of any type,
anywhere. But when this function runs
until after 2.30, one has to start wondering
whether or not they care in the slightest
about impinging on the rights of others.
Sitting in Room 555 in the IVIing Wing,
going through the crucial first tutorial for
a subject, I and fifteen others like me were
bombarded for over half of our allimportant first class with what can only
be described as a truly ugly and VERY
LOUD noise. It was probably all well and
good lor those in the Law Building behind
the nice insulated doors, but the fact that
they aimed their speakers right at the
Menzies Building meant that every class
in that half ol the building was severely
interrupted. That's a really fucked effort
on their behalf, and I hope they all get
your arses kicked very hard over the
whole issue. I hope they realise the (oily
of their selfish ways, because if I ever see
anyone lying on their back shouting a
shithouse rendition of "Funky Cold
Medina" again, I will individually kill every
one of their family pets.
Those involved are all tools of the highest
order.

Love and cuddles,
Luke, Arts III

Depressing Diary

Dear Lot's,
In taking up your challenge to "never be
alraid to do more than just read" I would
like to take this opportunity to express my
deepest concern on the topic which has
been undoubtedly plaguing Some Monash
minds this year. Not only is it horribly
analogous to what Sharon Valles said last
week about Coca Cola's "overwhelming
presence and influence" over our society
but I daresay it presents a horrible and
somewhat erroneous picture of uni life as
we know it. I don't know about you but I
didn't pay my $349 student admin fee to

Pmg»6

Some may argue that unlike Coca Cola a
Coldie does symbolise Uni culture and is
therefore sufficiently relevant to be printed
on the back of our diary. If that is true
then why stop there? Why not print
something else even more relevant to uni
life than a mere Coldie ad? I find it hard
to believe that in an age of VSU and
unwarranted HECS increases people
cannot find within themselves the passion
for fighting for the real and relevant issues
of uni today. With all the anti-government
furore which has been going for so many
years I cannot see why we can't even
stand up for something as small as the
back cover of our diary. We may boast
that Kennett is never going to encroach
on our uni but unless we do something
about preserving our self-respect he will
never take us seriously. I'm afraid to say
that regardless of how appealing a freshly
brewed Coldie may seem to some, it will
require a bit more than a 2D plug
stencilled with "Carlton" to make not only
our politicians, but more importantly,
ourselves, achieve self-awareness as a
University.
Ron Ferdinands
Science/Law

Read on y'all

Liberals can be losers too

Dear Lot's,

I am writing this letter to voice my disgust!
In the first edition of the Liberal Club's
Newsletter there is a supposedly "funny"
set of 'ten union commandments'.
Amongst the many derogatory statements
about student unions. Lot's Wife and the
Union Nestle Boycott, there are two which
I find particularly offensive. One of these
condemns gays and lesbians, and the
other insinuates that there is something
wrong with being a woman. As a member
of Not Quite Straight, and a supporter of
the women's movement, I am appalled
that the Liberal Club would even consider
publishing such sexist and homophobic
material.
The Gay and Lesbian movement has
taken a long time to get where it is today,
and has encountered a great deal of
discrimination and homophobia, and it is
people such as the publishers of the
Liberal Club's Newsletter that are
responsible tor causing misery and
emotional suffering for so many nonheterosexual people.
Society has moved a long way towards
accepting individuals for what they are,
and today many more non-heterosexuals
feel comfortable to exercise their personal
freedom. Yet there are those who feel
compelled to make life a living hell for
anyone who isn't a "typical hetero beer
drinking bloke", or a "common housewife".
I am ashamed to think that such reside
on this campus!
I am ashamed that the Liberal Club is
promoting such values at Monash!
I am ashamed that these students
supposedly hold the same values as our
current State and Federal Governments!

mouth than came the response "it's run
by communists". I thought for a moment
I'd been transported back to the 1950s. I
tried to come to terms with the statement.
My belief, which I stated, is that Lot's Wife
doesn't really have a lot to do with
Communism. True, something vaguely
communist/socialist related does appear
in the "First Years Guide to Student
Politics" (Edition 1). Here, "Trots (aka leftwingers)" are described as unsavoury
creatures, lurking in the deep, dark
recesses of Wholefoods, "drinking coffee
because it gives them something to think
about while they talk". Which, as far as I
can see, is anything but pro-Communist
propaganda. The article also displays an
equally mocking profile of Liberal
Students, which is testimony to the fact
the piece is motivated by an allencompassing (and admirable) cynicism
towards political ideologies.

I began to think where else in this edition
these communist undertones may appear.
There are many politically-oriented pieces
- a rather objective (some would say
boring) report of the result of a by-election;
a Vox Pop of balanced community
opinions of the Work-for-the-dole scheme;
comments from various political
perspectives on the university funding
agreement; an article blaming increasing
amenities fees on ALP students; several
articles discussing policy changes to
HECS, Austudy and higher education in
general and how such things may
threaten the quality of education; an article
on the Wik issue; and last, but not least,
short introductions to all the various
political and other uni clubs. From these
articles I saw little scope for even the most
powerful imagination to draw latent
Communist ideals. In addition there was
ample evidence - articles written by
people of all political persuasions had
appeared - no sort of communist
censorship occurs. But many wouldn't go
so far as to open the pages of Lot's Wife
for fear of the outbreak of the Communist
revolution to learn this.

Dear Eds,
Last Lot's, Sharon Valles bemoaned the
whole 'America does not equal Australia'
shebang with regard to Coca-Cola
jumping on the Australia Day bandwagon.
And not without reason. Australia does
seem to be sucking up to American
culture. I mean, let's face it, the idea of
wearing Beazley-sized jeans and referring
to all and sundry as "mah man" didn't
come from downtown Bendigo, now, did
it?
Anyway, it would appear that Antony
Loewenstein has fallen under that wankyYankee spell, making mention of Mike
Moore's "sunburnt ass." Perhaps Mike's
donkey should wear sunscreen in the
future.

Everyone has the right to be proud of their
sexual identity, and it is publications such
as the Liberals Club's Newsletter that
infringe upon that right.

Michel Cabrle

No Reds Under Our Bed

It's an arse, son! Be proud!

Dear Lot's,

Yours In healthy recalcitrance,

In a recent conversation I innocently
professed my desire to expand my extracurricular interests by contributing to Lot's
Wife. No sooner had the words left my

Terri Psiakis
Arts 3

Criticism of the current state and federal
Liberal governments in relation to
changes to Austudy, HECS and other
education-related issues may be where
the Communist-fearing draw their
opinions. This is the scary thing. These
issues threaten the livelihood of many
students and the general quality of
education in Australia today. To dismiss
them as motivated by some obscure
communist ideal makes little sense.
Raising concerns and informing people
about them is of paramount importance.

In the conversation I mentioned earlier I
was asked rather patronisingly if I "flew
the red flag". I replied that I didn't fly any
flag at all. I am, as I see Lot's Wife, just
interested in what is best for students at
Monash.

Andrew Carter

nazi clowns in media Circus

On Saturday the 15th of
March, a group of dedicated
Lot's Wifers drove out to
Fawkner to cover the anti-Nazi
rally. Fawkner is a sleepy area
north of Brunswick; a few
shops, a railway station, a park,
a KFC and a Nazi shop selling
racist propaganda. The rally
was orgainsed by a g r o u p
called 'Campaign against the
Nazis', which is an almalgation
of several socialist groups. The
depressing aspect of the rally
was that although many left
g r o u p s in M e l b o u r n e was
represented, it .seemed that we

were the only unaffiliated
p e o p l e t h e r e . Every five
minutes someone would come
up to us to sell paraphenalia.
Sometimes we would be
warned by some aspiring hack
not to listen to the other guys,
because they had it all wrong.
Where were the Aboriginals,
migrants, students and local
residents? T h e rally was
incredibly disorganised. It
seemed that everyone had an
ulterior motive. The rally's first
destination was Gowrie Station
where graffiti reading "hail the
white race" and "fuck off

gooks" was piainted over in a
gesture of protest.
Lead by the anarchists, who
were bellowing such slogans as
"Fuck off Nazis,oi, oi, oi!", the
protesters converged on the
shop, which is nestled in a
sleepy suburban street. As they
approached the shop, the rally
was greeted by the disturbing
sight of National Action
members dressed as clowns on
the roof of the shop, whilst
marching-band music blared
from speakers. At this poini
the protest slowed to a halt, as
rally organizers seemed
uncertain of what to do. A hail
of eggs and milk cartons were
thrown at tho.se on the roof A
barrage of stones, lollies and
vomit was the response. A
small scuffle broke oul
between a protester and a
National Action m e m b e r
leading to ail hell breaking
loose. Mounted Police charged
into the area, armed police set
about on the crowd, and
protesters r e s p o n d e d by
upending their placards and

lulling police with them.
Several arrests were made and
rallyers converged on the
shop, only to be forced back
by police. Locals, who had
been hewing for a peaceful
protest to oust a shop whose
creation they had no say in,
looked on in dismay, as ihe
protest became a circus for the

media. Kvenuiaily things
q u i e t e n e d down and the
i n t e n d e d peaceful prolrst
continued.

Chris K i n g and Piers K e l l y

Austudy Update
Actual Means Test
applicants:
Students' applications will not
have their
expenditure
calculations changed by the
Department. Those who have
had their estimates changed
will be assessed again based on
their own calculations. They
will be notified soon as to
w h e t h e r or not they are
deemed eligible for Austudy.
Other students waiting for an
Actual Means Test review must
let the AMT office know that
they wish a review to proceed.
The students must lodge form
43 (Actual Means Test
Additional Information Form)
to have their case reassessed.
If they don't, the review may
not p r o c e e d , supposedly
because Austudy are assuming

that their reassessment of
applications in relation to
imputation will solve many
cases currently at review.
Apparently reviews that have
been requested to proceed are
currently taking six to eight
weeks.
Students wishing to amend
information on their original
application should redo form
43 and provide a statutory
declaration. This will occur in
most cases.
Do not expect the same
Austudy a m o u n t as in the
previous year, even if you get
through the AMT. If you are
waiting for a reassessment you
should try not to get yourself
into debt. You may be
unsuccessful, or if successful,

you may not be backpaid as
much as you thought that you
would be.
Students applying for Austudy
should not include Austudy
payments in estimating the
assessable family expenditure.
This will mean studen Is having
to specify what expenditure
will have to be foregone by the
family if Austudy is not
received. That is, assume how
you will survive without
Austudy.

Age of Independence
Students who turn 25 during
their course can apply for
Austudy as i n d e p e n d e n t
students. They are not
considered dependent for the
duration of their course as was
initially proposed.

Please note that:
The advice and interpretation
provided in this article
regarding Austudy regulations
is accurate to the best of our
knowledge. For
official
Austudy policy, it is your
responsibility to c o n t a c t
Austudy directly.

Department lo be ineligible
for Austudy.

Further enquiries
I'lca.sc Ifrl frt-<- Iti drtip in or call ihc
MSA Sludciil Welfiirr Service (Miirisii,
Sally or Elizabeth) nil <)()(l.''i 4lli.'>, ihe
Sludenl Finanrial Aid Officer (Yaria)
on 99(1.5 !10fi4, or ifyoii need as.si.slance
wilh ihe legal aspects or AlLsltldy, (he

Students should be aware that
they are not e x p e c t e d to
survive on Austudy a l o n e .
Austudy is here to supplement
part-time work.
Rent assistance t h r o u g h
Austudy is only available to
those receiving S t u d e n t
Homeless Rate, or are orphans
or refugees.
Students can appeal if they
have been d e e m e d by the

MSA Sludenl Rights' Officer (Gerry)
on 990.0 3118. Application booklets
and llu- InfoinKilion Book regaldiilg
Ansliidy are available al these .services.
Please read these bookleLs carefully.
Austudy Offices:
Box Hill: 9288 7800
Bendigo: 1800 819 555
Caulfield: 9254 1300
Dandenong:9215 1515
Exhibition (City): 9666 7777
Footscray: 9288 9300
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car parking Chaos

facelift

With the University year barely tmder way, parking and more
specifically parking permits, are already becoming cause for
concern. Lot's Wife have noticed, particularly during the first
week of semester, an alarming lack of car parks (if any at all)
for those with blue permits. This lack of parks has resulted in
disgruntled permit - holders parking in all manner of creative
ways and places. With approximately 1.7.5 permits sold for every
one carpark last year, Parking and Security was unable to give
exact figures for this year. However, with blue permit holders
left once again pondering the lack of carparks (and where the
hell their fifty dollars went) the figures for this year could only
assumed to be higher.
Mick Eva

you and your Blue
There
have
been
an
unfortunate number of blue
Monash Parking permits
which have gone missing, or
been stolen, from cars parked
in the South East Flats car
park. While we were unable to
obtain an exact figure,
Bronwyn Drake, staff member
al Security Parking, was able to
confirm thai "many" had gone
missing. However, she did

stress that the rumours, which
claimed that up to 150 permits
had been stolen, were grossly
exaggerated. Still, parking
p e r m i t thefts are not an
u n c o m m o n practice on
campus; fifty-six were stolen
from cars last year Ms Drake
staled that "Our staff do
brochure
distributions,
particidarly for those whose
cars are parked in vulnerable

places. Also there are patrols
which take place throughout
the year, but we have them
more. . . especially at the start
of the year, with all the new
students, to inform them of (he
dangers."
Students are advised to ensure
their cars are locked when they
leave them parked on campus,
and to make su'e there are no

valuables left in the car within
easy view of a passer-by. For
more information on this or
any of the other services to do
with security and parking,
contact Security andParkingon
x53134.
After
hours
emergency numbers: 52064 or
52054.
Dan C e l m

language Workshops
Writing Assignments, March 12, 19 & 26, 3-4 pm, Menzies
Building, Room S603.
StrategiesJor Study and Learning, March 13 & 20, 1-2 pm, Menzies
Building, Room S503.
Academic Writing and Grammar, March 11, 18 & 25, 12-1 pm,
Menzies Building, Room S603.
Oral Presentations, March 11 & 18, 1-2 pm, Menzies building,
Room S426.
Pronunciation, March 11, 18 & 25, 1-2 pm, Menzies Building,
Clayton C a m p u s
Room S406.
Listening & Nolelaking from Lectures (Humanilies), March 12 & Conversation and Discussion, Mondays commencing March 10,
1-pm, Menzies Building, Room S426.
19, 1-2 pm Menzies Building, Room S609.
Listening & Nnleiaking frmn Lectures {Science/'lerlinology), March Conversation and Discussion, Wednesdays commencing March
12, 1-pm, Menzies Building, Room S429.
12 & 19, 1-2 pm, Menzies Building, Room S609.
Efjicient Reculing & Notelaking, March 10&17, 1-2 pm Menzies ExamPreparation, April 17 & 24, 1-2 pm, Menzies Building, Room
S503.
Building, Room S503.
The Language and Learning Semces Unit is running a range
of general courses and woikshops in first semester which any
Monash student may attend free of charge (see below).
Discipline .specific courses will also be available throughout 1st
semester in the faculties (for fiuther information ring LLS at
Clayton 9905 9181).
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T h e Ground floor of the
Menzies building has recently
u n d e r g o n e a 'facelift' in
Monash University's attempt
to square the ledger in its
'Facelift c h a l l e n g e ' with
Michael Jackson and Liz
Taylor. Until this year, the
dynamic c o m b i n a t i o n of
Taylor and [ackson held what
they
thought
was
an
unassailable lead, before
Monash stepped up its efforts
with beautiful touch-ups to the
Menzies Building, the Library
and the Union Building.

Along with the adanion of a
foyer in the South wing of the
Menzies (the wing designed
and built to ensure that the
uninsurable Menzies didn't
fall over), astute students may
have also noted the recentlypainted, aqua-blue escalator
walls. Wlien asked to comment
on the new colours, one PhD
s t u d e n t replied that he
thought it aptly matched the
rest of the Menzies Building:
"Fucking ugly!".

In response to the new work
at Monash University, Ms
Taylor promtly booked an
appointment with her plastic
.surgeon, feigning a brain
tumor as the excuse for going
into hospital. The bitter and
twisted Taylor was heard to
bitch about Monash, "I can't
r e m e m b e r the last time
Madonna went to its birthday
party". When asked for his
o p i n i o n , Michael Jackson
merely sat in the corner,
stroking his monkey.

Dan C e l m

kooky Korner

life ain't no Mardi Gras
In a survey conducted by

After the

election—which

Melbourne's Gay Men and

caused all proposed legislation

Against

to lapse—in March 1996 Sid

Discrimination (GLAD), 45%

Spindler reintroduced the bill

of the 1000 lesbians and gay
men inlci-viewed reported that

and then moved a succe.ssful Poultry" magazine, editors
motion to refer the bill for quoted from Feathers, the;

not a day goes by without some

inquiry

form

References Committee on Legal

poultry Industry Federation

discrimination in employment,

and Constitudonal Affairs.

telling the following ston'.

including loss of jobs. The

Since then several hundred

report, entitled 'Not a Day Goes

written

By' also states that 4 1 % of

received and public hearing

lesbians and 25% of gay men

have been held in each capital

Lesbians

of

harassment

or

reported inadequate sei"vices or

by

the

submissions

Senate

city.

lesbians and $?i% of gay men In the Inquii7 process sei-ves to
had experienced inappropriate clarify the i.ssues by allowing
police

opponents and supporters to

including harassment and

state their positions and to

actual violence in some cases.

debate the bill in an orderly

70% of lesbians and 69% of gay

public forum.

from

men reported being verbally
abused, threatened or ba.shed

When this process is complete

in a public place.

later this year the Committee
will report to the Senate and

In 1995 former Democrat

then the bill itself will be

Senator

brought on for debate and

Sid

Spindler

intioduced a Private Member's

voting.

Bill to prohibit such attacks on
gay, lesbian and transgender

people.
"A decent society should not
tolerate the persecution and
discrimination reported in 'Not
a Day Goes By'," the then
Senator said at the time.

publication of the California

were

refusals of service, 22% of

responses

In a recent issue of "Meat &

Former Senator Sid Spindler will
talk on the contents of the bill,
the arguments which have been
placed before committee and
the chance of having it passed
on Wednesday 26th March at
1.00pm in H7.

It seems the US Federal
Aviation Administration has a
unique device for testing the
strength of windshields on
aeroplanes. The device is a
gun that launches a dead
chicken at a planes windshield
at approximately the speed the
plane flies.

The theory is that if the embedded itself in the back
windshield doesn't crack from wall of the engine cab. The
the carcass impact, it'll sui-vive British were stunned and itsked
a real collision with a bird the FAA to recheck the test lo
during flight. It seems the see if every thing was done
British were very interested correctly. The FAA reviewed
with this and wanted to test a the test thoroughly and had
windshield on a speedy one recommendation:
locomotive they're developing.
"Use a thawed chicken."
They borrowed the FAA's
chicken launcher, loaded the
chicken and Fired. The ballistic
chicken

shattered

the

windshield, went through the
engineer's chair, broke an
instrument

panel

and

how to turn a d into an HD
Around about now, most
people will be handing in their
first assignment for the year
When you receive your
assignment back from your
tutor, you may notice that
despite only giving you an 82,
you have received a High
Distinction grade for your
work. Do not be fooled into
thinking that your tutor or
lecturer likes you. They don't.

Instead,

they are

complying

with

merely

the

new

through lo a Pa.ss which is now
50-60. This brings Monash

marking system introduced to

into line with other institutions

Monash University this year.

such as Melbourne University,
who use a similar marking

From now on, all grades above
a Pass will be five marks lower,
which means that an HD is no
longer 85-100, rather, 80-100.
Similarly, a Distinction has
changed from being 75-84, to
becoming 70-79, and so forth,

system to the new one adopted
at Monash.

Unfortunately, a Fail is slill a
Fail.
DanCelm

Julie Clutterbuck

it's a Bun Fight
On Thursday, 20th March, a
student general meeting was
held to decide, amongst other
things, whether or not the
Monash Student Association
should sign the funding
agreement. Very briefly, the
funding a g r e e m e n t is a
contract entered into between
the University and the Monash
Student Association, which
allows for a portion of the

amenities fees to be allocated
to the association, on the
proviso that the money not be
spent in certain ways.
The meeting was chaired by
Wai Bien, secretary of the
MSA, after Tanja Kovac, MSA
President, chose to move
'motion one', the motion to
sign the funding agreement.
After various students, such as

Harriet
Shing,
Laura
Smythand Justin Bare and
spoke for and against the
motion, a vote was eventually
taken and the motion was
passed.

lo run a pro-signingcampaign.

Michael Gilmour, voting in
favour of the introduction of
up-front fees.

A motion was then moved by

The motion was responded to
by Emily Howie, one of the
editors of the paper, and when
put to a vote, the motion failed.
Finally, after most of the
students had left, a motion
condemning the introduction

Sky Christensen condemning

of up-front fees was put to the

the editors of Lot's Wife and
calling for their resignation,

meeting. No one spoke against
the motion, and the vote was

due to them using the paper

pa.ssed with only one student,

Dan C e l l t l
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news in brief
Collectivity Forever...
The Sute Branch of NUS is
establishing a series of crosscampus action collectives with
a view to promoting cultural
diversity, disability awareness
and sexuality action. If you
would like to know more, by
all means contact them on
(O.S)9326-7000, fax (0.3)9.S282206
or
email
on
nusvic@dd.com.au.
Rumble at the prom
Though
the
State
Government has very publicly
scrapped the proposal for a 3 /
4 star hotel in Wilsons Prom,
plans for a new privatelyowned lodge in the Prom's
Tidal River area are slill being

looked at. Also proposed are
r e s t a u r a n t s , new walking
tracks, a half-way hut and u.se
of the hghthouse as a serviced
accommodation base. The
fight for the Prom is still on.
To j o i n it, contact the
A u s t r a l i a n

ConservationFoundation on
9416-1166.
Victory for SUT
Following a student protest
outside the its chamber on
February 27, the Council of
the Sydney University of

Technology has deferred its
decision regarding the
introduction of up front fees
for Australian undergraduate
students. Described by NUS
National Presidentjohn Carey
as "a good victory for all
.students", the issue has been
referred to a working party to
be established at the next
Council meeting on April 24.
Mr Carey went on to say that
"which ever university decides
to introduce up front fees first
will come under enormous
scrutiny from the student
movement...{and will be)
repeatedly reminded of the
consequences
of
their
actions". The universities
should heed this warning.

Xenophobia? I hate the
word
The MSA will be holding an
Anti-Racism week between
April 28 and May 2. People are
needed on the ground, and,
in the lead-up to the big week,
there will be an anti-racism
campaign meeting at 1:00
every Tuesday in the MSA
lounge. Amongst other things
- a series of d e m a n d s to
reinforce
Monash's
commitment
to
racial
tolerance will be formulated.
Interested students should
contact Michael on 9905-3138.

Eamon E v a n s

rmit gets
Disoriented life in the Fast Lane?
It seems that independent
student media is yet again
threatened with censorship as
the State Government plans to
withhold state and federal
funding from RMIT due to
articles which appeared in the
university's
orientation
handbook. T h e h a n d b o o k
c o n t a i n e d an informative
section about drugs, and the
comment that studenLs should
"grow it [marijuana] in your
backyard, it's a way to
supplement your Austudy."
Within its c o n t e x t , the
particular comment appears
as more of a tongue-in-cheek
criticism of the inadequacies
of Austudy r a t h e r than a
serious suggestion of drug
trafficking. But the Kennett
government does not see it
that way, and likewise took
heart to some criticism of the
public transport system. The
guide i n c l u d e d an article
which
highlighted
the
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ludicrous price of $108 for a
public transport concession,
as well as two actual-size copies
of Met tickets. In a responding
media release, the editor of
the h a n d b o o k , Andrew
Fernandez, claimed to find it
"outrageous that the media
and Liberal politicians are
whipping up a frenzy over four
pages of a one hundred and
thirty page publication." The
intervention of the State
government in this issue seems
quite frightening. Does it
really have nothing better to
do than pick on universities
and invade student's rights to
publish their own, creative
and independent publications
free from the claws of zealous
politicians? To appease Jeff on
this topic, next year's
orientation handbook will
have its sections on transport
and drugs replaced with
excerpts from Mein Kiimpf.
Nik D r a g o j i o v i c

For all you people living in the
Suburbs of Ol' Melbourne
Town, this is how the other
half survive.

Did you ever wonder what on
earth goes on in those dated
buildings at the bottom
corner of campus? People
actually live there. However, if
anyone tries to convince you
that the Halls of Residence
are, without a doubt, 'a home
away from h o m e ' , they're
lying. I prefer to think of the
Halls as a kind of half way
point - something between
the Sheraton, and a recently
vacated cardboard box.

In Halls, we do everything for
ourselves. Oh, that is unless
you live in sector % (Mannix),
where rumour has it that they
shine your shoes for you evei^
morning . . .

It is easy to tell if someone is
from Halls. Uni is not a fasion
parade for us. We wear
whatever is clean, or cleaner
then all other items in the
'unwashed' basket. We have
no money. I know HECS is
horrible, and nasty, and costs
too much, but HECS is
deferable. Halls fees aren't.
Neither are the food costs. So
think of us. People of
Melbourne Town, as we queue
up tonight at slops . . . err,
sorry. The 'Dining' Hall.

IMPORTANT HALLS
FINDINGS; I T / S
POSSIBLE TO SURVIVE
ON TIM TAMS

Basically, we are poor country
and international folk. Here,
we believe, to get an
education. But let's worry
about that when
the

assignments are due. Party
anyone?

OPEN COLUMN
Yes, all you on campus people
. . . h e r e we are, finally
recognised in print. You can
be too!!! Do you have some
exiting exploits to pass on? It
may be how many days you've
gone without food (for
whatever reason), or a tale of
inter-hall rivalry. Fine!
Excellent! And yes, Mannix,
you can say something as well.
Anything not (too) illegal will
do! Simply drop any stuff for
'On Campus' into the office
M Lot's Wife, ASAP.
Until next time, can anyone
lend me some money? 1 kind
of need food . . .

Sammy C

Union Jeans and Marx
a theoretical discussion
On the morning of Thursday 6 Ivlarch, Danny Hampel arrived at Clayton, to open his

the problem with jeans? Cleariy, there isn't one. The thought of all students joining in the

newly established Union Jeans store. He was looking forward to the day. Although trading

protest movement by taking off their jeans and walking around campus in their undenwear is

had not yet reached high levels, he knew that this would pick up when the university year

a ludicrous (and in some circumstances, scary) proposition.

commenced in earnest, and so for the time being, he was in good spirits. Besides, he liked
dealing with university students.
Further, I would actually argue that there is something positive to tje derived from
having the jeans store here in the union. Given that jeans are one of the most popular items
However, when he reached the front of the store, his mind quickly changed. In an act

of clothing on campus, one can assume that students need to get them from somewhere.

of vandalism, someone, for whatever reason, had gratfitied on the shop windows. On the

With a store on campus to provide this facility, it makes it more convenient and cheaper for

left-hand window was written. Wo consumerism in student unions', while the right hand-side

students to purchase their clothing. With the enormous cost of higher education, and

read, 'No jeans at Monash'. Upset and puzzled. Danny contemplated these statements before

continuous cutbacks to Austudy and other student services, any means which making living

wiping them off his windows and getting on with his normal daily affairs.

cheaper for a university student is a bonus. Union Jeans eliminates the cost of transport
which would othenwise be necessary if a student was forced to go to Chadstone, or some
other such place to do their shopping. Further, with discounts for students, it is evident that

However, to turn such a blind eye as this to unwanted disruptive behaviour may not

Union Jeans is trying to provide students with reasonably-priced goods.

be the best policy to adopt amongst the student community. If there is dissent amongst
some students (whatever the pathetic minority they make up) as to the legitimacy of the
Union Jeans store on campus, then it should be fleshed out and dealt with once and for all,
so that continuing attacks do not ensue.

So even when considered from a socialist perspective (presumably the angle from
which this person was coming when they wrote the graffiti), there is no argument to suggest
that Union Jeans do not have a right to be on campus. They are a legitimate entity, selling
legitimate merchandise, albeit in an illegitimately designed building. The only thing that the

The wonderful thing about this, is that when we do revert to the more mature tactic of
rational debate, as opposed to mindless graffiti, our little graffiti-friend with their grudge simply

moron who wrote the graffiti on the windows has succeeded in doing is inadvertently creating
free publicity for the store. Well done!

doesn't have a leg to stand on.

Dealing with consumerism first, it is clear to see that the jeans store does not pose

cfanCelm

some capitalist threat to our previously sacred and socialist student union. Consumerism
has been a reality within the union building for years now. Every time someone buys a CD
from the music store, or purchases a Coke from the vending machines, or a beer from the
bar, they are participating in consumer activity. How purchasing a pair of jeans differs from
any of these other activities is anyone's guess. So why level one's angst at the Union Jeans
store? If our little friend has a problem with consumerism within the union building, they
should take it up with their student representatives and propose that we change to a system
of food rations and clothing coupons so as to save us all from the scourge of wanton
consumption. I'm sure everyone would vote for that at an SGMI Until then, provided any of
these stores pay their rent to the union (rent which subsidises other union activity), then they
have every right to sell goods on campus.

It may be that our anonymous anarchist has a problem specifically with the consumer
goods on offer, those being jeans. However, there is little to complain about here, Levis jeans
were one of the products actually recommended on a list (hat went up on the Greenpeace
homepage because the company does not employ labour in sweat shops, and was the first
company to use environmentally sound materials, such as hemp, in its process of production.
Jeans have for a long time been probably the most popular item of clothing worn by students
on campus. Jeans originated from a background of being the clothing of the workers. What's

"Down yours!" - Defiant students join the 'No Jeans at Monash' campaign.

O P I N I O N

A Jeff of

?
Rights 1
"The State Government yesterday urged the High

The

should be safeguarded from the majority if ever threatened

Court to overturn two landmark decisions backing freedom

freedoms which will make that democracy work.

question is, how would such a guarantee be given? Not many

by it (for example, life and liberty). Indeed, a majority can

of political speectf, wrote Gervase Greene {The Age. AI3I

of us would be so naive as to assume a politician's promise

still ignore a large proportion of the population-51% is, after

97), and I couldn't help but read on, fascinated, yet scared.

was good enough, and even then, politicians may only be in

all, enough of a majority to place a political party in power for

The Victorian Government has a pretty good track

power for a maximum of four years. Problematic though it

four years, and 49% is still a large proportion of the population,

record of restricting our rights, and the case in point is only

might be, I believe the solution lies in a Bill of Rights, and its

even if technically classed a'minority'.

one of many examples: an anti-duck-shooting protester, a

insertion into the Constitution. Most other countries have

Admittedly we do not want to end up like America.

Mr Levy, is claiming that regulations restricting his protests

recognised this, and indeed, we are the only Western country

where sneezing at someone is virtually an excuse for a law
suit. Yet there is another extreme. We do not want to end up

infringe on his right to political free speech. Others could be

that does not have a Bill of Rights. We used to share that

cited, such as the way our beloved Premier legislated his

position with the UK, but now the British people's rights are

like Nazi Germany, where the rights of certain groups were

way over any protest against the Grand Prix that so recently

guaranteed by the EU.

ignored, and those wronged had no recourse to, or protection

caused such a small amount of noise-pollution and traffic-

What, then, do I mean by a Bill of Rights? I mean

jams in our beautiful city Now, the State Government wants

exactly what the words say- a law which protects the civil

the High Court to overturn the cases that formed the

and human rights Indispensable to us all. And why put it in

Implementing a completely new Bill of Rights into

precedent to our implied right to political free speech.

the Constitution? Because the constitution is the highest law

Australian law would not be easy. One suggestion is to adopt
at least part of the United Nations Declaration of Human

from, the law. I am not implying that the latter scenario is
likely, just possible.

This, in my opinion is just another attempt by our

in this country. It sits, in status, above the Federal Partiament,

megalomaniacal, totalitarian State Government to rob us of

and, unlike the state constitutions, can only be changed by

Rights. That text is too long to include here, as is the list of

our inalienable rights while meddling with the independence

a popular referendum. Why would we need this? Well, why

rights it protects, but if any of you are interested, the entire

of the judiciary.

would we need any laws that cannot be changed except by

text

Free speech, though, is not the issue I wish to discuss

the will of the people? Australia needs some laws to

www.leftjustified.com/leftjust/fount/wtp/un-decla.htm). At a

here, it was only what prompted me to write. Nor, indeed, is

guarantee the long-term survival and systematicity of its

Australia has a constitution (contrary to popular belief), it
does not contain any guarantee of our basic rights. We have
no "Bill of Rights"as such, and therefore we have nothing to
stop our political system taking them away. All we have are
"implied rights'-rights that were not excluded in any
legislation so far,. .rights that could be excluded in legislation
in the future.
Before I discuss the guarantee of rights, it is imperative
to define what a right is. Ivlany and varied definitions are
available. The writers of the American Declaration of
Independence said they were God-given. Justice Murphy
(in M/;ter v TCN Channel Nine Pty Ltd) referred to some

internet

(http://

minimum, the declaration protects (in articles 1 -3) the equality

rights and freedoms, and, in parlfcular, the rights to life, liberty

Stephens (the cases mentioned in The Age), or the meddling

overturned. What I do wish to discuss is that even though

be a c c e s s e d on the

of rights and dignities of human beings, their entitlement to

the validity of the judgements regarding Theophanous&rxi

State Government's attempt to get these decisions

may

"Given that we want our
democracy to work for the
benefit of all (most of us
are
not
complete
anarchists),
it
is
reasonable to desire a
guarantee
of
the
fundamental
freedoms
which will make that
democracy work."

and security of person. Our new Bill of Rights, however,
would not have to be an all-inclusive document. What we
really lack is a guarantee of the bare minimum of our rightone that does not derogate from our existing rights, such as
are protected by anti-racism laws and so on.
The only fundamental right that the United Nations
declaration neglects to guarantee is the freedom of speech.
This is one of the most important freedoms in a democracy.
It is how we let others know what we think, and "others"
Includes the politicians as well as our friends and foes. It is
political freedom of speech that the State Government is
trying to gag in trying to get the High Court decisions
overturned, yet it is political freedom of speech that holds
our govemments accountable, and relays the views of the
minorities as well as the majority. What we need is a

implied rights a s " . . . fundamental to a democratic society..
of the system of

democracy which Govemments cannot be relied upon to

guarantee of this and other fundamental freedoms to ensure

representative government. . ." I would limit them to the

sustain. Their long-term is substantially shorter than ours as

the continuation of democracy in our country.

inalienable social and political freedoms that are essential

a people.

. necessary for the proper operation

for the maintenance of our democratic society; the right to

Many argue that because parliaments are

exist, the freedoms of 'conscience and religion: thought,

democratically elected, they may be relied upon to represent

belief, opinion and expression, including freedom ofthepress:

the interests of the majority, and that ultimately in most cases,

freedom of peaceful assembly: and freedom of association'

it is the interests of the majority which must prevail to allow

(quoted from the Canadian Charter).

After all, even our

our society to sun/ive. There are two problems with this.

national anthem recognises the beneficial nature of freedom

First, Australian pariiaments. though they are democratically

within the first two lines.

elected, cannot be relied upon to systematically protect

Given that we want our democracy to work for the

everybody's rights (look at the refugee camps in Pt

benefit of all (most of us are not complete anarchists), it is

Headland). Second, no matter how important the rights of

reasonable to desire a guarantee of the fundamental

the majority are, some rights are so fundamental that they

n i l c h a e l Power

Immigration - vital for

Australia ^s future
The so-called immigration detiate tfiat has been raging
for the last year has shown little sign of subsiding. At this

development also leaves us lagging behind in the big wide
world of overseas trade.

point it is worth looking at where it is headed. There are
many lobby groups and barrow pushers that are putting a
view that immigration should be stopped immediately, or at

Obviously, Australians do not want to take a 90% pay
cut in orderto match our competitors in overseas markets.

the least scaled down over the next decade. They claim.

Nor do major corporations or our government seem willing

that this has nothing to do with their latent (and sometimes

to sink billions of dollars into research and development. So

blatant) hatred of those who dare to be born with black hair

how are we to maintain our standard of living?

and an extremely healthy appetite for rice. This claim is
usually followed up with a call for the voices of "real
Australians" to be heard. I seek to counter this with the
argument that Australia has an immigration intake that is far

The answer to this problem lies with immigration.
Briefly, immigration increases the size of our domestic

too low. immigration is also something that will be highly

markets so that we do not rely so much on bringing export

important in future years, and plays a part in reducing our

dollars into this country. Immigrants to this country buy

foreign debt. It also creates jobs.

houses, eat our food, buy our clothes, study at our schools,
use our recreational venues, buy tickets to various forms of
entertainment and take holidays in our resorts. They spend
money here, thus increasing demand for goods and services,
and creating jobs.

At present, Australia has headed down the path of
overseas trade. Early forays into overseas markets have
now expanded into major relationships with neighbouring

Contrary to what you might read in tabloid newspapers

also answer this; why are we wasting our open space south

countries. This has opened up all manner of export

or see on 6.30 current affairs shows, not all immigrants form

east of Melboume by building % acre blocks? It is a lie to

opportunities for Australian manufacturers and sen/ice

ghettos, get on the dole, and take part in drug gangs. Most

say that this country is 'lull", and it is usually a view promoted

providers. However, this has also come at a time when the

of them bring skills to this country that they gained overseas.

only by right wing lobby groups with other similarly

tide of politics ip the western world is such as to force

Others invest funds here so as to create industries and more

enlightened views on abortion, race, sexuality and whether

countries to wipe out protection for their local industries, such

iobs. They pay taxes here, increasing government revenue.

the earth is flat or not.

as tariffs, quotas, and subsidies. This has meant that our
exporters are increasingly being forced to compete with
overseas competitors for the same markets - that is, the
"level playing field".

kevin McAlpine
The local demand created by this flow of citizens Into
Australia helps to allow us to maintain a civilised standard of
living. It means that employers do not have to cut wages
and sack people in order to match the standards set by
overseas competitors. Immigration creates economic

Although it is dearthat the playing field is rarely level,
it is certainly obvious that things are heading in that direction.

demand and activity, reducing the need for manufacturers to
go out and fight for the overseas trade dollar.

It is also obvious to all that most Australian exporters are
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protection. Overseas trade is a game that Australia is simply

Australian states. South Australia and Tasmania. In each of

not equipped for - we are out of our depth.

them, population growth is minimal, if not completely absent.

Our school offers:
• a safe and attractive learning environtneni
• classes and grouping arranged to meet the needs of all children
• highly capable and tanng staff
• computers in all learning units
• l.OTE - Mandarin Chinese
- instrumenial music tuition available
•enrolments for international students

Both of these states have woefully low economic activity

Pa

unable to match the efficiency and margins of overseas
competitors without the aid of the aforementioned trade

This argument is illustrated by the plight of two

and high percentages of unemployment. Quite simply, the
economies of these states have not picked up since the 198990 recession. A comparison with Queensland shows the
The reasons for this are varied, but have a lot to do

benefits of population growth. That state is firing on all

with differences in labour costs. Award wages in Australia

cylinders, and has increased its population at an

are far greater than anything that is paid for comparable wort<

extraordinary rate for the past S years. Australia has plenty

in many of the South East Asian countries with which we are

of room for millions of immigrants. Those who seek to point

trading and competing with. Our investment in research and

out that only a minority of the continent is arable land must

lohi

an inltaralpart ofxchool life

A before and after scfiool program
operates from 7.00 to 8.45 am antd 3.30 6.00pm. Consider the advantages of your
children attending a school close to where
you study or work.
For more information or to arrange a tour of
the school, please contact Mr Geoff
Noblett, our Principal, on 9560 5841.
Monash Primary School is a

I Notting Nil! Chiklrens S«rvici
) slop shop (or chiklcare
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Getting Started With a Life After

VOX POP
Did you agree with the recent
transport strike?

Your Degree
Eventually, you are going to finish your studies and

Kate, Atts

You should not make things up, but be creative about

it represented the basic

yourself. If you know a keyboard from a monitor and that

rights and freedoms that these

your hands. You are now looking for a permanent job. You

Microsoft is not an engineering term, then you have

wori<ers are entitled to. it is also

have heard that working hours are longer, jobs are less

computing skills. Even if you were a MWOP in some obscure

interesting how the mainstream

secure, and even highly qualified people are finding it tough.

club, you have leadership skills, if you and six of your friends

press pubiiscised the damage that

Is life after your degree going to be what you expected? Just

worked together to complete an assignment, then that is

it caused in relation to the revenue

what is involved in finding a job?

team-work. Finally, do not be afraid to mention everything

of the G.P. I see that as being a completely separate

you have ever done in your resume - you will be surprised

Issue and I think that it's interesting that the media

which little details may point an employer towards you.

rrranipulated the issue in that way.

leave Monash, a tacky, plastic-encased degree clutched in

Step 1: What sort gf job do you want?
Do you hate maths but are doing engineering because
it will get you a better job? Are you doing a biomedical

Yasmin Green, Arts

Step 4: The interview

sciences degree because you missed out on medicine and

Oo you yut jitters wheri yotrare askeu quusuuris in a

hope to transfer into it? Are you doing commerce because

tutorial? Does the thought of having to do a talk give you a

you admire Christopher Skase? If you really hate what you

nervous breakdown? Then it is time you practiced your

are doing, then that is going to show up in an interview. A

conversational skills. To succeed at an interview, you have

couple of facts to keep in mind. Out of a thousand odd people

to be able to think on your feet and have a good memory.

who apply to transfer to medicine at ti^onash, only about 6 to

Employers often ask you to relate what you have done. How

8 will get in. There are as many law students in Australia as

did you deal with a particular situation? How did you resolve

lawyers. For those wanting a research career, the state of

a problem?

private R&D is ndiculously pathetic, to put It mildly. Ultimately,

interviews you have, the better you will become, but

but keep in mind that not everybody in Australia can become

obviously, it is better if you can get a job with the first interview,

the Prime Minister (of course, would you want to?). If it comes

Any sort of question can pop up in an interview. I once had a

to changing your course, take heart. Why do you think there

question; "Talk for five minutes on the problem of drugs in

are so many people around in ttie 51h year of a 3 year degree?

sport". Believe it or not, this was for a vacation job as an

it on a weekend when they could
make the most impact on both
the Premier and the community.

Wong Wal Bien, General
Secretary of M.S.A

i thought it was a case of
blackmail on the union's pari as
they knew Victoria would have
benefited a lot from the Grand Prix,

analytical chemist!
You can try anticipating questions and practising with

The newspaper is the most obvious place, with the

a friend, but undoubtedly, a question will eventually come up

Saturday Age being the most useful for new graduates.

which will flummox you. If the Interview comes to a grinding

Competition for these positions is intense, with typically 50

halt because of that, it might be time to join the debating

to 100 applicants. The internet is another good place to look,

society.

especially if you intend going interstate. Fairfax has a site

Finally...

encompassing jobs in Victoria and NSW. Use any and every

No matter how qualified you are, there is still that otfier

so it nearly ruined the union's reputation in the eyes of
the world, and it was for short-term benefits at the
expense of long term gains for the Victorian economy.

Asha Holmes, Arts

contact you have. Contacting companies directly, either via

factor to consider: luck. When there are up to about 20

mail or phone, is also a good idea. For certain areas like the

applicants for a job, it is possible to distinguish the best one,

media and arts, getting to where you want may not be that

but beyond that, iuck plays a major factor. Anyone who says

obvious. You might have to do a lot of research to find out

that they can pick the best candidate from 100 hopefuls is

how to get into that particular area.

either a politician or seriously delusional.

The public transport
strike was entirely justified as
it is the workers democratic
right to strike. I believe that
occuring on the Grand Prix

if you are a final year student, you should start the

This is good if you are a lucky person, not so good if

process of finding a job in March or April. Many of the jobs

you are unlucky It is quite possible that you might not get

advertised through Student Employment pop up around the

100 jobs in a row purely because of bad luck.

middle of the year.

wori(ers to go on strike. They did

is it possible to prepare for an interview? The more

you have to be realistic about what you want. Be ambitious,

Step 2: Finding a job

I believe that it was a
good weekend for the transport

weekend was a bonus, as it made Jeff Kennett look
foolish and less than the hero he regards himself as.

What can you do about that? If you are religious, try

Con Frantzescos, Com 4th

praying ferventty. Maybe you are having a streak of bad luck.

Step 3: Applying for a job

Why don't you go down to the casino and use it all up?

This is what you have been honing your bullshit skills

Actually, maybe that is not such a great idea. Your money

for, besides exams. Basically, you have to convince the

will only end up swelling Jeff's head to even more monstrous

employer that you are good enough for them to interview

proportions.

then they should be dismissed. The
fact

you. if you do not have a statement of the job criteria, then

is

that

they

used

an

international sporting event, based

ring up and ask them to send you one. In your cover letter,
address these criteria and sell yourself.

If people in the public
transport union don't want to work,

in Melboume as a platform for their
gary Koh

demands. It should always have remained domestic.

Three cheers for

Political correctness
After Pauline Hanson's maiden speech in parliament,

term and avoid unnecessary conflict. The probable origin of

with names like nip or gook. People should be able to choose

which would have gone down as one of the greatest stand-

objection to political correctness is the objection ofrightwing

their own labels, rather than have them Imposed by a less

up comedy routines of all time if it hadn't been for the media-

Americans in the 60s to calling what were hitherto niggers

understanding element of society. If a woman running a

fuelled racist hysteria that it inspired. Prime Minister John

by their preferred term, African Americans. Few people todaymeeting objects to being referred to as chairman, she has
every right to be called a chairwoman or chairperson. A

Howard triumphantly announced the death of the era of
political correctness. The media and an oven«helming

physically handicapped person has the right to be called

majority of the public rejoiced at this news, even if they didn't

physically challenged if he or she objects to being labelled

agree with the Dark Queen of fish and chips, and happily

spastic or disabled. A homosexual person is entitled to be

danced on the grave of political correctness. Why is the

called gay rather than poofter or leso, just as arightwinger

notion of political correctness so unpopular? Why are people

who objects to being call a /asc/stfcasfa/rfhas therightto be

so eager to see it go?

referred to as a Liberal or an economic rationalist Just
because some terms are more traditional, easier, or even
more appropriate in the eyes of some, is no excuse for

To answer these questions, we need to take a look at

kamikaze speech that offends others.

the substance of political correctness. Young children have
a tendency to say whatever pops into their heads. A

This is not thought control or the emergence of Big

somewhat rotund stranger who passes by will often be

Brother, as some opponents of political correctness would

pointed at by a child who may loudly exclaim, "Look how fat

have you believe. This is simply an extension of basic human

that man is, mummy!" The usual response of the mother is

decency and consideration. A few people may have to update

to blush, and to teach the child that it is wrong to use language

their vocabularies, but is linguisticrigidityso important that it

that offends other people, particularly when it is used to

should be upheld above the dignity and self-esteem of other

describe an attribute that that person cannot change. The

human beings? It seems soma people's parents didn't do a

responsible parent labels this conceptpoWenessor manners; would share that objection, but at the same time, other forms very good job in teaching them manners.
in the adult world, it has become known as political

of political correctness are vehemently opposed.

correctness.
An Australian of Asian heritage should be entitled to
If someone takes offence at a certain term, surely it

be called an Australian, or a New Australian, or any other

Is in the interests of human harmony to use an alternative

term he or she feels comfortable with, rather than putting up

Once upon a

adam McBeth

Time

'It was really here?' The wide-eyed eyed students,

'You used to be able to use the library for free,' one

fresh from school asked. 'They really used to have a

student whispered to another during a lecture, and was

newspaper?'

tossed out on account of his spreading defamatory
information.

'Yes.' The voluntary 0-week leader sighed. 'They
used to have a system called deferred HECS back then,
and a semester of a course only cost a thousand dollars up-

It was rumoured by another student that there had

front. That was back then of course.' The new students were

been a womyn's room, a vegetarian restaurant, and lots of

amazed. Although they had all come from relatively rich

free beer.

families.(to be able to get into any course at all) they
appreciated how enormously cheap a thousand dollars was.
But there were a lot of rumours around these days. Some

He sighed and shut the door to the dim and dusty
office, now occupied by administrators and led the fresh-

The 0-week leader, unpaid and having had to supply faced jaffas off to the medical lab to soothe them with images
his own beer on his camp, sighed again. The memory of the of severed heads.

involved experiments with gerbils in the psychology

paper being around was dim even in his own memory.

department (which the Dean adamantly denied), but most

Although, in his day, there had been talk of a paper once

were almost impossible to believe.

which was politically outspoken.

kobi Leins
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ARE UP-FRONT FEES AN APPROPRIATE METHOD OF ADDRESSING UNIVERSITY CUT RACKS?

Liberal Club

First of all let's set the record straight.
The only upfront fee that students have
to pay is the Amenities Fee.
The 1997 Amenities fee at Monash
Clayton is one of the highest. If not the
highest upfront compulsory fee at any
Australian University The IWonash
University Liberal Club has always and
will continue to oppose this ridiculously
high fee that most students are
struggling to pay.
The 1997 MSA President, Tanja Kovac,
and her fellow Labor MSA Office
Bearers supported the increase of $26
in the Amenities fee of 1997, and even
appeared to support an $80 fine
imposed to students who did not pay
their $349 by the due date. No
explanation has been given to students
why this increase occurred, but one
must suspect that more student money
will be wasted on meaningless personal
political campaigns that most students
could not give a shit about.
Furthermore, this upfront fee is only
supposed to cover student services and
not any political campaigns. However,
the MSA continues to produce biased
material, threatening students that you
will have to pay $10,000 upfront next
year in order to gain a place at
University or that your course will no
longer be available. However, none of
this is true, and you can still defer your
HECS until you leave university and
have employment. Plus everyone still
has the opportunity to gain tertiary
education.
In the end, the leadership of the MSA is
run by a corrupt and incompetent bunch
of Labor Students that do not know
where their beliefs lie. They say they
oppose upfront fees, yet support the
Amenities Fee. They are not fit to run
our student organisation, and whatever
they say, any University cutbacks are
not being funded by upfront fees.

Richard Lindmark
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Labor Students

In the 1970's Gough Whitlam introduced
the concept of "free education". In the
'80s, Paul Keating introduced the
concept of the "clever country". In the
'90's John Howard introduced the
concept of "user pays education".
Universities are now able to enrol
students that don't meet the academic
standards, so long as they can pay Full
fee paying students will have places set
aside for them in courses, regardless of
TERs. Our universities will be allowing
rich, dumb kids to gain a tertiary education at the expense of those with greater
ability but less cash.
Sydney Uni and Melbourne Uni have
already approved the introduction of fee
paying places. The issue will surely go
to Monash's University Council this year
and its approval seems highly probable,
despite widespread opposition, especially through NUS and campus student
organisations.
Labor Students believe that education
should be free and accessible to
everyone. It is not a domain for the rich
only. Past Labor Governments have
recognised the importance of higher
education and its contribution to
progress in this country. Labor Students
believe education should be available
for all regardless of their background,
social standing or financial status.
Recognition should be given to the fact
that the education system itself is
enriched by having participation from
diverse backgrounds.

SP

Mass Action

Mass Action believes in free, equitable
and accessible education for all, and
hence fundamentally opposes the
introduction of upfront fees, whether
they take the form of ancillary fees (for
things like course materials, library use,
labs), or fees for degrees. Such fees are
particularly disadvantageous to women,
mature age students, the working class,
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people, and people from non-English
speaking backgrounds.
However, make no mistake about it,
when faced with university cutbacks,
Vice Chancellors are quite happy to
pass the burden on to students. For the
Administration, up front fees are a
godsend, and they are quite happy to
embrace a user pays, economic
rationalist model for the higher
education sector.
Mass Action believes in direct action,
and in informing and empowering
students to fight back against education
cuts and fees. We need a University that
is prepared to defend staff and students
rather than eagerly comply with the
Government's agenda. It is imperative
that we resist the implementation of fees
because, when faced with University
cutbacks, the priorities of the
Administration should lie with staff and
students, and in having an education
system where one's entry is not based
on ability to pay

Socialist Alternative

Up-front fees are wrong. The burden of
up-front fees will fall squarely on the
shoulders of working class students,
and it will also mean that only the rich
Will be ensured a university education.
This Is why Vice-Chancellors are not
justified in bringing in up-front fees, and
why students and workers need to fight
back.
Federal cutbacks, first introduced by the
former Labor Government, have already
created much hardship for students. Upfront fees would not alleviate this
situation, but would compound the
problem. Less people will consider a
university degree an option, simply
because they will not be able to afford it.
Fees are part of the push for more
skilled workers for the economy, at least
possible cost for employers. Therefore,
it is the employers who should foot the
educational bill.
A sustained fight back is needed to
make the messageclear that education
is a universal right for everyone, not just
the rich. Last year, Monash was shut
down because of a successful on day
strike involving students and workers.
Already this year, students at UTS and
at Melbourne Uni have fought back.
More fight back is needed if proposals
for up-front fees are to be defeated.
Tom Typaldos

Nicole Rodger

Sharon Valles

Next Edition:
Work for the Dole. Features articles
are encouraged on this topic (if the
Question Time word limit is found to
be restrictive).

Monash Democrats, Fabian
Society and the Libertarian
Society were approached for
their opinions, but unfortunately did not submit responses.

mM

what will Rod West Reject?
The Higher Education Review Committee, chaired
by Roderick West visited Monash University on
Thursday March 13th at 9am. The venue for the
consultation was in the City offices of Monash at 30
Collins Street.
These offices are located in the Central Business
District of Melbourne. They have large panoramic
views of muUinational highrises and expensive, but
dodgy, paintings mounted on the walls. In this
sanitised, corporate environment, discussions about
the future for higher education seemed futile. How
can a committee make a report to the Federal
Government that will set the direcuon for higher
education for the next twenty years, without ever
setting eyes upon the campus of one of Australia's
largest tertiary institutions.

Rod West has claimed the bulk of the media
attention as chair of the committee. His belief that
universities should be places of intellectual (and
social) elitism has conveniently steered public debate
around philosphical issues such as the purpose of
higher education, rather than discussing the
government's long term plan for funding of the
sector. Rod West is a mere decoy in the whole process
of the review, and while it served MUFSO's aim to
focus its campaign material around the man, it was
obvious at the discussion table that he wielded very
little power, and commanded even less respect.
Nevertheless, after visiting thirty eight campuses,
reading hundreds of submissions and two months
of consultations, students at Monash University are
wondering what Rod West will reject from all these
submissions?

Despite our cynicism about the whole process, the
Monash University Federation of Student
Oigansisations (MUFSO) requested and was given
the opportunity to meet with the West Coinmittee,
along with other Monash representatives, including
the Vice Chancellor As MUFSO convenor I was
given the responsibility of representing 42 000
students across six campuses on the following live
themes of the review - the role of higher education
in society, demand for education, relationship
between government and institution, funding of
higher education and research.

Why the Higher Education Review
C o m m i t t e e is fishy for students
The Higher Education Review Committee was
established by the Federal Liberal Government to
develop and investigate future directions for higher
education. It is currently receiving input from
universities across Australia. It is looking at the social
benefits of tertiary study and the long term funding
of the sector in general.
The membership of the committee failed to include
a student or a staff representative - the only two
constituents who are aware of the day-to-day rigours
of the tertiary environment.
The committee composition seems designed to
merely legitimise further cuts to public funding of
higher education as it has a bias towards private
interests.

Upfront Fees, voucher schemes and attacks to
Austudy payments - what really stinks for students
The main issue MUFSO raised at the Higher
Education Review Committee was in relation to the
proposals for funding higher education in the
future. MUFSO emphasised the importance of
publicly funded, mass education to Uie Australian
community. We raised concerns about the impact
of the shift in higher education towards responding
only to the needs of industry rather than to the
advancement of knowledge for institutional
autonomy and quality of education. Funding of
higher education should therefore not be subjected
to market forces, because education should serve
the purposes of the community as a whole.
Most other developed nations value education more
than the current Liberal Government. Australia is
ranked twelfth out of nineteen OECD nations in
terms of funding per tertiary student, and this
ranking is falling fast.
We expressed loudly that the introduction of upfront
fees was a most undesirable way to resolve the
funding crisis in the tertiary sector We highlighted
the Monash experience of the introduction of
postgraduate course fees, which failed to address the
impact of access and equity issues. We highlighted
the lack of a real 'market' for Upfront Fees at
Monash. We emphasised that artificially creating a
market for fees by underenrolling HECS liable

places or shrinking the tertiary sector is not
acceptable.
MUFSO also told tlie committtee of the importance
of active suident input into university manageinent,
poUcy and planning. The long term sustainability
of the tertiary sector is dependent on the quality
and responsiveness of academic programs and
services to the needs Of students. Universities will
need to foster better relationahips with tlieir student
organisations in order to measure feedback from
the most important consutueiit within the university
- the student

Fish, the media and the great
Monash t r a d i t i o n of protest
MUFSO resolved to publicise its meeting with the
West committee. A small g r o u p of students,
including people from Monash and NUS, handed
out leaOeLs and lay large smelly fish on tin- pavement.
Triple M gave us some media coverage. Some
students came up to the eleventh lloor to meet Mr
West. Representatives from Monash .squirmed wlu;n
the students were invited to sit at the table. It was an
opportunity to show the committee the passion of
students on the issue of education.
Later, when it was just me and a lot of men in suits
left at the table, Mr West commented that it was the
first time in all his campus visits that the students
had been giusy enough to challenge his position on
things. I grinned and said, "We thought we'd bring
the student bits of the campus to you if you couldn't
come to it " Mr West asked me to send a copy of the
"What will Rod West reject?" leaflet along with the
MUFSO submission to the review.
Because I was upstairs lobbying and listening and
trying to strike some balance in a committee which
was male-dominated and sometimes not very .student
friendly, I didn't have the chance to shout all the
lovely fishy slogans I had dreamt up the night before,
like 'Higher Ed review still floudering'.or 'Federal
governments funding strategy - no sole'.
As 1 sat in the meeting I kept thinking of the slogan
which encapsulates where MUFSO feels higher
education should go in the nineties.
"There's nothing wrong with having plenty of fish
in the sea. Because lot's offish equals a school."
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the

Kovac

organisations are still powerful,
persuasive things.

Incorporation of the union

Someone in the bowels of the admin
building told mc that if I wanted to be
a good student representative I had to
learn thai the "University held all the
cards." There are three things that I
find concerning about this concept.
The first is — why the fuck does some
bureaucrat get paid a salary to advise
students on how to represent students?
Thai's for us to decide. Secondly, it is
c o n c e r n i n g that t h e n e g o t i a t i o n
process between students and the
university is perceived, at least froin
the University's end, as a game with
winners and losers. Thirdly, that some
people have so little respect or
understanding of the need for quality
service provision a n d s t u d e n t
representation, that they are willing to
gamble with an issue that is of
incredible importance to the student
association and the Monash imion.
In the last two weeks 1 have been ratiler
glad for my little XFiles badge that says,
"Trust No-One". If MSA has learnt
anything, it is that S t u d e n t

In principle, there arc good reasons
why the MSA should accept the
concept of the incorporated union. It
would guarantee 50% of the net profit
of the union's commercial acti\ity, and
we would be able to legally challenge
any dodgy accounting. We would have
the departments of Programs and
Activities securely in our organisadon,
plus the added responsibility for Host
Scheme and Camps.
T h e model of separating the
commercial
activity
from
representation responds well to the
VSU legislation, But arguing that
students should not be equal
s h a r e h o l d e r s in t h e company is
unacceptable and as far as 1 can see,
mere opportunism. 1 have asked the
University to put a price on the entity
they wish to create and to jusufy why
they have allocated students such small
shares in it. So far, they have been
unable to provide a good reason for
accepting less than 50% "ownership"
of this new entity which they wish to
create. If the University believes that
students will approve a company being
formed with assets dial come direcdy
from student pockets from which
Monash will partly profit, they have
a n o t h e r thing coming. Monash
students have contributed millions of
dollars over the years to the building,

the extension and to the faciliues. It
should be, in a way as yet undefined,
ours.

Austudy and Student Loans
As a consequence of the media release
done by the Monash Federation of
Student Organsiations about Austudy,
senior management ol' the uni have
begun a process of lobbying for
changes to the independent Austudy
rate and Actual Means test. The MSA
has also been collecung signatures on
a petition which we intend to present
to the university and to the NUS on
the National day of Action this
Wednesday. At a meeting with the
Vice-Chancellor's Group, I asked for
a student reprcsentadve to be included
on the working party reviewing
student loans. I was refused (which
really, really shits me). One tan only
assume that if a student rep is not
allowed on this working party, then
there are evil thoughts lurking about
student loan provision at Monash. Stay
tuned.

Anti-racism campaign
MSA has had very sucessful /\nti-racism
campaign strategy meetings, with lots
of clubs coming along to volunteer
some time. We are still developing a
campaign slogan and a scries of
demands for the University.
One of our demands so far is to request
that the Uni actively end "Toilet Door
Racism" on campus. We have all seen
this kind of stuff- shitty liquid paper

Report
cowards spewing forth racist drivel
while they take a pee. MSA and MUISS
will ask the university to fund the
production of stickers ibr use in toilets
to end this kind of racism. If anyone
has other ideas, there are campaign
slraegy meetings every week on
Tuesday l u n c h t i m e s in the MSA
lounge.

Upfront Fees
Monash Uni has been receiving some
bad press about its intentions to
introduce
upfront
fees
for
undergraduate degrees. The Higher
Ed supplement in The Australian said
a document contained a proposal to
u n d e r - e n r o l s t u d e n t s , take t h e
government imposed fine of $9000 for
doing this, and charge upfront fees.
Monash has not reached a position yet
on the introduction of Upfront Fees.
It is going t h r o u g h a c o r p o r a t e
p l a n n i n g process which will be
completed in July. In August the uni
will meet with DEETYA to plan the
student load for 1998.
The MSA beUeves that under-enrolling
student load is an objectionable way
to introduce fees at Monash. We need
to build this campaign now, if we are
going to defeat the introducuon of fees
on diis campus. If you are interested
in helping out, contact me on 9905
3138.

M P A Executive Committee
GET I N V O L V E D

MEET OTHER

POSTGRADUATES

-i

Yours in Union,

Tanja

1997 Elections

NOMINATE YOURSELF

NOW!

Nominations for the MPA Executive Committee open Monday 24lh March, 1997 and close 5pm Friday 18th, 1997.
Nominauons forms available from the MPA Office, 1st floor. Union Building,
or call 9905 3196.
Postgraduates enrolled through the Clayton campus in the following courses
are eligible to nominate:

Graduate Certificate, Graduate Diploma (including Dip Ed), Postgraduate Bachelor,
Masters, Masters Prelim, PhD and EdD.
Postal elections will be held from 21st April until I9th May, 1997.
Jon Oliver — Returning Officer

IMonasli Postgraduate Association is a division of tlie Monash Student Association (MSA).
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EASTER PARTY.
Thursday 27/3, outside if sunny, upstairs in the foyer
if rainy or cold

face Ot

^MUTY

Eggs, beer and more beer Come along and get a
few pink elephants playing with all those rabbits.
Thursday lunchtime will see a great sendoff to the
term, and ease the fear associated with realising that
you are half way to exams.

By now you will have all seen the new
television system in the Union Building - MUTV. This
initial incarnation has been very successful. Although

STAR WARS.
Hoyts Chadstone

MUTV is but a pup, and is growing and developing rapidly.
Now we want you to get involved and be a part of the early

One down , two to go! More freedomfighters than you can poke a light sabre at. Monash students, 50^ extra for
others.

days of MUTV. We vrant your input, your ideas, your talents
and your enthusiasm. Come and be our Chum. We want
you to come to a meeting in the Conference Room on
Tuesday March 25th at 1.15pm. Here we will discuss the
future of MUTV and how you can play a part in it. Bring

10 April

The Empire Strikes Back

your own collar.

24 April

Return of the Jedi

TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW !

Chris Tomkins

not quite

Hi
the university

This is for all of the activities collective as well as any
new people who are interested in helping out the
collective. Come one, come all.

COMEDY

WEEK.

14 April— 17 April
ha ha ha ha guffaw . Plop! Look out for the cellar
night and the rest of this crazy week. Entries are now
open for the State Comedy Competition for the
Monash Heats in Stand-up and Sketch. See us in Activities before this week if you are interested in entering the Comedy Competition.

straight^J^%^

Boys and Girls, ihope everyone
schedule

ACTIVITIES COLLECTIVE MEETING.
Wednesday 9/4, in Studio 2 at Short Courses

is settling

—freshies, not too much partying

A lots has happened in the last couple
of weeks in NQS, too much to tell in
such a short space but here goes!
O-Week went well, the female
convenor and myself made full use of
beer on hand, and thoroughly enjoyed
it (you're terrific Brett and Jo!) For
those of you who missed us at O-Week,
please come and join us!
At a recent meedng of the Women's
Affairs Collective, a decision was made
to investigate the possibility of a
lesbian group operating under the
umbrella of NQS. The NQS Executive
does not 100% support this idea,
deeming it to be separatist and a

in well

into

now!

divisive tactic, nevertheless, should this
group be formed, NQS will have to
support it. Many women seem to think
that this is a necessity. For those of you
who wish to have a say in the future of
such a group, there is a meeting
(women only) at 1pm in the Women's
Room, Thursday, 27 March.
NQS is holding its annual PRIDE week
from the 5 - 9 May. If you would like
to get involved, then please come
down to an NQS meeting, and tell us
what you would like to see. Pride week
is about visibility, fun and education.
Revel in your sexuality, and have a
damn good time with us during this
week.

Nominations are now open for the
position of Female Sexuality Officer,
and three non-portfolio positions.
Please submit your nomination (which
must include your name, student
n u m b e r and p h o n e n u m b e r ) to
Michel Cabrie (MSA Education
Officer) who is our returning officer
for 1997. This is your golden chance
to have a say in how NQS is operated,
and what we could do for the future.
You must be a member of NQS to take
on one of these positions, ie: one who
identifies as being not quite straight.

Ifyou would like to know more, orjoin
us in a joint booking, please contact a
member of your executive.
Okay, our meeting times and places:
1pm, Tuesdays,
Room B25
5pm, Thursdays, Student Bar
Ph: 990-54195
Welcome back to study kids!
Rorie Jackson, Male Co-convenor

Also on the cards is the Queer Film
Festival, which kicks off on the 14th of
March, through to the 31st of March.
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words from the
conversations of women in the
Women's Room, and which has
featured as the main topic of discourse
in
WAC
meetings,
is
the
representation of women in Monash
publications. It is something which all
students are affected by, and
something which I believe we should
all be conscious of.

In filing this report I'm sure that it is
expected I'll talk about the myriad of
activities that the Women's Affairs
Collective are organising on campus.
Wc oriented women during O-weck,
we have run a reproductive rights
campaign
and
celebrated
International Women's Day with M.SA
Activides, and are now preparing for
awomcn and work campaign. Wc have
had six WAC meetings thus far and
would welcome any interested women
to come along and get involved. They
are held every Monday lunchtime at
1pm in the Women's Room, which is
located upstairs in the Union Building.
Wc will also be holding a launch of the
new Women's Room at the revised
Umc of 2pm, Monday, March 17, in the
Women's Room.
As part of my report it is also my
responsibility to report on issues which
are of central concern to women
students on this campus. One issue
which
has
dominated
the

msa

Both the University and the MSA hold
that
acts
which
constitute
discrimination or harassment are
unacceptable and must be accounted
for. Many students arc probably not
aware that through its Equal
Opportunity Unit, Monash University
is committed to promoting equal
opportunity in education and
employment. T h r o u g h state and
federal legislation, it is committed to;
the Racial discrimination Act 1975
(Commonwealth),
the
Equal
Opportunity Act 1995 (Victoria), the
Sex Discrimination Act 1984
(Commonwealth), the Human Rights
and Equal Opportunity Commission
Act 1986 (Commonwealth) and the
Disability Discrimination Act 1992
(Commonwealth). The implication of
enforcing these statutes is that any
cases of harassment or discrimination
can be brought to the attention of die
Equal Opportunity Unit. Similarly, the
MSA provides the services of a Student
Rights Officer, Gerry Nagtzaam, a
Welfare Officer, Louise Paton, and a

In this way both the university and the
MSA seek to ensure that all
publications produced by students
adhere to the stipulated statutes and
do not make representations which
arc discriminatory. This is not to say
that discriminatory representations
are not made. They are. They appear
in Monash publications and people
quite often feel the need to defend
them, as unfortunate as this is.
However, whether you hide your
prejudiced self behind the banner of
fighting political correctness, or
whether you're frank about your
attitudes, your racist, sexist,
homophobic, discriminatory attitudes
arc wrong. If you don't believe us, we
have laws which support this. We also
have processes for dealing with
discriminadon, so thatif unacceptable
material is published it can be dealt
with.
However, the onus is not on us to act
as watchdogs. This responsibility rests
with the editors of publications to
ensure that the material they produce
promotes equal opportunity and
affirmative action. If you care to look
at the front of this copy of Lot's Wife
you will read a statement which claims
that racist, sexist or militarist material
will not be published. It is tlie role of
the editors to implement this policy,

but I'm sure that they are already
aware of this. They are accountable
when racist, sexist or militarist material
is published in this paper. Similarly, the
editors of Varicocele, the official
publication of MUMUS, are obliged
to follow die same policy. The editors
of the Counter Faculty Handbook are
also responsible for the arUcles they
print. We can step in when offensive
material is published, but if the editors
are doing their job then we won't have
to.
O n e way to combat the issue of
problematic r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s in
publications is to submit articles to
these publications which challenge
perceived stereotypes. If you're not
happy about the status q u o , do
something about it. You're right;
homophobic, racist, sexist, militarist
atdtudes are fucked. So say something
about it. You can come and talk about
it at a WAC meeung, or you can see
the relevant d e p a r t m e n t s about
addressing these issues, but what you
must do is voice your concerns. It may
be the job of office bearers to write
reports to Lot's Wife, but it is up to
students to support what we say and
also to see that equal opportunity and
afCrmaUve action prevail.

Belinda T e r p e n o u

15 april -17 april

N o m i n a t i o n s C l o s e s at 4,00 p . m .

N o m i n a t i o n O p e n Now.

Monday 7 April

from 15 A p r i l to 17 A p r i l 10.00 a . m . to 4 p . m .

B a l l o t i n g D a t e s & Time

1 casual vacancy
I casual vacancy
1 casual vacancy
1 casual vacancy
1 ca.sual vacancy
1 casual vacancy

NOMINATION
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Women's Officer to deal with these
problems.

By-Election

P o s i t i o n s V<icant;
Bio Medical Library
Bookshop Board
Buildings User Group
General Library
Information Desk User Group
John Medley Library User Group

WAC'ets

Monash Student Board
Publicity Committee
Student Employment User Group
Student Welfare
Welfare Committee
Women Affairs Collecuve

F O R M S CAN N O W BE O B T A I N E D F R O M T H E MSA O F F I C E

Union
1 casual
3 casual
1 casual
1 casual
2 casual
2 casual

1997
Building
vacancy
vacancies
vacancy
vacancy
vacancies
vacancies
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PA I

Things went great for a little while. Then he
seemed to be forced into seeing you. He didn't
really want to be there. Maybe you weren't
'satisfying' him. Who knows? He never had time
for you in his daily schedule. But you, being the
wet mop that you can be, kept thinking all was
well. Or maybe you kept hoping all was well
because when he said you had to talk, you
weren't that surprised. It's amazing what you can
convince yourself of.
You learnt in psych last year that if you wanted
someone to be attracted to you all you had to do
was be mean to them and then nice to them and
be a little clumsy (whilst still being attractive). At
least you could pull off one of the three. Although
you weren't literally clumsy you knew next to
nothing about relationship coordination. He did
the others but in the reverse order, of course.
You met him through mutual friends; not a bad
way to meet. It took a while for the attraction, the
chemistry if you will to grow, but it did. When
things seemed to start happening you were
excited but still weary as you had other factors
to take into account. A main one being a close
friend who, although being fine with you liking
other people, wasn't fine with you liking other
people. (Especially considering this guy was a
friend of his.) Sure, it was fine for friends to tell
you to forget your close friend but it wasn't that
easy. Yes, you wanted to be happy but you
wanted everyone else to be happy too. That is
one thing you learnt last year - not everyone is
happy all of the time.
In seeming interested, you let your guard
down. You made a fatal mistake, one you still
make. You let him see how much you liked him.
To put it in simple terms, you gave him all the
power. You still don't fully understand or follow
those 'relationship rules'. You thought that honesty
and trust were enough. Those are things you need
from both sides for anything to work. You didn't
have that.
As you started being together more regularly,
people warned you about him, telling you how
wrong he was for you. He himself even warned
you that he was really bad at relationships. He
said he would end up hurting you. Perhaps you
should have listened but you had to find out for
yourself. Because, even as he was putting up
the danger signs, he was laying out the welcome
mat, telling you he could really get used to having
you around. You always hear the bad stuff but
listen to the good. You're a sucker.

You thought you had found something different
and a little special. He turned to you, and as he
spoke each word came out slowly and
deliberately. You can't remember the exact words
now which is amazing because at the time you
thought you would never hear anything more
painful. He told you that he thought it was time
for a break. Only for a couple of weeks just so
that he could see if he really liked you. His logic
was that if he didn't see you and he missed you
enough, he would get back together with you.
Otherwise it would be good-bye. You smiled as
he said it all. He asked why, and all you could
say was that it was either that or cry. And,
considering he had the decency to have this chat
in a public place (a nightclub), it was probably
best for all that you smiled.
You argued, but you didn't really have the
strength anymore. He had drained you of all
emotion. And anyway, he thought you argued too
much. Maybe he wasn't used to girls who actually
thought for themselves. In a vain attempt at
reassurance, he told you that during this time he
wouldn't be with anyone else. It hurt; it all hurt,
but what hurt most was your pride. Half of your
friends and his friends knew what was going on
and once the talk was over, you then had to walk
back into the room with your head up. You had
never tried something so difficult in all your life.
You had read about people feeling eyes watching
you but this was the real thing. And you hated
them. You hated them for what they must have
been thinking as they watched you. They were
pitying you when all you wanted was support.

of complete misunderstanding, you found out that
he had kissed his ex-girlfriend that same night
last week. You flipped. Your brain couldn't keep
up, there were too many thoughts and you felt
helpless.

You have always been a person who believed
in telling others how you feel, so why should this
have been any different? Your friends said to
leave it and not to stoop to his level, but you had
to tell him what you were feeling. He couldn't do
this to you and not have to go through any of it
with you. Once you had regained the little
composure you had to start with, you went and
asked him if he had anything to tell you. Of course
- he didn't. The conversation you then had with
him remains something between the two of you
but you could see you were hurling him. You
didn't want to, but people don't always get what
they want. He deserved a little pain.
He now admits that he treated you like crap
and that he doesn't deserve you but it's a case
of too little too late. He looks at you as the only
girl he has been with who managed to hurt him.
That's funny because you feel he is the only guy
who has deeply and truly hurt you. You cared
too much. You pushed a little-you were too much
and yet, you obviously weren't enough.
You believed that you had gotten to know him
differently to everyone else but maybe you
shouldn't give yourself that much credit. Maybe
you were just a girl who, whilst being hurt by him,
managed to bruise him a little. You still feel for
him in a way that can never be properly
explained. Maybe it is true that you like the things
that are bad for you. He still thinks he has that
power over you but he doesn't. He never will
because you have recognised it for vjha\ it was.
Looking back you can either get upset because
he broke your heart or you can look at It as a
learning experience about life. It all depends on
the mood you are in.

Claire H a m m o n d

You held your tears in for the tew hours that
you hung around (proving you were 'fine') and
then when you reached the car, it began. You
have only cried that much a few times in your life
and it feels like it will never end. And, for a week
it didn't. Your mum thought you were breaking
up, and you would sit in dark rooms by yourself
crying. Ah, but the best was yet to come. Next
week you were out again, and in a conversation
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lyric ^mCM^YI'
I have this little theory about a song, whereby if it makes
me "melt", then, I think it's a damn good song. Not just
any song can make me melt. There has to be a pretty
special combination of musicianship, great singing,
melody, harmony among other things and last but not
least, lyric beauty Lyrics can make or break a song. For
example. Andrew Lloyd Webber's "Ivfusic of the Night"
became a huge hit due to its lyrics and sensual context
in Phantom of the Opera, but was originally entitled
"fVlarried Man" with poxy lyrics that made the music sound
like crap. So. if lyrics are so important, what I keep
wondering Is, why aren't lyricists given the attention and
credit they deserve?
You see. I have this other little theory that lyrics constitute
modern poetry. Poets might have had a better chance of
survival in Donne's day, but today, there isn't much of a
market for poetry per se, and a solely poetic career would
provide little financial stability However, with an enormous
international music industry, those gifted with the art of
poetic expression can explore their talents through song,
I'm not just talking about opera or musical theatre here,
I'm talking especially about heavy metal, jazz, rock,
ballads, alternative, pop, indie, retro, blues or any other
possible musical genre. Lyrics, like classical poetry, are
a succinct expression of emotions and themes such as:
love; disillusionment; beauty; pain; disappointment, the
list could go on forever.
f^/ly last little theory is that Monash is full of lyricists and
modern poets alike. I think that lyrics should be more
broadly recognized as an important art form. At Lot's Wife,
we're planning to have an edition where the creative
writing section of the paper will be dedicated to publishing
the lyrics of Monash students. The deadline will be April
9 and if we have enough submissions, they'll be printed
in the 5th edition on April 22.
Please help me prove my theory. I hate being wrong.

Michelle D a v i e s .

Chapel Off Chapel's first National Poetry Festival is a
major national event which will bring to Chapel Off
Chapel sixty of Australia's best and best-known poets
including Dorothy Hewett. Bruce Dawe. Fay Zwicky.
Philip Salom. J.S Harry and Dorothy Porter. Over the
weekend of 11-13 April, the Festival will present poets
and poetry in a lively and often surprising program of
readings, performances, discussions, workshops and
happenings. Bookings 9522 3382.
Chapel Off Chapel is also proud to play host to
"Reading Matters" 15-16 March, a two-day event
focusing on authors who write about the future and
the future of youth, books and reading. All enquiries
to Agnes Nieuwenhuizen on 98201236.
Tuesday 25th March at 12 little Chapel St. Prahran
there will be a "Kings and Things" presentation of
children's writing including that of Edward Lear, Ogden
Nash and Oscar Wilde. Students $5.
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veiy very very important message
for all monash students

Do you know the lyricist or title of the
following excerpts?
in a muddle of nervous words
could never amount to betrayal
the sentence Is all my own
the price is to watch it fail
as I turn to go
you looked at me for half a second
an open invitation for me to go
into temptation
knowing full well the earth will rebel
into temptation
safe in the wide open arms of hell
disarm you with a smile and cut you like you want
me to
cut that little child inside of me and such a part of
you
I used to be a little boy so old in my shoes,
and what I choose is my choice, what's a boy
supposed to do
the killer in me is the killer in you - my love I send the smile over to you

he said you're really an ugly girl but I like
the way you play
and I died, but I thanked him can you
believe that
sick holding on to his picture dressing up
everyday
I wanna smash the faces of those
beautiful boys those Christian boys
so you can make me cum that doesn't
make you Jesus
ttjrn around and be polite
I'm so sick of listening to your crap about
the breasts you like
look at me, I'm restrained
I'm not screaming like some jealous
adolescent here in vain
it's been a long time since anyone meant
what they said
one step forward two steps backward
I won't wrestle you won't talk back
three deep breaths I'm still alive and
brilliant

you seem very well, things look peaceful
I'm not quite as well, I thought you should know
did you forget about me Mr, Duplicity
I hate to bug you in the middle of dinner
it was a slap in the face how quickly I was
replaced
are you thinking of me when you fuck her
I needed you more when we wanted us less
I could not kiss, just regress
it might just be clear simple and plain
that's just fine that's just one of my names
don't let the days go by
could've been easier on you
glycerine

A prize of $3000 will be awarded to th
author of an essay on a topic of th
author's choice, regarding copyright and
the protection of the interests of
authours. Entries would be about 10.
000 words in length. For further
information write to G.C. O'Donnell
Biennial Prize Trust, c/- Prof. D C
Pearce, Law Faculty, Australian
National University, Canberra ACT
0200
Issue 15 of Famous Reporter is seeking
a response to the line 'so now I have to
pack my forests and baggages', from
Pamela Brown's poem 'Leaving'.
Contributions (between 95 and 105 word
in length) are welcome in verse or p
Fam.ous Reporter, Walleah Press, PO B
North Hobart TAS 7002.
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When such as these start floating forward,

u

One must be brave and dig them up.
Sense there is not in flicl<ing torment,
Fragmented souls won't come apart,

But was she all evil in her dungeon of smells?
That's what crabboy suggested in his spell freckled mind.
Oh mountainous fisttuls of crackling stupifications.
How but only with me can the maze fully wind.
Unwind and erect like a true bitten yo yo,

This is what thought the scampy mollusc,
As silt and fishes passed and passed past his claws,
Oh crabby he was, this crab of Appleberry,
But there he would stay not for long.

Going 'round, coming to, up and down on a twine,
For the darkness and killing of coals on a fire,
Give steam a plenty for the running of boats.
So the answers is NO. stifled mummyesque stub,
Do you freeze at the nation of a suffering dove?

\

Outside, in the waters, right there where he dwelled,

0Bf\
,

He did not yet gather but I'll whisper instead,

^ ^ ^

The thoughts which you now think you must inflate with the light,

^^^

For the waters are deep and speckled with mud,
I

wKI0m

Believe me you starling-like crab for a mind,
If you ask for floatations, steps and ladders will sprout,

For once above the surface, sands and pillars will form where spoiled rivers once

j^MTj
\^M^r^
f%

The fresh air from the tower, t'will brisk the landscape of thine skin.

P ^ ^
^

crawled,
The fire breeze of the outside will solely splendour from within,

^

Yet this yes he noticed when he pruned and blundered.
Stoked and stroked and milled and surrendered.

rA*J

For surrender you must if your life's worth the unblame,

^9K^
^ ^ ^

In the pots of the ocean one will surely go insane.
And lame how 'tis 'tis when a walnut spills coffee.

•^0r

Saying knowing to the hardcase. your coffee's naught but black.

W^

So. so. from the blackness, my scared little crabbies.

§ltlk.
Do you want to be belched, burped away from the spoor?
,'
Hmm, a shiny hard skull thinking hard on his mull,
Shinning ably with spears dug so flamboyantly onto his crisp buttered rump.

I^J-

Trump of blue cards blasting flavours of creams,
Sitting joyless'n'minglingly, rock castrated with amber.
Mr. crab of his hometown sat with luck on the stone.
And so you should too when you hear a leafed scratching,
Press your sandstones unto the saged pillars which fray,

f\

The marvels of All are just sitting upstairs,

^^^_J
1 ^ ^ ^
Jk f i
•iLjjfl
^ ^ ^

In the attic need be to be provoked by a stare.
Neat rewards it you find them, scrunched up leathery smack.
Smacking into your brain crowded pistols, gropemongers.
Grappling /a testa di Jerry Sphinx, the crab of Appleberry,
As he sat by his mudhouse and stared at the attic.
More on. moron, think harder you please,
'Till one brunch by a sethpool, a lolly anchor came round,
Ooh how he grabbed it, like a man grabs a pussy,
Pussycat with its soft eyes, spoofed delicious green spares.
And so up he went, plodding rusty grey kernels.

T

Up the chasm chastated by swirlpooling drifts.
Craw a craw on a hillside labelled lucky and young.

•miH

Springing centuries of modelling 'pon a paddlesteamerboat.

*__^'^—

Laid back in his trance in the hull of a ship.

^J^m^

Reioicing awareness in the hull of his dick.

^ ^ ^ ^
^^%

Like so arresting and new, this new sphere of his nugget,
Babble babble to drunkards still awash in their herds.

^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ 1
J^ jU

Heard a dark laminated eldered roost of a bruise.
In the hull of a ship chucking wood into smoulders.
Into the gapping sadism of oveness crown, refrain from a frown.

^^^3
^ ^ ^

For frowns may mislead thee, and me, tor a while.
Stupid gherkinised saltflappers sing spasmised spits.

^ ^ ^
g^^^^
%

I

If you scour on the edges scruplesodders may lick you,
And stick you with them, sodding sods, sodden trolley.
And their you'll be stuck like a rat on a pale.

jPVt

To be sadly collected by the stale of a gale.

^ ^ J
^ ^

Yet Jerry did also see a man by the fire,
Or was it a woman, much loo dark to tell really.

J

And anyhow, she was black from the coalfarts and ugly as prunes.

IBHB

Sunbaked wings of a flyfish. dried up feathersome stretch.

Just so well it may be that her grey skin is crawling.
Trials and logic wont't help you in a tragic resemblence.
Up the stairs, through the chute, pooped the Sphinxter, filled with graci
So is it a race for the grail, this pulse in our quarks?
Maybe it, be it may, the yam Iribespeople of the swest,
Like to kill a bear and smear its breast, with gold liqueur,
And sweets of passionteas from their clay well furrow.
Remember mate, your onion smells, and if you peel it strand by strand
Your tears will fly and burst with joy,
For they will know who it is you are.
Maybelene is pretty.
And likes to play,
Her orange flute,
Hey. that's O.K.
But then he rose out from the wafers, woftominously.
And stood on the deck like a rainchild in shadows.
For the captain was seen, with his glazed white and petty,
Much too bright to tell really, was it capt'n or mad'm?
Anyhow it was sparkling, glittered feverish plam.
Draped and dripping delectoad. on the bow of his ship.
Prow of scandaled pretentions like mercy and sin,
Sending bad coals to curdsbreath. to be tossed in the fire.
Saintly mollusc a witness with an opened up mind,
Spared a judgement by means of a vituesque nape.
Sarsaparilled whiskey snorters from Kentucky's great beer holes.
They'll mightn't or never see past their veined, flamed, partially volcanic and definitely
lava squilched noses.
•^•P-iNfe-^5T^

You see this good man, or whatever it was,
In the white coat, a pocket of sawdust and snails.

,

,

Si'-'

There lay a black key to the hull of the boat.
Russet moat to the dragon who he'd banished to sweat like a pig on a fat grate.
Greatest exile of love.
"^"^te.
T'was not very nice you'd agree, one and all.
So you see. capt'n's aren't all that good after all.
Then save 'pon the night 'pon the boat did it fall,
And Jerry sank back In his night swollen eyes,
Or beads as they were, for they ran all through the floor,
Into all the crannies and shafts of the deck.
A gentle lime rocking of the steer did it sway,
Like a baby's cot rocker, cotting rocks in their sleep.
Save when Jerry saw grey hand in hand on the mast,
All in love in their spirits, walking bridesmaid in tails.
Oh my! What could it be, this lover's bloom.
Could they be together like a one starry moon?
Could the capt'n be flirting with his shovelin' bearer.
Oh no this can't be. But it is. but it is.
See it right there around your crabtabulous lair.
But a wave did it bump him from the platter reaped out,
With a splash he was plumed off the deck with a scream,
And away like the boat steam did the steam boat away,
Leaving Jerry afloat on his crystalised brain.
Crystaline was his mouth, powdered nose and the rest,
For to melt in the waters did this wind so dispel,
For he knew that the happy couple are here, there and everywhere.
So returned to his crabland. Appleberry in fact,
Where he'd be for his ever, being so, everywhere.
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Note: "p is for" is a story which will be contined in each edition of Lot's throughout the year. For the first part, turn
to the first edition,

A

fter thirty-two years of silence, JD
Salinger has j u s t released a new
book. Well, it's not exactly a new book.
Hapworlh 16, 1924 is a long short story which
was first published in The New Yorker'm 1965. It
is being released by a tiny publishing company
from Virginia in a plain blue hard cover with
no dust jacket. There will be no copies sent to
reviewers, no media releases, no launches, no
interviews with the press and the author will
not be signing copies. Hafnoorih will slip into
bookshops without a sound. The publisher has
not even revealed how many copies will be
printed. There is something of the eccentric
recluse about Salinger who last came out of
hiding to fight a legal battle against the
publication of an unauthorised biography in
1986. During the case against Random House
he claimed that he was still writing stories, but
only for himself "I've borne all the exploitation
and loss of privacy I can possibly bear in a single
lifetime" he commented. It is interesting that
such a universally a d m i r e d writer has
sequestered himself into near secrecy, while
punters can earn a cool $3.4 million for the
itinerant head of Salman Rushdie.
Part of the agenda for the forthcoming reforms
to Copyright is the inclusion of artists' moral
rights. What this means is that the creator of a
work will have the right to be identified as the
author and is entitled to lake action against
derogatory treatment that 'prejudicially affects
their honour'. This legislation has already been
passed in New Zealand, North America,
France, Germany and Britain and will be
welcomed by Australian artists. The legislation,
however, seems to me to be a little too inclusive.
I w o n d e r to what e x t e n t an off-beat
interpretation of a work might prejudicially
alfecl the honour of an artist. Writers especially
must recognise that they cannot control the
effects or interpretation of their work once it
has left their hands.
R u m o u r has it that a psychoanalytical/
deconstructivisl analysis of Noddy is in the
pipeline. The author is especially fascinated by
the enigmatic relationship between Noddy and
Big Ears. Last year, a British academic made
waves when she suggested that Beatrix Potter's
character Squirrel Nutkin probably suffered
from Tourettes syndrome because of his
abundance of energy and his habit of making
absurd puns and witticisms. She alleged that
Beatrix Potter probably based the character on
a friend of hers that was affected by the
condition.
NEXT EDITION: allegations of plagiarism
against Graham Swift and Avstralia's latest
literary hoax.

i§ foi"...
he a s k e d .
"Where may I find water?" But
staring back at P with quizzical expressions, the
creatures offered no answer, no piece for his puzzle, no
clue to aide his search. P waited for some minutes and
repeated the question. This time a response came from
one of the larger creatures, "I enquire the purpose of
your p r e s e n c e . " This response was only made
c o m p r e h e n s i b l e by the primal translation device P
c a r r i e d . This device allowed P to c o m m u n i c a t e with
creatures of all types, to which he would other wise not
be able to c o m m u n i c a t e . Communications being
established P p r o c e e d e d to reply, "I have come to this
place for a change of environment and now need to find
some water." Still with a q u i z z i c a l e x p r e s s i o n , the large
creature c o m m e n t e d , "i would like to inform you water is
to be found u n d e r g r o u n d . "
"How may I reach this water?"
"It is only to be reached by the true of h e a r t e d . "
"How do I know if I am true of hearted?"
"The true of hearted will seek that which cannot be found
using the most unconventional of methods. Go and seek
out the master of k n o w l e d g e . He is the source of all true
knowledge in this region. He can dispense any
knowledge that you may need. But beware there is a
price to pay for any wisdom the master is likely to g i v e . "
P s t r u g g l e d to evaluate the wisdom of these comments.
Were these words of wisdom from a mysterious creature,
or were they riddles effected by the desolate
environment? Was this another piece to his puzzle or
was it a diversion to lead him off course? He needed to
find water. He c o u l d not process thoughts until he
received water. So, taking the creature's comments at
face value, P set out in search of the master of
k n o w l e d g e . But where to start? Moving away from the
nest he looked at the b u i l d i n g s , fvlost looked alike, but
one stood out from the others. P moved towards this
b u i l d i n g . As it came closer, there seemed to be
movement upon its walls. There seemed to be hands on
the outside walls which reached for an object but found
nothing and continued to eternally reach out. P arrived
at the base of the b u i l d i n g and saw that there was a
large set of double doors. P arrived at the doors and saw
that there was writing on the door. It read...
Don W a n

Piers K e l l y
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Lord of Llg&t

I'm So sici*;,

Misaiitftrope

Above a leaden sky
there lies a demon
Aswirl in colour and sound
In his eyes
Death's finality
Supremity of life
At his touch
Hell's fury engulfs
Benevolent heaven
encompasses
A word
Screams of utter insane
Laughter, purest ecstasy
But when his mind unlocks
Only then can any be known
of Terror
Peace
the lease on life
Inheritance to death

I'm so sick
So sick of the scene, man
Three songs playing at once
They're all still singing
Even though they're dead

Eulogy given
First four words
He
Spent
His
Life...
Hating?
Wondering, no?
Trying to hate
Told everyone
You're all strangers
To him
He pleaded
Failure of understanding
Snarled
Unto himself
Ferocity kept
Sanity maintained
not by giving
Silent
Anxious
Paraded nothing
Always convinced
Put us all to shame
Vindicated.

Meet me Rakasha
Sidartha stood alone
And won the fire he had
bound
Phalanx of night
Legion - torch of day
Called forth as his will
Through space in all
dimensions
and none

The beer pattern carpet's
asleep on the floor
Along with that friend of a
friend
Whose name you don't know
He's an asshole, but hey
he's in a band
He can't be that bad
Even if he is, you still wanna
hang around him
It's great to be seen to be
seen
Oh man, there's just so
much cool stuff out there
It's hard to keep up
With the essential
alternative uniform
Trouble is, I don't know how
to say no anymore
So I'm in a sad state of
mess
Can you imagine what the
world would be like
If the only word was yes?

Take care
Dwellers of the Celestial City

GUTTERING FlAME
Take the dark man home
Mistend and away
Spirit shields the dead
As the niole digs
News of a shattered wall
Understood, kept at bay
Deep in the void
Chasing the power
Questions
And overwhelming doubts
Pressure and fuel
Sledgehammer poised
Catalyst meets a stubborn stone
Insignificant worm,
But obsidien in her veins
and light in her eyes
so the changer is trapped
crust and core
when Diana wanes,
Laments
and dirges
And what can a monkey do?
Though poet
torch bearer
Victim of futile surges
And we hear him scream out his soul
Rail at the powers which curse
And the mountains still crumble around
sound distorts, vision shifts
lifts a strange epistle
thistle, bramble, rose
morose, and cast forever in this mould
Old dreams torment
portent to an incessant end
He nor the powers will bend
Amen...
And what do we do with the drunken sailor?

eye

Beginniiig to End
It is following, missing,
assisting, distressing.
Arresting, divesting, assessing,
misdirecting.
A critic, mimetic, statistic,
diuretic,
Stoic, chaotic, neurotic, exotic.

Lying, spying, trying, crying,
for the flying, eyeing, assigning,
aligning.
Mighty, mighty, held to,
wholeness spelled out, talked to.
Laughing, seeing,
misbelieving the right of leaving
Parted from,
true,
licensed from nowhere to.
A traitorous being,
no more, no more agreeing.
Fleeing.

Greatly, mistakenly,
purported to, misanthropy you,
Late, trait, spate, hate,
of astounded, confounded,
grounded, surrounded.
Lauded in its travesty of meaning,
terribly the carriage of being.
Announced.
Pronounced.
Pounced on to.

So crazy, hazy, lazy,
lately, stately, innately,
beginning, grinning, spinning
ending, ending, ending.
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your guide to
clubs on campus
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO
FORM A MONASH
ANGLING CLUB IMACl
Q; What's the best way to
overcome the constant stress
and frequent drudgery of your
studies?

Please lick the aspect{s) of
angling which most interest you:
G

Fly angling

Q

Lure angling

Q

Freshwater angling

Q

Saltwater angling

... and return this slip to the Lot's
A: Get hooked on the all new
Wife office by March 27.
Monash Angling Club (IVIAC)
Do you want to know what makes
people like Rex tick? Do you
enjoy angling once in a while
MONASH BASKETBALL
during your vacations? Do you
CLUB TRIVIA NIGHT
think about angling constantly
and contemplate the potential Date: 25th March
number of catches in every body
University Club
of water you see?
Cost: $6
Prizes:$100 {winning table)
The Monash Angling Club is a
$50 (runner up)
great way to meet new people
Numerous spot prizes
and en)oy the magnificent
awarded throughout the evening.
scenery and waterways which
Victoria has to offer.
Admission entitles you to $1
beer/wine/soft drink all night. It
The inaugural meeting of MAC also gives you the chance to win
will be held in R6 at 1.00 on these fantastic prizes.
Thursday March 27 and you are
welcome to attend. The success
of this venture depends upon For further information see the
your support so come along to basketball club noticeboard or
the meeting and find out all about contact the club committee.
our first angling adventure,
Tight lines!
Greg Boulton
(03)5967 3263

KATHMANDU

EASTER SALE
Open 7 Days
r®

up to 50% OFF GORE-TEX
up to 50% OFF SLEEPING BAGS
up to 60% OFF ITALIAN
WALKING BOOTS
up to 30% OFF P O L A R T E C
373 Little Bourke St ph. 03 9642 1942
161 Smith St. Fitzroy ph. 03 9419 1868
Mail Order Toll-free 1800 333 484
NEW CLEARANCE OUTLET - NOW OPEN
373 Little Bourke St 3rd Floor Ph (03) 96421428

Waza: 019421382

GET THERE
ON A....

B I K E ! "' Malvern Star.
STUDENT PRICE $ 1 7 9 SAVE $ 4 0

• Reliable One Piece Crank
• 1 5 Speed Shimano Gears
• Stylish Unicrown Forks
» Strong TIG Welded Frame
OPEN M O N - T H U R S 9 - 6 . FRI 9 - 7 , SAT 9-1

Oncludes 6 Month's free service) ^ ^
Also 10 Speed racers at only $179 a n d other In-store
bargains o n presentation ot a current Monash__—
Identification card.
__———ovSvTS^^iS^-"T^xTXQ^^^^
COMPETITIVE
§^Ji^-^
PRICES ON ALL BRANDS
All types of bicycles in stoclc. Huge range of cycling
accessories a n d spare parts. Same d a y expert repair service
of all types of cycle problems.

CLAYTON CYCLES
28 YEARS IN BUSINESS

303 CLAYTON ROAD, CLAYTON (Opp Clayton Hall) PH:9543.3525

F e a t n
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Whar causes fifther concern is chat this particular

In an attempt to enforce changes to current policies.

God. and inspired by the doctrine of extremist anti-

botnbing attach on the clinic wras not a total surprise,

groups like the Christian Coalition have undertaken

abortion groups.

or even unexpected. It was January 19. just three

what they term a'grassroots' campaign.urging middle

days shy of the 24th anniversary of the US Supreme

Americans to actively express their dissatisfaction

Mainstream anti-abortion groups, including the

Court's 1973 decision, in thefamedRoe vs.Wbde case.

with the State and Federal representatives-They hope

Christian Coalition and Mothers for Life, have been

to effectively legalise abortions during the early stages

chat this action will ensure'God's will', by overturning

criticised for their indirect responsibility for the

of pregnancy. As a result, outraged right-wing

the 'dangerous' policies of legalised abortion,

abortion clinic attacks.As a result, these groups have

elements of the pro-life movement have historically

homosexualrightsand sex education for high-school

shied away from their former'rights of the unborn'

chosen to conduct their violent campaign during this

students. Ralph Reed, the executive director of the

stance. Instead, they have shifted their criticism to

symbolically significant period, just as they did by

Christian Coalition, opposes taxpayer-funded sex-

an abortion procedure itself - the partial-birth

education programs,on the basis diat these programs

method, which involves partial delivery of the foetus

are loaded with 'pro-homosexual themes'. The

before the abortion takes place. According to the

bombing theAtlanta clinic.

hBttasubmbaa
Atlanta abortion
clliricwas
liomlieiittlanuanithlsyear.it
IttitialiM appeared thatit was
fustanotherincMentin a long

Moreover, the problem is not confined to a smati

hypocrisy of not supporting a program which may

Christian Coalition,5,000 of these'grisly procedures'

area.The US Government last year estimated that

prevent unwanted pregnancies, and therefore the

are performed each year inAmerica-Their opposition

abortion clinic violence, including bombings, arson,

need for abortions in the fFrst place. Is apparently

to this method has been so fervent that President
Clinton was forced to veto a Congressional ban on

death threats and clinic blockades, had occurred on

it in April 1996.

multiple occasions in no fewer than 28 states, with
this agitation increasing in frequency each yearJhose

Aldiough the Christian Coalition uses legal methods,

convicted of anti-abortion crime are typically people

and its hierarchy has openly condemned abortion

The claim that the partial-birth method is "pure

without a previous history of crime or violence.

clinic violence, it is inevitable that their over-

infanticide", performed on ^ e healthy unborn in the

simplifications for the remedy of complex social

final 3 months of pregnancy, Is a deliberate attempt

We are dierefore left to ponder the core question;

•problems' has struck a strong chord with those

by anti-abortion groups to distort and inflame the

what motivates seemingly ordinary, apolitical

vehemendy opposed to the current social policies

whole abortion issue. In the majority of American

Americans to act with such hatred and aggression?

in America. It can also be assumed that a small

Sutes (forty-one), abortion is only legal at this stage

To come to the correct conclusion, the current

proportion of such people may interpret the

of pregnancy ifthe unborn child has died.or its birth

lile'movement. Whatgave this

American social environment must be examined.

objectives of the religious right as ideals which must

will pose a serious risk to the life of its mother.These

attack specialsignilicanee was

line 01attacks h]f the extremist
tringe el the anti-abortion 'pro-

be achieved, regardless of the means used.To put It

conditions were set down in the Roe vs.Wbde ruling,

According to mostAmerican right-wing groups such

another way. if the bombing of abortion clinics

and in 24 years there is no evidence that any

a secondbomb which

as the Christian Coalition and parts of the Republican

frightens doctors Into not performing abortion

abortions contrary to this ruling have occurred.

Party, the prevailing social 'problems' of legalised

procedures, and clinics are closed through a lack of

netonaten thirty minutes alter

abortion, homosexuality and single mothers can be

demand.then the violent means would be justified.

the lirst; this bomb was
imentei lor the reporters and
camera crews covering the
explosion, and the emergency
services lorrying away those
already ininred andmaimed

simplified into being the direct result of a subversive,

It appears certain that the anti-abortion lobby will
not relent from their campaign until all types of

liberal'bleeding-heart' national media and a current

Pro-life advocates say that this assumption is not

abortion are made Illegal in every American state.

administration 'intent on a social progression that

credible,due to a lack of concrete evidence that this

Their opposition to the partial-birth method is a

contradicts traditional'famjly values'.

in fact is the motivation for abortion clinic attacks.

stepping-stone to achieving this objective. The

But what other explanation can be drawn from the

significance of attempts to overturn legalised

Policies such as affirmative action for minorities and

actions ofAmerlcan religious minister Paul Hill, who

abortion should not be underestimated:victories on

welfare for the disadvantaged are vigorously ridiculed;

shot dead two men outside a Florida abortion clinic,

this issue will give the resurgent American right
momentum in their war against all people who may

scorned as the products of a government which

or John Salvi.who killed two and injured others on a

should stick to enforcing the rules of property and

rampage through a clinic in Massachusetts?They both

be opposed

law. and leave social'problems' to society.

saw themselves as martyrs, carrying out the will of

hjndamentalism.

to

the

return

to

religious

Benlamin Jones

F e a t u r a

lir\y\ocev\ce Lorf?
or the battle against "moral"
censorship of kid's books
Dick, Fanny and Moonface were tired after a long day of playingHide
andSeek.so they decided to doss down at B*g Ears' place. Little did
they know that Noddy was staying at Big Ears' house. Being the allround n*ce guy that he o, Noddy donated his b e d to Big Ears' other

guests and crawled into bed wtth his host Ltttle did this gay wtle band
of friends know thot their n c t t door neighfao w, Homer Phobe, a n d he
AntieViolens had called theTosmanian Police. When Mr.Plod knocked
at the door, Noddy wassurprised,Surely the Golliwogs couldn't be up
to the*r old tricks of ntck-knockinginthe middle of the npght because
Golliwogs didnt ewct any more. They weren't killed off because that
wouidbe an a c t of genocide rthey were merely erased f r o m the
pages of o w favourfte childhood story, given c o s m e t i c surgery to
make theirskin white, given behovio urol realignment, ond p l a c e d m a
witness relocation program, never to be seen or heard of again.
f honk you Mr Censor, for making children's 5tories so uncomplicated.
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Children's literature has always been regarded as a vital literary genre to parents.

And let's not forget that the three protagonists of The Magic FarawayTree were named

children, teachers and academics alike. It is true that literature can be influential

Fanny, Dick and Moonface. So the question must be asked, was BIyton naive and

while children and young adolescents are in their formative years: I devoured books

innocent, was she perverted, or was she attempting to give adults a private chuckle

while I was a young 'un. For these reasons, children's literature has been the subject

as an incentive to read the bloody stories to their kids? We just can't be sure these

of much debate for decades - particularly where representations of gender roles.

days, can we?

sexuality and race are concerned. But how does one ascertain the effect that literature
may have on children? Is it reasonable to ban or alter a text due to adult

When a book is banned, it is usually only done by particular schools or libraries, not

interpretations of a text? Do children understand and adopt ideologies about sex,

nationwide. If a book is censored by a publisher, certain words or plots might be

race or gender inherent in literature? Are authors "writing down" to children and

omitted or changed. For example, in 1988, US publishers issued an edition of The

refusing to challenge their intelligence? And am f a maladjusted fruitcake because I

Story of Dr. Dotittle having removed nearly all references to race from the book and

read Anne ofCreen Gables, Noddy and Forever before I hit puberty?

severed a plotline. Is it therefore right to alter classic children's tales? Would the
powers that be omit Ophelia's madness scene from Hamlet because some may

When someone once described jane Eyre to me as "children's literature", I was

interpret it as portraying women as weak,or change Portia's disguise as a male lawyer

horrified due to my Year 9 struggles with Bronte. However, I later realized that it

because it depicts a woman succeeding only if she emulates a man? {Actually, The

was wrong to patronize children by writing only simplistic stories in goo-goo-ga-ga

Merchant of Venice was banned from classrooms in Michigan and New York in 1980

language. Children's literature should be defined as whatever a child is interested in

due to its anti-Semitic portrayal of Shylock, as was Twelfth Night banned in one

and able to read. Difficult language and concepts are essential to expanding a child's

Merrimack school for its "romantic entanglements"). Generally however, classic"adult"

Intelligence and vocabulary. I remember my primary school librarian stopping me

literature is often criticized, but not tampered with, or banned altogether, like

from reading The Secret Garden until Grade 6 and I was really pissed off, then and

children's literature.

now. If a child is capable of reading difficult books, s/he should be encouraged to do
so. This is why texts like The Simpsons (with its many levels of interpretation) are

In two California school districts in 1989, the Grimms' Little Red Riding Hood was

fantastic because they can be enjoyed, even if every facet of the text is not appreciated.

banned because the heroine took wine to her grandmother and there were concerns

Sure, kids probably won't understand references to Sylvia Plath. A Streetcar Named

about the mention of alcohol in the story. In Florida, two parents attempted but

Desire, or the relationship between Smithers and Burns.
but this doesn't mean they shouldn't have access to such
concepts. And, if they do learn something new, then that's
great.

CS Lewis' The Chronicles of Nornia is a superb example of
children's literature because, not only is it a gorgeous

.. .the three protagonists of fAe Magic Faraway free
were n a ^ e d Fanny, Dick and Moonface.
5o the question must be asked,
was BIyton naive and innocent, was she perverted.
or was she a^eTipting to give adults a private chuckle
as an incentive to read the bloody stories to their kids?

volume of simple adventure stories that children can
understand, it also includes "adult" concepts. Throughout his stories, Lewis subtly

failed to have the very popular RL Stine series, Goosebumps, removed from schools.

intertwines challenging philosophies and commentaries on life, betrayal, growing up,

Herbert N. Foerstel's book, Bonned in the USA, listed fifty of "The Most Frequently

love and relationships. He also indulges in a detailed metaphor of Christianity where

Banned Books in the 1990s" and (surprise surprise), most of them were children's

for example he depicts Asian the Lion as God who creates the world in the first

books.These included: The Cotcher in the Rye; The Adventures of Huckleberry Finnjhe

book {The Magician's Nephew) and Jesus who is resurrected in the second book (The

Choco/ateWor. The Witches; How to £at Fried Worms; B/ubbcr; Little Red Riding Hood; Lord

Lion, theWitch and lheWardrobe).As a kid I adored these books without understanding

of the F/ies;James ond the Giant Peach and The Adventures ofTom Sawyer.

their sub-texts, but that's irrelevant. The opportunity was there to read, learn and
understand so much. And that's what matters. The opportunity. So I was distraught

Now, I read most of those books when I was a kid, and, sure I have my issues, but I

when a friend told me that a fellow student had applied a Freudian analysis to The

think I turned out all right (don't quote me on that). Banning a Roald Dahl book is

Lion, the Witch ond the Wordrobe, arguing that Lucy's passage through the wardrobe of

just sacrilege. Everyone loved them. Similarly, even though I never liked The Catcher in

fur coats down a tight corridor into this whole new world was a metaphor for .. oh,

the Rye or any Judy Blume book (except Forever of course), I think that they are all

if you don't know, your mind has never been in the gutter like mine. It was then that

very important books for children/adolescents to read. Forever has been banned in

I thought: "let's face it, if we can interpret sex into Wardrobe, we can interpret sex

many American and Australian schools and libraries, due to its use of four-letter

into anything". The problem is that such interpretations, albeit not so far-fetched as

words,"disobedience to parents" (chill out!) and talk about birth control, masturbation

this, have led to the censorship of other children's novels. But should these books

and descriptive sex scenes. Blume's book Deenie also deals with some of these issues.

suffer censorship due to adult interpretations?

It's exactly because of these issues that children need to read Blume's books as a
guide to normality through puberty, and. for sheer educational value as not all parents

Take Enid BIyton. for example. Remember good old Noddy? Yeah, well did you know

or schools offer proper sex education. Banning a book just draws more attention to

that he and Big Ears were having a rampant homosexual relationship and that this

it.. My friends and I shared secret copies of Forever before primary school ended.

(including allegations of racism too. but that's another huge topic) was the cause of

simply because it was taboo. There is the argument that some books dealing with

much criticism? Oh my God. ban all Noddy books. I would just like to say a few

adolescent sexuality need some regulation depending on the age and maturity of the

things. Even if on the remote chance that they did have it all going on:

person reading them, but it is always difficult to know where that fine line is.

food for them. If I had to wear those ridiculous clothes I'd want something juicy to
cheer me up. Kids probably wouldn't understand any allusions to homosexuality in

I am annoyed. I could say much more, but I think I've said enough. I want children to

Noddy and SO WHAT if they did. It would probably be a more positive introduction

be able to enjoy the harmless literature I innocently enjoyed - unfettered and

than muttered whispers on the playground, or, worse still, total ignorance.

unspoiled.
Michelle Davies
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an interview with F

cairns
On any Friday during semester, you can walk by the union building
and see an unimposing card table with its green tablecloth and small selection of
books for sale, behind which sits the equally unimposing Dr Jim Cairns. Most people
simply accept this familiar scene, but I sat down to talk to the man who once
epitomised the movement against the Vietnam War and dominated political thought
at Monash.

My first question was the same as most people would have asked:
Why is the former deputy prime minister of Australia sitting behind a card table at
Monash selling books? "I am the former deputy prime minister, but you can't be that
all your life. I'm selling books here because I think it's the most important thing I can
do. I think my books contribute most of anything that has been written in Australia on
the subjects I think are most important to Australia, and I'll go anywhere that I can
sell them, and I'll go on doing that until I'm physically Incapable of doing It."

Clear beliefs and alms are what Dr Cairns claims distinguish him
from others during his political life. I asked him what these were. 'The first is to use
reason and logic to arrive at what is true, as distinct from creeds and beliefs," he
began. Dr Cairns is critical of abstract belief systems and religions, holding them
responsible for all forms of oppression. "The second belief is in equality. I don't
believe in kings and queens, or presidents for that matter. The next point is for
peace and against war and nuclear fission. The next one is for co-operation and not
competition and conflict. The next one, and this is important, is democratic control of
the means of production, especially by the media, by elected governments and
workers in the industry." He favours public ownership of all forms of media with content controlled by the workers
within that industry. "They should lake a positive role in the working of their own Industry, but they do not now. The
Australian Journalists' Association is just a rubber stamp, if it's anything at all. It has been put aside by journalists
who have a remarkable sense of knowing what the boss wants and producing it." In concluding his list of aims and
beliefs, Dr Cairns cites Australian Independence in conjunction with acceptance of differences in nationality, colour
and social differences.

The most notable application of these beliefs during the political career of Jim Cairns came with
his mobilisation of opposition to the Vietnam War. His Labor colleague, Tom Uren, described Cairns' contribution to
the movement in radiant terms: "More than any politician throughout the 1960s and early 1970s, it was Jim Cairns
who questioned Menzies' decisions to assist the United States in intervening in Vietnam, and to introduce conscription.
Cairns raised the consciousness of a generation and transformed the anti-war movement into a significant force on
the Australian political scene." Caims was the first In Australia or America to write and speak on an accurate
historical account of Vietnamese history and the significance of the Vietnamese revolutionary movement.
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He is proud of the fact that the media picked up on this historical
argument against the war, but is more dismissive about his role in ultimately ending
Australian involvement in Vietnam. T h e war in Vietnam was ended because
television and the media showed how atrocious it was. Whatever I and others
were able to do by correctly explaining what was happening in Vietnam has to be
put into that context."

I asked Dr Cairns about the involvement of the Monash student
union and Lot's Wife in publicising anti-war sentiments, and about the drop in
politicisation and growth of student apathy since that time. 'Wonash was extremely
active in the anti-Vietnam and anti-conscription campaign. When we had grass
and trees between here [the union building] and the humanities building, that
whole rectangle from time to time was absolutely filled with students, 3000 or
4000 students at a time." He was able to confirm the rumour that the union lawns
were landscaped to prevent that sort of mass organisation. "From vice-chancellor
Matheson onwards, much money was put into IWonash to prevent and discourage
student political activity and student concern with politics. I think it's time that
students developed a conscience and an awareness to use their educational
opportunities for social welfare and social good, and not just for their personal
advancement and promotion as they predominantly do now. It can be done, but it
needs leadership, and frankly, I don't know any member of the staff, and very few
elsewhere, who are capable of giving the lead in the development of a social
conscience within the university. I would challenge the l^/lonash staff to begin to
produce a social conscience among their students. Don't let it go beyond 1997 to
begin that."

In addition to his involvement in the peace movement, Jim Cairns
was the deputy prime minister for a time In the Whitlam government, and was
treasurer for about six months in 1974. I asked him what he thought were the
major achievements of the Whitlam period. "It meant free tertiary education, a fair
go for aboriginal people, including land rights, it meant a rise in the status of
women, both socially as people and in places of employment. It had succeeded,
but I think by 1974, it had nowhere to go. It had not formed any additional policy,
and the Labor party has not done so since then. 1974-75 was a very negative
time for the Whitlam government. II began to disintegrate into itself. Whitlam sacked
three or four ministers and a speaker in the space of six months. The Whitlam
government was breaking up before it was defeated. The absence of policy and
principle in the Labor party began in the last twelve months of the Whitlam
government, and it's continued ever since."

Does the recent emergence of right-wing views set back Australia's
progress in the direction of social enlightenment and harmony? Dr Cairns insists it's
nothing new. "It's been going on for years. The media always chooses to give it great
publicity. These right-wing extremists, like any other extremists, are a very small
proportion of the total number of people, and unless they have a very substantial
backing by a church, they're not likely to last very long. I think there is an extraordinarily

He insisted that renewed activism in the ALP by disillusioned

high degree of tolerance, almost affection, in the community these days to people who

supporters was the only way to turn the party around from its recent emphasis on

are racially different." So there is hope. "Until about 25 or 30 years ago, everyone

economic rationalism and make possible a government governing for the benefit

assumed that from the time you were born you were like that for the rest of your life,"

something not seen in Australia in twenty years. He answers

he said. "You didn't train, you didn't grow, you didn't have within you a potential for

criticism that he was a weak treasurer, because of his perceived inability to refuse

increased capacity for co-operating with other people and avoiding conflict and any

to give government grants, along similar lines: "Well what's the good of being a

form of violence. All that is now very widely recognised and very widely practised."

of the people -

Labor party minister if you're not going to use government for the benefit of the
people to meet their needs? Thai's what we're there for."

Jim Cairns has worked all his life for peace and justice. He sees
university students and education in general as having an important role in that process.

"What about Mai Colston's defection?", I asked then.

His vision for the future is an optimistic one, but it requires positive change on the part
of students and educational institutions. We as students need to consider this seriously.

"He's an absolutely corrupt man," came the rapid-fire response.

Jim Cairns should be the catalyst for every (Wlonash student to ask ourselves why we

"It's amazing that people can bring themselves to do what he did. There's never

are doing a degree. Only by reaching the right answer to this question can we achieve

been such a misuse of parliamentary perks and benefits as there has been over

personal growth and push the community forward.

the last ten years."
Adam M c B e t h
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Period of recovery from illness
Ceremonial act
A card game for one
Travel agency on campus
Rain
Japanese poem
Condiment
Married Tina Turner
Vegetable stew
The study of causes
Shakespearian Moor
Author:
Umberto
Zodiac sign
Ability to understand
The Lone Star state
Perenr.ial tour cancellers
Spotted cat
Kerry Packer's sport

: c1.
3.
5.
6.
7.
10.
11.
13.
17.
18.
19.
20.
22.
23.
26.
29.

Crontroversial David Cronenberg
film
David Robinson
To pass across
Juliet's surname
Forty winks
Passing friend
Solitary
Actor;
Thurman
Plowing animal
Street
German poet
Simpson case judge
Last ball you sink
Flew too close to the Sun
To close firmly
Unknown author

WORD FOR
THE DAY
A homunculus is:
- a diminutive man
- a variety of fungus that is found in the
nasal tissue of pachyderms
- a rock-pool dwelling mollusc

A homunculus is a small man (a diminutive of the Latin hominus - man.) There are,
however, several variations on this theme. It
could also be a dwarf endowed with magical
insight and powers, a manikin or a tiny man
capable of being reproduced artificially. The
Oxford English Dictionary also lists it as a
synonym for the foetus. The most interesting
definition is from Chambers, which notes that
according to the 'spermatist' school of
'preformationi.sts', the homunculus is a
minuscule man that exists in each sperm cell.
This leaves a lot of creative possibility, as in
Angela Carter's The Cabinet of Edgar Allan
Answers to Six Degrees of Separation
Based on the theory lha( everyone Is linked 10 everyone else by six people, this game requires you to link the Poe:
Iwo given stars to each oilier by other actors with whom they have acted (including in which film).
At this lioHi; this very hour, far away in
Kudos to Joel Ruflles (come into the oflice and pick up a Uni Bar voucher) who completed; Jack
Paris, France, in the appalling dungeons of
Nicholson (Batman) > Kim Basinger (The Getaway) > Michael Madsen (Reservoir Dogs) > Tim Roth (Pulp
the Bastille, old Sade is jerking ojf. . . out of
Fiction) > John Travolta (Grease) > Olivia Newton-John our second series could have gone somelhing like
each ejaculation spring up a swarm offullythis Molly Ringwald (Pretty in Pink) > James Spader (Sex, Lies & Videotape) > Rob Lowe (About Last
Night) > Demi Moore (Now and Then) > Rita Wilson (Jingle All The Way) > Arnold Schwarzeneger. This
anned, mad-eyed homunculi. Everything i.
week try; Eric Stolz > Sandra Bullock and Robin Williams > Daniel Day-Lewis.
about to .succumb to delirium.
L
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/ whatare the ratniflcatletis ofpuhlishing
music on the netantlwhestamis to gain?
Copyhght. Has it ever faced bigger opposition than the Internet? I think not. Especially when you consider that notorious plagiarists like Helen Demidenko treat the net like their adventure playground. But it
is not the copyright infringements on the net that we should be worried about, it's the growing number ol
organisations targeting the net as their means of throwing around some authority. Little do they know
that there is no central authority on the net. and nor should there be. That is the beauty of it.
Early this year IVIonash experienced such aforementioned harassment, yet the victor Monash was not.
Apparently, a team of solicitors acting on behalf of the Australasian f/echanical Copyright Owners Society (AMCOS) and its subsidiary - the Australian Music Publishers Association Limited (AMPAL) ~ demanded that certain web pages be removed from the official Monash web site. Pages which contained
"lyrics to many of the most popular songs in Australia since 1989", were deemed in violation of copyright
islation by both organisations. In fear of serious court action Monash surrendered and quickly removed the offending pages off from the web site. Hence the addition of disclaimers to the bottom of any
web page even remotely related to Monash.
Here's where things get tricky Just because AMCOS/AMPAL claim that the pages infringed upon copyright, it does not mean that they actually did. If you know anything about legislation, you know that it is
subject to interpretation, and had Monash made the effort, they might have succeeded in court.
Copyright is a complicated issue, and since I'm not a law student I won't even begin to bore you with all
its complexities. But the major idea behind copyright in relation to posting lyrics up onto the net involves
the encroachment of the copyright holder's exclusive right to reproduce their own 'work' (a literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work). When the member of staff (surprise, surprise, for once we students
aren't the culprits) uploaded the lyrics to the server they were actively reproducing the 'works' of all the
artists featured on the page(s). And subsequently, any users downloading the lyrics would equally be
found to be liable if permission to download was not granted from the copyright owner directly.
Where I believe (allow me to assume for one moment) AMCOS/AMPAL think that Monash can be held responsible for such an infringement is in the direct quote from the AMCOS web site,
which says that "Anyone who authorises that activity may also be liable." 'Authorises' includes the sanctioning, countenancing or approval "of an infringing activity", which includes
publishing on the net. It is based on the US court case in which CompuServe were held accountable since they "permitted, facilitated or in some manner participated." in the reproduction.
It is pretty difficult not to 'facilitate' the uploading/downloading of web pages if you are operating one of the largest web servers in the USA.
Except. Monash is not just an organisation that functions as a business alone - sometimes, although you can hardly tell, it is an educational institution. In copyright legislation special
clauses are outlined which permit educational institutions to get around this situation without contravening copyright. Sadly, like photocopying for the purposes of research »
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Do^'i lA/9/t — Ercape Wovol
Escape the everyday pressures of lectures, study tutes and exams. Take off for a weekend of
stress-lree enjoyment to Wilsons Prom. The Grampians, Phillip Island or just go Bush!
Thrifty Car Rentals have extra special deals lor students. Grab a rental vehicle from our large
range. We have 4 & 6 cylinder cars, buses, trailers, trucks and even luxury vehicles.
Take advantage of our new passport pre
membership in our Passport Proqram e,

u rent from Thnfty we offer you
; towards ABSOLUTELY FREE rentali

MHtMUMRenW
Call us on 9544 2411 for the very
best deals on (rental) wheels
2137 Princes Highway, Clayton

Byte Me

and study, you can only sample ten percent of the work,
without violating laws in relation to a 'reasonable portion' of
the work.
So naturally the university solicitors would have advised
against the university continuing to provide access to the
pages in fear of unmitigated litigation. But arguments can
be founded on the reasoning that the lyrics should be
published "for the purpose of criticism or review", a defence to which I would completely endorse. If the lyrics
featured were some of the "most popular songs" what's
the bet that they included your Farnesy, Barnesy and Diesel's? in which case, a bit of criticism never hurt anybody.
Even more disconcerting is that the publishers (read,
record companies) that AlVICOS aims to represent are all
your typical 'in it for the money, whilst only supporting
new artists If It will benefit us immediately' record companies like EMI, BMQ, Warner/Chappell, Mushroom,
Sony, Polygram, Festival and MCA. The only company
listed that actually surprised me was i/f Music (and I'm

WM0

The University of Western Sydney faced a similar predicament when their site was found to contain MIDI (Musical Instrumental Digital Interface) files that can recreate instrumental songs. However, you can obtain such files anywhere
else on the net, so why is AMCOS just targeting huge
organisations? Is this purely a financial rort?

If copyright was their principal concern, why not send out
a letter (or email) to the actual copyright violators - the
web authors - and not the universities? Why target the
massive corporations who evidentially have the more lucrative funds. I might just be cynical, but my suspicions
have been aroused. Who are these people that claim to
be monitoring the web but do not respond to my humble
email (the greatest offence of all)? What If Monash took
them on? What would have happened If the university had
the courage to proceed through to court?
I don't know, and none of us will probably ever know. So,
the university solicitors may have advised the university to
spare some effort and merely remove the pages, but this
says a lot about this institution. If they aren't willing to fight

emshs,
bum

Should you have
had the unfortunate experience of
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trying to complete
any work on the
computers during
the week of 10th
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March, take heart
- those inconven-
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ient delays are not
a regular occur-

issentiam both tne fan aniithe artist
are being tienietlrights to access/
..^Muregureiy on the basis ofmoney

rence. It doesn't
usually take ten
minutes to login,
nor does it take
three hours for an
email to arrive (this

dubbing that as folly on their part). The inclusion of Ross
Wilson Music Pty Ltd (of Mondo Rock fame) was also
alarming. Should this man ever release another album don't you even dare put his lyrics up onto a Monash web
site.
So you've got to be wondering - where are all the interesting record labels and why aren't they members of AMCOS?
Maybe they realise that the net isn't some giant conundrum
of copyright conspiracies, rather it's a viable means of reaching new audiences and that the posting of lyrics is advantageous to sales, and not the downfall of the recording empire. Possibly, their artists don't support such prehistoric
views and they would actually permit their works to be on a
web site.
Chris Dubrow, lyricist and web designer of Warner-signed
band iNsuRge, specifically would not advocate the removal
of his own lyrics from a similar site. Rationally suggesting
that web designers could "just send a link to my pages to
avoid conflict." Willing as an artist to defend the right to
upload/download lyrics, he's unsure about other lyricists.
"You would probably find that a lot of ignorant artists who
don't understand the wider implications of copyright and intellectual property rights would back AMPAL/AMCOS out of
fear, ignorance and selfishness."
AMCOS supposedly have begun a campaign to monitor university sites carefully (who knows why they find the official
sites that Interesting - maybe they're enrolling next year?).
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on your behalf, then who will? Stuart Littlemore? He can't
help us all, and neither should he have to. If Monash was
some tiny organisation, I would absolutely understand, but,
let's face it, it's not. I personally cannot envisage a multinational corporation attempting to protect the rights of the average netizen (buzzword, meaning net citizen'), for in the
land of the Internet things are not all clear-cut.

Is a fact, I have witnesses).

The

Computer Centre
were just upgrading the system,

Hypertext linkages change the entire concept of citation, so
plagiarism shouldn't be such a big issue, particularly when
you can link your pages externally to the site you may have
borrowed something from. There's no point in copyright legislation fruitlessly attempting to dictate conducts of behaviour while the Internet Is still evolving. If everybody just temporarily calmed down, resolutions would naturally eventuate.
Besides, who's to say that a Tina Arena fan in Mongolia
should be deprived of Tina's lyrics or MIDI files simply because it is illegal in Australia to do so? So what if the server
resides in Melbourne? Chewing gum is illegal in Singapore
but we still blow bubbles.

and I vaguely remember the same
delays occurred
last year, and unfortunately they
pick stupid times to
do so. Hello, did
we not have an
ample three month

Essentially, both the fan and the artist are being denied rights
to access/exposure purely on the basis of money. So what's
new? Monash are scared to lose it, and AMCOS are pretending to act In other's best interests because of it. I don't
know about you, but I expected a lot more from my educational institution - especially if you consider the tact that they
retain the copyright to all our assignments and essays - it is
the least they could have done.
Sy/Wa Vucetlc.

break?

Sylvia Vucetlc.
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f;http://www-forinal.stan(ord.edu/jmc/progress/
SThis site argues that human progress is desirable and
^sustainable. What's makes the site interesting is that it's
jS/eated by a self-described "extreme optimist" - "she'll be
^ i g h t mate" is the cry, but it's backed up by evidence and
•BSj'gumenl. Professor IvIcCarthy answers questions such as
i^fcan the world grow enough food for 15 billion people?"
T^es), "Aren't our forest being exhausted?" (No) and "Isn't
( world running out of usable fresh water supplies?" (No).
Is site has no pictures, and the tone is scientific and
cold, but the questions and answers are truly provocative.

t

http://www.newsclentlst.com/ps/strangeAl^ivMfltl
Have you ever wanted to know why 4 C ! '
dustbins smell the same, how scratchlrjQy^
stops itching, or why men have nipples^«j|
These are the sorts of "everyday" science
questions considered by Strange Ways, a
weekly column published in New Scientist.^
magazine that's also avail'able on lt'&^
website. Both the questions and answerl**
are composed by readers, and given thp 9
readership of New Scientist, this makes f ^ f i ^
both fascinating questions and l e a r n e d , ^ '
accessible answers. The only disadvantage
is that you have to register first, which can
be
done
for
free
at
http:,'/
www.newscientist.com/psregiste
psreg_dh.cgi.

^^<
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http://www.theonlon.com/
The Onion is a satirical weekly newspaper, covering such
stories as "Local l^an Would Like Fries With That", "Amish
Give Up: 'This is bullshit,' elders say", "Scientists Discover
Third Cindy Crawford Facial Expression" and "Perky
'Canada' Has Own Government, Laws". The writers are
good, spinning their one joke into several funny paragraphs,
which are illustrated by surprisingly professional
photographs, such as the storm-troopers standing guard
over a classroom of pre-schoolers. ("Death Star to Open
Daycare Center")

http://www.enrapture.com/pterror/

^

What Howard Stone has done s h o u l M e
illegal. He describes himself as the "pavettis'nt
terror", which does seems appropriate given
the photographs on his site. A few years ago,
he tells us, he drove a delivery van that
produced "very loud, frightening backfirea' that is. Stone discovered, backfires ideal tor
startling pedestrians. And so he decided to
capture pedestrians' embarrassing moments
of panic on film, using a camera mounted on
the back on his van. Some of the more
"successful" photos are available on his site,
such as the shots of wide-eyed children,
skin-heads with their hands clasped firmly
over their ears, parents with their children, and
even dogs.

http://wwwju1oftravot.com/
After several extended backpacking trips through Europe and other areas of the world, John Gregory decided
to record what he had learned in a book: How to See the World on $25 a Day or Less. He had intended to
publish it, but after discovering how little money he stood to earn, he very generously decided to make it available
on the web so that more people might learn from his experiences. How to See the World on $25 a Day or Less
is a great book, full of advice on everything a traveller needs to know, and peppered with gently amusing
anecdotes.

http://ghg.ecn.purdue.edu/
George Goble won the 1996 Ig Nobel prize
for chemistry. He won because he knows how
to prepare a barbecue in three seconds by
combining 3 gallons (10 litres) of liquid
oxygen, and 40lbs (18kg) of charcoal. (And
his method doesn't just save time - it also
burns all the grease off the grill) All this is
documented in gorgeous detail on his
web-page, where you'll find pictures, movies,
and the sound-track to the event, as well as
a stunning picture of George himself. The
page carries the warning "Don't try this at
home". I won't.
http://pobox.com/-drew/scrlpts.htm

,^--»«

..Drew's Scripts-0-Rama links to 500 scripts all over the web. If you need to find a quote
" from a cult movie, you can probably find it here: there's the Blues Brothers, Blade Runner,
' Pulp Fiction, This Is Spinal Tap, and even older movies like Dr. Strangelove. Most of the
scripts seem to have been typed in by fans, but some must have come from more official
sources - you can get the first, second, third and fourth draft of "Star Wars", for example,
and others contain the writer's intricate descriptions of characters as well as stage
directions. There are some unused scripts, such as William Gibson's script for an Alien
3. (It rocks.)

lTttp;//www.nin9.org/notw/
You know those wacky news stories that seem a little too good
to be true - perhaps the story about the woman who hacked at
her son's wrists with a meat cleaver after he broke the
remote-control. Or the man who tried to sell crack cocaine to
a uniformed officer in the parking lot of a police station. Or
workers who affixed non-skid safety strips to each of the
twenty-three steps leading up to the Delaware Correctional
Facility's gallows? These are the sorts of stories Chuck
Shepherd collects for his syndicated weekly column "News of
the Weird". It's carried by thousands of newspapers around
the world, but it's free on the web, albeit delayed by two weeks.

mcli$HSilllm$ll.
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Just as I was getting to the tour dates, a mysterious line
appeared near the bottom of the screen and of course the
mouse decided that it had enough of a run and wanted to
shut down completely.

The final bang was heard all over the Show grounds, reverberating In the suburban streets of Flemlngton: the Big
Day Out would never return.

That was the final straw. Tool are one of the best band around
at the moment who are entering our shores in a matter of days,
yet no substantial information is displayed on one of the most
influential mediums of our generation. Would someone please
equate the greatness of this band and pay homage to their
musical attributes by supplying its supporters with accurate
and up to date information?

'There's still You Am I and Soundgarden tomorrow night". A
subtle encouraging thought as thousands of perspiring bodies
were herded onto the train carriages.

Now, all there is left to do Is to determine who I'll be going to
see once the Tool concert is over!
JiaMtgimmts

The following night, Chris Cornell gave me his last Jesus Christ
Pose as the drumming beats of Matt Cameron were left to
vanquish the fact that this would be the last concert I would be
witnessing for a while.

One may wonder if chat places are a symptom of growing
gtobalisation or if they are merely an extremely entertaining
cultural toy. However, that is irrelevant to the majority of
"Chatters," as they are merely a tool through which it is
possible for them to talk to some of their closest friends,
even If they have never met them in the "real world."

This self discovery led me back to the internet. How the hell
did i dive into the shallow depths o( this alien world? So advanced in its technology it took me approximately fifteen minutes to log myself in. This was either due to the upgrading of
the system or the entire first year student population crowding
the computefs in order to find friends and lovers for the rest of
their university life. Whatever the reason, I can honestly say
that the wait was a bastard and something that I could have
done without!

The first Tool page I came across was called "Finger deep
within the borderline" [http://www.dot-net/raidr]. How incredibly ingenious to name the page after a line from one of the
bands hits! Sarcasm aside, this was quite a good site. From
first impressions, the page was very enticing - white bold font
on a black stagnant background, and fantastic graphics illustrating covers of previously released CD's. The page was attractive but at a closer glance, the insufficient material it contained made reading a "New idea" seem like a whole load of
fun! Australian tour dates were inaccurate, with the Melbourne
Show at Festival Hall scheduled for the 18th of April. Shit! i
wonder who I'll be going to see at Festival Hall on the 12th Of
April? Could there be another Tool ? Are they cloning rock bands
now as well as sheep? The suggested support acts were The
Melvins, but even this was yet to be confirmed.
Feeling a little more agitated and tired, i decided to dive into
another Tool Page, this time "Smeel's toolbox" [http://
www.tool.shed.down.net]. Tool shed being the operative word
in this address. Yep, one of those dingy toolsheds that was
purchased from Kmart and placed in the corner of the backyard.
No one wants to go near it, let alone enter the premises. Opening the door is not an option unless you want to be drowned in
the avalanche of Tools (no pun intended).

Paa'3>

However, the amount of people per forum (othenwise known
as chat rooms) and the type of discussion available is
determined on the place chosen. The easiest way to find
a good range is by accessing the list of 100 hot chat sites
(http://www.100hot.com/chat/) which allows one to see the
100 most accessed chat sites. This enables one to view a
large variety of types of discussion forums ranging from
Alternative music chat to Moutli Off Group Tf^erapy chat
• and even to such general places as a Virtual Irish Pub.
Whilst the numbers of "netheads' are rapidly growing, many
people claim to be dubious as to the merits of the Internet,
especially these International communities. They are
cynical periiaps due to the negative connotations attached
to 'computer geeks'. However, the power of these chat
groups Is hard to deny For example, one of my favourite
chat groups, (http://www.columbus.net/ chat), has its own
Lost and Found page, in which lists of chat regulars who
have not been seen for a while are placed, so that hopefully
they may be traced again.

But alas, the sun shone through the overcast sky when news
reached my slowly reforming eardrums (due to the lack of exposure to blaring music) that the enigmatic Tool would be touring to promote their latest release Aenima. Finally, after days
of wondering aimlessly about the house, wondering what to do
with the rest of my life, there was something of substance to
look forward to.

My aim was simply to find the tour dates for the concert and
information about the support acts that would be accompanying the entourage. To my complete dismay, and annoyance, I
came across a number of Tool websites. Ninety percent of
them dealing with Hardware - leaving one site that entailed
the subject I was after

One of the most addictive elements of the ever growing
Wortd Wide Web are the many chat sites. These chat
forums, othenwise known as international communities, are
places within the Intemet where one may talk (through use
of the keyboard) with other people anywhere in the world.

Although not everyone you meet on the net is necessarily
a friend- Shown by the frequent bitter arguments occurring,
this is merely symptomatic of reality in which dislike and
prejudice are also occasionally present.

^Br

on the web
Ben Harper has got to have one of the best voices around,
and while counting down the days until I see him at the Prince
of Wales, I thought I'd check out the websites on him. Overall
I was actually surprised. There were more than I expected, but
I got excited too quickly - before I had actually opened any of
them.
I'll list them from best to worst:
I have to put Harper's lyrics first for two reasons, the other
sites don't compare, and the other sites just don't compare.
This site (http://pubweb.acns.nwu.edu/'apoorman/bh/
bhlyrics.html), contains all the lyrics from Harper's two past
albums. The only complaint was the annoying shit-brown
background - not only could you almost smell it, but it made
things harder to read.
Secondly comes an interview with Harper by Sonny Mayugba,
'Ben Harper's Philosophy' (http://pubweb.acns.nwu.edu/
'apoorman/bh/bhint.html). It was an Interesting interview
because you got to find out what Harper thinks about God,
religion, mull, the environment and his passion for music. But,
again there was an incredibly annoying reddish brown
bacltground, resonating tones of smelly shit.

Undeniably, as the Internet grows, global conversations
shall become increasingly more prominent. Whether this
shall be just one more device in our technological world
enabling people to escape reality, or a healthy, practical
part of everyday life is impossible to tell.

leituna
Next comes the site. Performances by Ben Harper', I put this
third even though I couldn't get into it, because it can't be worse
than the following sites.
Okay, now comes a ripper, 'Ben Harper. Fight for your Mind',
by Barbara Beebe (http://www/mal.com/'mmonitor/reviews/
harper.html). Could somebody please explain the existence of
this? It was short, shitty without graphics, and it didn't even
have the crappy, brown background. It seemed to me to simply
be this Beebe woman's opinion on something relating to Harper
- which I doubt anyone would give a fuck about.
And finally we have the tour infomnatlon page. I'm not even
going to bother giving the address of this one, seeing as the
latest update was made in November of 96, and because
they're all so fucking long.
Anyway the point is that Ben Harper is unreal. He's got the
talent to make you want to die, and he deserves a website
with a bit of substance. I hope you were lucky enough to catch
him at the Prince of Wales on the 26th or 27th of March.
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The Canadian three piece band. The Tea
Party, have e n t e r e d into the w o r l d of
multimedia with their latest release of
Alhambra, an enhanced CD. ("Enhanced CD"
refers to the CD containing more than just
music tracks; such as text and movies in a
I must admit I was surprised to discover

digital form.) This professionally produced

that the hit Romeo & Juliet soundtrack was

presentation takes advantage of the benefits

enchanced with CDrom capabilities - it wasn't

of multimedia.

exactly plastered across the cover. To check it
out, pop your CD into a computer and mess

The enhanced part of the CD contains the

around a while to install it. unless you have Windows

never before released music video of

95, which does practically everything for you. Don't wo

"Shadows On The Mountainside", the "Sister

more exact instructions depending on your setup are

Awake" video and live performances of

printed in the cover. After the initial company logos, a

"Inanna" and "Silence". It also includes heaps

deep voiceover reads the opening stanza of the play. Then

of information, pictures, sounds and videos

you get to play around with all the possible ways of accessing

Of the many exotic instruments that the band

the lush music and stills. Without giving too much away, I

uses, from both their previous albums and

can say you should be able to find forty-two stills from the

their world tours.

film, and a photo for each of the thirteen tracks on the CD. It
takes a while to explore all the possibilities, so make sure

The Menu system that they use is set around

you click and drag on everything! Speaking of drag, there

the images of the "Sister Awake" video. It is

are some nifty shots of fulercutio linked to "Whatever (I Had

very exolfc, much like the music that is played.

A Dream)" and "Pretty Piece Of Flesh". What more can I

It is used throughout the entire multimedia

say? Even the closing credits are attractive, packed with a

presentation. The menu is divided into four

montage of graphics moving in a banner across the screen.

parts; discology, scrapbook, instruments and

It's like having a little version of the film, so check it out!

biography. This structure seems to work well
and guides you Into common areas of interest.
Discology includes lyrics, sound grabs, music

Luhrmann's interpretation of the film has sparked a trend

videos and videos of comments on the music

on the 'net, with a plethora of sites have spnnging up devoted

from the past albums. The scrapbook also

Many just rehash the info found at the official

includes music grabs, slide shows of their

h o m e p a g e , however the following sites are worthy of

world tours, and video sequences, all set

attention. The official site at http;//www.romeoandju!iet.com/

around the idea of peeping through a hole in

contains heaps of graphics, and great electronic postcards.

a tent to see what is behind. The instrument

to the film.

section gives a detailed look at the exotic
T h e r e ' s an interview w i t h Baz L u h r m a n n
www.mogul.co.nz/stories/romeo/romeo.html

http;//
. William

instruments that the band uses to make their
music. T i i e y

provide

photos,

textual

Shakespeare's Romeo S Juliet Movie Notes include links to

information, played examples, and videoed

the cast members

demonstrations. The biography section deals

(http://www.hoilywood.com/movies/

romeo/text/tsromeo.html), however more extensive lists of

with information about how the band came

actor's repertoirs are available at http://movieweb.com/

atx>ut. and what they have achieved.

movie/romeojuliet/index.html. Movieweb contains a pop style
question/answer format interview with Luhrmann at his most

The enhanced CD part of Alhambra is not

casual which provides some insight into the planning behind

accessible to all computers. Therefore use a

this interpretation of Romeo and Juliet.

It quotes the cast,

decent computer to play this on, or you may

director, co-producers, editor, production designer and

find that not everything on this disc will work,

cinematographer extensively.

especially the music videos. Right from the

"The idea behind the created world was that it's a made-up

video sequences.

main menu of the program there are various
world comprised of twentieth century icons and these images
are there to clahfy what's being said, because once you

If you like The Tea Party and you want more

understand it, the power and the beauty of the language

than just their music at your fingertips, then

work its magic on you. The idea was to find icons that

you should enjoy exploring Alhambra; finding

everybody comprehends, that are overtly clear. The hope

plenty of information about the band, their

was that by associating the characters and places with those

albums and much more. It is also entertaining

images, the language would be freed from its cage of

as far as its presentation and content are

obscurity" - Baz Luhrmann.

concerned. It is worth a look.
tintsss
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MUDs are generally violent, as they are often set in barbaric times.
Descriptions consist of things such as "You DISEMBOWEL the City Guard
and his severed head plops to the ground." However this is not all that MUDs
consist of. Many people come on to just to chat to others, or explore the
entire simulation. To aid in the simulation there are actions that are known as
socials which can often break the ice when meeting a new person such as
bowing, shaking hands, hugging, kissing and puking. These make the
Interactions much more fun, you can also make up your own.
In general, the play requires you to do some fighting with creatures to gain

aMlMi

experience to raise to a higher level. Levels determine what you can do and
use as weaponry. Characters can use many different weapons to fight with
and to get new weapons you must either get money and buy them, ask
someone to give them to you. try and steal it. or fight the mob that has them.
This applies for nearly all the items that the MUD contains.
A mob is the name given to monsters on a MUD. While venturing around a
MUD there are three types of characters you will come across, monsters,
other people and immortals! Immortals are normally the implementors of the
Dungeon. They make sure that everything goes smoothly, they are there to
turn to if you are being harassed, or if there is a bug in the program. They
often act as police, yet they still have their fun.

"Upon first entering the chamber

Most MUDs are in the US. however there are still many MUDs based in

you are blinded by the bright light

Australia. There are even a couple of Monash MUDs. "Artemis" and "Shattered

from torches which line the walls.

Worlds", the latter is used by the pychology department for some twisted

your hand up to block

reason. It is best to use local MUDs in most cases, as there is not as much

out the light you are disgusted at

lag. Lag refers time spent waiting for the next screens to be sent to you. This

Holding

the sight which meets your eyes.

is the biggest gripe of a Muddier and is something you become accustomed

Cadavers line the granite tables

to very quickly while MUDing or doing any communication over the internet.

which are scattered

throughout

the room. Blood drips from the

How to Get on to a MUD (from Uni). Well the first step is to find a computer.

tabletops

floor.

Good luck! Laterthat day. when a free computer is found, login to your student

There is a fist-sized hole towards

account. The next step is to telnet to the MUD of your choice, for example

the center

type telnet "artemis.earth 8000. This will take you to the Artemis MUD

and coat the
of the room

which

appears to drain the blood from

located at Monash. The next step is to think up an original name for you

the room.'

character, and then it will ask you lor a password. Next you need to choose
a Race, Sex etc. Just experiment to start and you will soon see what you

Well what is a MUD? It's a Multi

like. Also ask other users to give advice, most are nice.

User Dungeon or Domain. It gets
Advanced

Atip for new players is to read the help files, they are very useful. You should

Dungeons and Dragons, and is

also hit the Newbie zones and tutorials. These will help you learn what you

a simulation that is constantly

can do, and how to enjoy it more.

its

ideas

from

running, you may log on and
b e g i n , but t h i n g s may have

if the idea of a text-based environment does not sound all that exciting, then

changed while you where away.

just wait a few months. The new version of Ultima is soon to be released.

The simulation is played by

This is basically a graphical MUD, where hundreds of people can get on and

multiple users on at the one time.

have fun. You will need to buy some software to do this, and you will need a

and you can come and go as you

service provider to help you.

please. MUDs are essentially
text based, with the requirement

Here are some MUDs You might like to try: In Monash "artemis.earth 8000

of text input and giving text as an

i p l cs 2666 or Out of Monashcage.gil.net 9000.

output.

Therefore

a

good

imagination is indispensable.

If you wish to MUD outside of Monash, then you need an account with outside

This text aspect is often a big

access, or do it from home with your own server. Also, don't ask the Help

turn-off for people used to playing

Desk if you have any problems, they won't be impressed. Do it from yoyo.

games

and they will be even less impressed!

that

have

a

huge

graphical reliance, yet the aspect
of MUD that makes it unique is

So give it a try, you may like it. Good luck and try not die! But if you die

multiple users interacting with

expect to see something like this;

each other, from the person on
the computer in the same lab as

"An alien assassin's stabs you cruelly in the backl

you, to someone on the other

Panic you couldn't escape!

side of the world.

An alien assassin's stab MUTILATES you!
You have been KILLED!!
Dead Zone 100
This recreational simulation has been temporarily suspended due to the death
of your character. If you wish to end this simulation, please type 'quit' and
you will be escorted from the simulation by one of our
assistants. If you wish to resume this simulation, go down from this virtual
room to rejoin 'The Cage.'"
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the Blue Train Caf
Nursing a hangover one SurKlay morn. I wandered over to the
Blue Train Cafe at Southbank. The sun was attempting to shine
and people were milling about participating in street theatre and
browsing at market stalls.

As we couldn't get seated straight away our funky waitress
showed us to the Blue Train Lounge. Off in a corner, the Lounge
is a 60's eclectic mix of op-shop comfy sofas and chairs with a
range of newspapers and magazines lo read or posters to gaze
upon. Sitting next to the cigarette machine I sank into my orange chair and savoured my latte. I am not sure if it was me or
the atmosphere but the latte was one of the best I've ever had
(price $2.20). My friends, meanwhile, used this time wisely and
leisurely perused the menu. Chatter buzzed round the room,
people drank at the bar and I contemplated talking either of
Satre or the latest music - its that kind of place.

Once seated at a table, I had a panoramic view from the balcony of the mighty Yarra and IVIelbourne's skyline and so I
watched the world go by. The Blue Train has tables inside and
out, with bar-style seating for the individual. In a cliche the sen/ice was fast and efficient and the staff were friendly (pierced
and dyed). The menu was varied in flavour, size and price. I
had the brown lentil dahl, so yes there is a range of vegetarian.
My meal was great value at $3.95 with subtle spices & a pile of
fresh warm bread. Yum! The menu also encompasses everything from eggs Florentine to Hokkien noodles to a range of
pizzas. The prices of meals ranges from approximately $4.00 to
$9.00. Each day there is also a mouth watering array of cakes &
desserts. Drinks-wise the fresh orange juice was beautiful but
needed a spoon. As well there is a range of reasonably priced
wines and gourmet beers, such as Stella Artois. Oh, please
note breakfast is sen/ed until 4pm.

With the added attraction of a television the toilets were spacious and clean. I definitely recommend the Blue Train,

KaueMmsiM

The Star & GarteiL
My first visit to the Star & Garter t-lotel was to be purely business,
trying to broker a deal for the Comedy Clut)bers. However, it ended
up being one of the most enjoyable nights out I have had recently.

On walking in I wondered if it was the right night, but by following
the dull chatter to the back room, I found the action. Thursday night
is Comedy night, situated in a charming room decorated to the theme
of 'The Wizard of Oz," with very realistic, accentuated heads protmding from the ceiling.

Anyway it was full to the brim and unfortunately (not) we had to lean
against the bar all night. Six comedians took the stage, strutting
their stuff, oh and they were very funny, even Matt Elsbury.

Apparently, as I have not seen it yet, the Star & Garter has recently
been renovated and have a resident RnB band during the weekend.

Ok, lets get back to business, they are offering students; $1.50
pots, $2.50 stubbies, $free water (they charge), and 25% off their
food. All you need to do is present your student card which also
gets you a discount on the door incidentally. Putting this in perspective, I paid $2.30 all night (doh) for pots.

Rod Laver can't wait lo get his beer at the Star <t Garter

Four pints & a pot.
MKnCTiMV

Ever been to your local supermarkel/greengro-

way of buying potatoes is by the bag. However

cer, picked up a whopping huge watermelon, paid

you always get one dud, that makes the others

ten bucks for it and then got home, sliced it glee-

around it mouldy. Avoid this by sniffing the bag

fully in twain only to find out that it's as floury and

through the airholes. If it smells fresh and

rancid as gourds found in the Pyramid of Cheops?

earthy and there Is no sweat on the bag, nab

To avoid disappointment listen to Pearl.

it before I do.

When I was a wee lass my mother's favourite

Carrots - carrots are best when firt picked. The

adage was never judge a book by its cover, and

more translucent and firm the carrot, the sweeter it

this is a basic principle you should keep in mind

will taste. Beware the bendy carrot, it's texture be-

when buying your fruit and veg. If the fruit looks

lies it's flexibility. Guess who's got a woody!

glossy and shiny, it doesn't mean it's fresh, it probably means that it's 5% wax, and 10% pesticides.

- are in season right now and the best way

To get the best and freshest, buy organic. It's

to tell if they are ready to eat is to pull on their stalk.

slightly dearer than your whiz-bang supermarket

It it doesn't budge, the pear is not ready to be eaten.

produce but its generally allot tastier.

If it comes out it means it's ready, but you have to

However as most of us are poor students, here

This is my favourite way of using up all those vegies in
the bottom of the fridge.
Potatoes (big cubes, skin on),
green beans,

eat it straight away or It will go brown and gooey. So

capsicum,

if you haven't purchased it yet but your pear back.

pumpkin(baked with skin on),
squash,

are a few tips on how to pick the best for your

zucchini,

money.

asparagus
Generally choose firm vegetables, though if they

and any other vegies you may desire.

are ripe and close to their use by, most vegeta-

250g/1 cup

were knocking on a door. If it sounds really hollow, it's a dud.

bles are freezable (it's a good idea to cut them

1 tbsp John West Red or Green Curry paste.

II the watermelon "doings" (for want of a tjetter word), it means

up before you freeze them to make life a bit

WttSIWSWII-

knock lightly on the watermelon as if you

ttiefleshinskte shoukj be as sweet and succulent as ambrosia.

Coconut Cream

(I swear by it, as making your own ghee is fun but It's fiddly)
Jasmine Rice.

easier). Buying bulk is good but be wary... there's
a rotten apple in every bunch. When you buy pro-

This dish tastes best if you parbake (that means half

SM'AMJeiffff - Rub the end that previously con-

duce, pick a good mix between ripe and close to

bake) the vegies in the oven with a slab of butter for a

nected the melon to the vine (ie. the indented bit).

ripe fruit and veg. This way you maximise the life

little while, however it's just as good, and a lot quicker,
to steam them in a cup and a half of water.

Smell it. If it's sweet and the melon is firm you've

of your produce and don't have to make too much

got yourself a good one.

compost for your garden that your landlord con-

Put the lid on your wok but put it on an angle. When

veniently concreted. And remember to use your

steam starts coming out, the vegies are ready to strain.

POtatOti-

we all know the
cheapest

nose, your ears and your hands, not just your
eyes. People might look at you funny but hey,

Keep the juice for up to a week, it makes good soup
water.

they'll be the ones with 'fresh pro-

Add the curry paste and the coconut cream to the

duce' that looks like something

vegies in the wok, simmer for 15 minutes or until vegies

from The Cratl (full of bugs for

are soft.

those wise enough not to have
watched that

shocking

If you're a carnivore you can add meat (chicken, beef
or lamb are the best).

film).
Serve on a bed of jasmine rice (of which you've washed
Cheerio til next time,

1 cup, then cooked in a microwave for fifteen minutes
on high in 1.5 cups of water). YUMMY!

/•-J

nextlssae.
_p

Love Pearl.
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yienaa, someUmelnfelmiary
Pmill-BreaUngUieyilwes
The radio and television alternatives in Austria are ba-

ski is better than listening to him speak - Beavis

sically on par with the politics; namely, they're both

and Butthead spring to mind) when the X-Files is

completely fucked. Thirty percent of the population

due to be screened; crap, biased news and worst

voted for a man who owns a private solarium, and

of all. Full House, but dubbed into German, just to

wants permanent residence

make

status to be determined by

times worse. If that were

'what the neighbours think'. If

physically possible. Dub-

it a b o u t

10,000

you think Heider is bad, take

bing is a tragic t h i n g ; I

a look at the state of popular

pray to God that it never

culture in Vienna. The number

a t t a c k s A u s t r a l i a ' s fair

one single at the moment is

shores. Captain Picard is

'Mysterious Girl" (in case JJJ

s i m p l y not as e x c i t i n g

and RRR listeners out there

without that special Eng-

are confused, we're talking

lish accent (little secret -

Peter Andre), followed closely

he's actually from York-

by some poxy

shire)

release from

Back Street Boys, Boy Zone,

and

"Liebling

Schaetzchen" just doesn't

Take That, Spice Girls. . . take

have the same ring to it as

your pick. Shuddering yet?

"Sweetie Darling".

The worst is still to come.
There is only one 'modern mu-

It

sic' radio s t a t i o n . Fox FM
meets TT, 24 hours per day,

understandable,

mendable, that the Aus-

to be shared by high calibre

trian G o v e r n m e n t does

artists such as Phil Collins.

not want

Cliff Richard and Tina Arena.

to

introduce

competition to the elec-

What disturbs me is that the

tronic media, in order to

Austrian TV and radio stations

protect the public interest.

(two TV and three or four radio) are all controlled

is

s o m e w o u l d say c o m -

It becomes difficult to jus-

by the Government, but they

still manage to churn out the most paltry commercial
crap I have ever seen. When we, in Australia, think
'public', we think tasteful, commercial free, intelligent,
alternative. . . ABC. In Austria, we have to put up with
15 minute commercial breaks; hours of watching the
national sportsman of the year, Andreas Goldberger,
jump off mountains wearing nothing but a fluoro-or-

tify however, when the service the state has to offer is far from extraordinary. It is a frightening thing
when you consider that everything you see and
hear is mediocre main stream-o-rama. Austrian
kids have never seen alternative. If you want to
work in the electronic media industry, you work In
the public service, or move to Germany. Be thankful for our options.

ange leotard and a pair of skis (at least watching him

AaBiBollmaa

triple j ^

are coming to monash

LITHIUM
THE ARMADALE ^g EARTHMEN

sat
sat 5th April
U^^^H., • fri
fri 11th
11th April
i
FAUVES . fri 18th April
I BROWN HORNET^ sat 26th April
Nirvana Show ^

1068 HIGH STREET ARi\L\DALE

HOTEL

•Uni Function Room
• Live Bands Seven Nights a Week
Available at Great Rates
• Drink Specials Nightly
for details phone 9509 0277 • Pool Tables

I B ^

PLUS

Unity Hall

f MESCWI I MIS AD FOR 2 HAHN ICE FOR THE PRICE OF 1 FROM 9PM TO 10PM

Travelogue
It seems like a pretty wild thing to do, just to jump

that bad, at least there's more leg room than on a

on a plane or train, or to take the car and just drive.

plane, and you get to admire the syringe bins in

When the pressure gets too much we all think about

the toilet (my favourite one was the one with "Fuck

running away and the destination doesn't matter,

you I stick my syringes where I wanna" written on it).

as long as the voyage is completely spontaneous.
There is probably nothing more exciting than head-

Sydney itself was a pleasant surprise, the night

ing off on a trip that is unplanned. You don't know

was balmy, not too hot. It's actually a whole lot

where you are going or where you'll stay, how much

like K/lelbourne except that they don't have trams

money you'll need or what the hell you are going

and the buses suck so it's damn hard to catch pub-

to do once you get there. But, as usual, it's not

lic transport anywhere. But the people were very

what it's cracked up to be, or at least in my case it

friendly, they spoke English, they accepted Aus-

wasn't.

tralian currency, it was cool. IVIy friend wasn't home
when I arrived, so I spent about two hours waiting.

I decided to take the weekend off and go to Syd-

But eventually she arrived and we went to check

ney, just jump on a train and go there. I had friends

out Sydney. We did the Hard Rock, which like any

who were staying there at the time, but I didn't tell

other Hard Rock on the planet was over-priced and

them I was coming, so I didn't know whether they

the food sucked. We went into Kings C r o s s - now

would be happy to see me or not or whether they

that was an experience. And we went to about half

were busy. Basically I had no idea how long it would

a dozen pubs and clubs. I got home just in time to

take me to get there, how much it would cost,

catch my train. It was exhausting, expensive, but

where I would be staying and what I was going to

ultimately a fun night. The return was better. I slept

do. It was the kind of ambivalent situation we all

for eleven hours and when I got home, no-one even

love. I had no strings, but I also had no safety net.

noticed that I'd been missing. I highly recommend

I left without telling anyone where I was, so had

trips with a touch of spontaneity, but make sure

something happened to me no-one would have

that you put in enough planning to bring spare bat-

known. Or if something happened while I was away

teries and a decent book.

I would have been uncontactable. It was a great
feeling, but it also made me nervous (although, I

tt Chris King

was only going to Sydney, it's not like I was heading into foreign soil or anything).

I arrived at Spencer Street station just in time to
catch the eight o'clock train and find out that it
takes eleven hours to get to Sydney by train.
Eleven hours? I could always sleep and . . sleep.
Lucky for me someone had left a copy of TV Week
jammed into the pocket of the seat. That passed
at least five minutes of the journey. My Walkman's
batteries died halfway through the journey and trust
me, all the romance goes out of a spontaneous
journey when you're stuck staring out the window
of a train for five hours.

If you thought plane food sucked, try the crap they
serve on a train. Something was definitely alive in
my lasagne. Besides, it's not like on the plane
where they bring the food to you. You have to get

STAR Wi«iRS IS COMlAlfi-/
S-rr^L ibORSEi-F
I>o\Aihl T H 0 MOTTT

up, stumble down to the buffet car (nearly hospitalising both yourself and five other passengers on
the way) and fork out half the GNP of a small Afri-

The Notting Hill Hotel

can nation just to get a drink. But the train's not all

cnr Forster and Femtree Gully rds
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a r t s 4* e n t e r t a i n m e n t
Jayne Borensztaln t a l e s a bubbly dip Into the future

StamWXi the Fauves' Andrew Cox

Wild beasts
/ ' " " " ^ K B T ou've probably heard of The Fauves.
t

^^m

J In the last year they have had con

'^^HLp^

^^^B^^

j ^ P - " ^ ^ sidciablc radio success with tlieir brilliant ditties, 'Dogs Are The Best People' and 'Self
Aliuser'. These two songs saw The Fauves as one
of only four Australian bands to be placed in the
lop thirty of the Triple J Hottest 100 of 1990.
Singer and guitarist Andrew "Coxy" Cox found
his band's current success surprising and he is
"really happy".
Who wouldn't be? The Fauves have been around
for over eight years now, and have just released
the third single, 'Don't Get Death Threats

If JBr-y
f a E f ^'^'

•

/ ^Sa
'5^

-^i

HV^P'"

J^^l

^

jpflB

^^^^HHr i^H

•Sfc,

^^MT 1

^

V J

k • J^

^

Anymore', from tlicir most recent album, Future

^

Spa, The single is sure to continue (heir spell of
radio airplay and comes complete with three fantastic, Ojuirky l>sides.

^^'J^

The Fauves consist of Cox, d r u m m e r Adam

^^^.

"Doug" Newey, bassist Andrew "Jack" Dyer (after
Australian football hero Jack Dyer), and a second singer and guitarist, Phil "The Doc-

So what next for The Fauves? More singles rrt>in Future Spfi? "There was talk ()i"it lor a

tor" Leonard. When asked about song writing responsibilities, Coxy replied, "Either

while, but I'd probably prefer not to. I reckon three (singles) is prol>al)ly milking it as

ine or The Doctor write (the majority) of the songs in so far as the melody and the

far as you really want to go without starting to make it a bit tired. By the time this

chords, and then all the rest of the band work on it. . . and shape it from there. So it's

single has done the round.s, the album has been out six or seven months already. 1

sort of a group effort in that sense." Wlien listening to The Fauves' records you'll probably

reckon that's long enough unless you want to gel all Michael Jackonesque stretching

notice that the Coxy to The Doctor song ratio is "pretty much 50:50" whereas live it's

an album over two years. I'd like to move on and do another one." The Fauves have

"probably 75:i25". C^oxy explains, "He (The Doctor) is very critical of his own material. He

plans to be back in the recording studio, "Hopefully in May or maybe June."

tends to write a song and then love it for a month and then despise it. That's the constant
batde we wage against The Doctor."

And what about the oversca,s market? "A lot of that is out of our control. A lot of il is

An unusual but essential aspect of The Fauves is that they put together their own official

stuff overseas. Hopefully something will happen in the not too distant future." Such

rock magazine, Shred. Tlie original format of Shred was to be a (^D of the band talking and

hopes could be attainable, so long as The Fauves stay out of trouble with the police.

up to the record company (Polydor) to get their act together. We'd love to release

doing reviews but it was "pretty unirealisuc as [the band members] getting it together to get that
organised". So it takes its present fonn as an irregularly released black and white magazine

If you haven't already heard Future Spa, you won't know that at the very end, there is a

containing witt)' and ainusing articles, poems and cartoons. Coxy sees Shred as "son of an

police recording concerning certain green leaf material found in The Fauves' tour

opporninity to mayl>e tell a bit of die tnidi and some of the stuff that gets glossed over" Further-

van. The band didn't worry too much about the legality of putting the recording on

more, "Having been rock fans and being in a band (we are) privy to the sort of stuff that goes on

the album. "The chances of those guys (the police) hearing it are pretty slim (so)

(and) maylje the average peinon who buys records isn't privy to it. With regular segments such

we're probably pretty safe. I guess if the record sells enough copies for even guys like

as Tilly Bucks. Two Loaders', and 'Bands who left us in their dust'. Shred provides hours of

that to have one in their home, we might be able to afford the legal bill anyway!"

enjoyinenl and is an incredibly interesting and ini'ormaiive read. If you want to get your hands
on copies of Shred, send $5 to PO BOX 199, Mornington, 3931.

ImeloreKitili

arts + entertainment
C a l i f o r n i a ' s M a c h l n a Naad t a l k e d to l o t ' s W i f e ' s Mick Eva about . . .

The Machinations of Success
/^K^K.

achine Head for the uninitiated, hail from

relating messages extolling anti-authoritarian values, to

guys drink a lot....its great your fucking freaks". As far as

\^nH^vy

Oakland ("alifornia which by all reports

personal reflections, to what seem almost like pleas for

crowds go Machine Head do not tend to draw your aver-

aint no Mr Rogers neighbourhood. Ma-

people to Slop ignoring the injustices that surround them.

age metal crowd. "We draw a really diverse crowd I think

chine Heads first album Bum My Eyes released in 1994

^VVJflr

The catch phrase for Machine Head and their publicists

just because our music is a little bit different, we're not

seemed to epitomise and encapsulate the extreme

just like a metal band per say, we've got a Uttle

metal genre, taking the intensity of their peers

bit of hardcore and some people .say industrial".

like Sepuhura, Pantera and Fear Factory to new

"I think its m o r e like an emotion that peo-

depths. With over four hundred thousand copies

ple grab on to and different p e o p l e can

of Burn My Eye sold world wide the long awaited

grab on to it".

second album for the band is on the verge of being unleashed upon the listening public and not

"Touring for fifteen months straight does not

before time. The More, things CJiangrh the eagerly

seem like an enviable task in anyone's book es-

awaited second album for Machine Head and

pecially when your job is to scream, groan and

promises lo be even more unrelenting both lyri-

writhe your way through the .set every night. "At

cally and musically than Hum My Eyes. Lots caught

first it was fucking hideous. At first my voice

up with Machine Head's master of ceremonies

was fucking terrible but you know its like if you

Robb Flynn mid-promotional tour to chat about

take a twenty pound fucking weight and curl it

the new album and all things Machine Head.

every day, the first day your going to be
dying

but eventually it will be really easy to

curl that twenty pound weight. It ju.st got to a

The Morr Things Change is an album that has been
over a year in the making due to innumerable

point where I had to do stretches and shit for

set backs. "We started recording and we just had

my voice".

a bunch of problems

at first just equipment

problems, then wc had like a lot of fucked up
things happen. A whole vocal was erased and we
had guitar tracks era.sed. ! mean no one really
did it, it just got done." jokes Robb. "In that time
nur studio got broken into....then Dave (McC^lain)
our drunnner and Adam (Duce) our bass player
were driving down the freeway, Dave's tire blew
out, he crashed into the wall and fractured his
knee cap". "All these problems were happening

"We started recording and we
just had a bunch of problems
. . . at f i r s t just equipment
problems, then we had like a
lot of fucked up things happen.
A whole vocal was erased and
we had guitar tracks erased.
I mean no one really did It, It
j u s t
got
d o n e . "

so it just stretched things out".

With such an emphasis upon power and brutality, maintaining the rage is a big part of what
Machine Head do but doesn't seem to be a concept that Robb has any problem with. "For me
its like if I wrote a song about something that
pissed me off or something that effected me in
my childhood. |ust becau.se I wrote one song
about it doesn't mean that I'll ever forget it or
it ever made it go away". "If it was that easy everyone would write songs and then just move on
to the next thing".

Tlie title of the new album, however, reflects the bands

is a phrase lifted from the song Davidian off Bum My Eyes

dedication maintaining the rage so to speak and not let-

which is "Let Freedom ring with a sliot gun blast"."That

Despite Machine Head's success with their debut album,

ting these setbacks hamper their musical ambitions. "The

song was actually inspired by a friend of mine Eddie

naturally enough record sales and the commercial viabil-

More 'I'hings Change, this is a saying in the states, the more

John.son. He got shot point blank like four times and he's

ity of the new album are not really things that bother Robl).

things change the more they slay the same. That was kind

now paralysed for the rest of his life. He u.sed to go out

"I don't really care what it does sales-wise or media-wise, 1

of like a reference lo the fact that we've bad a lot of prob-

and shoot a shot gun off his porch all pissed off about the

just want lo see more people slamming, more peoplejump-

lems and a lot of people were thinking diat we were trijj-

things that happened to him". "That .song Davidian obvi-

ing, more people stage-diving and more people singing

ping just because of the delays and stuff. In a way its say-

ously most people associate with the Branch Davidian cult

along with the shit". "I'm doing it because I love music

ing wc haven't really changed as people and as a band.

but Davidian was actually something positive before they

not so we can get a buzz clip, we could get a buzz clip. I
care less".

Bum My Eyes was a vei^ heavy rec(»rd and this album is

got a hold of the name much like a swastika was a positive

even heavier, we've incorporated different elements and

sign before Hittler got a hold of it." "Davidian used to

we've made things a litUe more sloppier, trying to be more

mean someone who takes the poverty around them and

As far as another Australian tour goes it could be a long

unique and incorporate more weirder things, but ulti-

turns it in to something positive, that's the actual mean-

time coming with Machine Head booked up lo tour right

mately its going to stay the same'.

ing of Davidian".

the way through '97 but don't despair Robb assures us
that he is dying to get back to Austraha hopefully in early

Lyrical content is one area that definitely seems to have

Having toured Australia la.st in '95 amid fifteen months

remained the same from Bum My Eyes to The More Things

of extensive touring in the wake of Bum My Eyes, Robb is

Change, with Robb's desolate and often nihilistic rantings

very complimentary about Australia and Australians. 'You

'98. To dde you over until then you can grab Machine
Heads latest excursion into the nether regions of tlie
human psyche The. More Things Change.

D a n i e l S t e f a n s i i i r e v i e w s W o m a d a d e l a i d e '97 - A u s t r a i l a ' s f o r e m o s t world m u s i c event

Another World
more could you want from a performance

plative, almost m e d i t a t i v e , It's a pity his F r e n c h

than to reach the realm of the untouch-

keyboardist (with his i n a p p r o p r i a t e , liy-hard-fusion

able and the dimension of timelessness?

solos and tasteless, garish sound effects) did little to
complement his style.

The Terem Quartet from Russia blew my
socks off- If, like me. the only place you

Bu-Bacu Diop provided funky, hip-gyrating African en-

have heard balalaika.s before was on the

tertainmeTit complete with dancers and acrobats <io-

Beatlcs song "Back in the USSR", then gel

ing somersaults across (he stage. Originally from Sen-

your head into some of this stuff. Three

egal, but now resident in Sydney, his music and sing-

Balalaika players and an accordion player

ing is very similar in style to Yiis.sou N'Dour. which is

might sound like a sour, boring, sentimen-

not at all a bad thing! ('heck out his disks on Larrikin

tal kind of trip, but nothing could be fur-

and when he comes to Melbourne, go and see him!

ther from the truth. A rip-roaring ride of
hilarious adaptations of passionate Russian

Peter Garrett admitted that he did not know whal a loud,

folk tunes, p o p u l a r melodies and some

ugly rock band were doing next to sublime artists mak-

pieces well known to everybody is the

ing beautiful music. But as soon as that gleaming, bald

menu, but the spice is their humour and

patcattempted to surreptitiously stride oui onto the slagc,

liming. They love to take the piss, and do

Midnight Oil, gave one of their traditional high-voltage,

so with astounding speed and technical

wall of guitar, engrossing, mesmerising, in-your-face ex-

brilliance. Wilh such an a p p r o a c h , the

hibitions. And God. was it fun! Live, the Oils have to give

Aussie WOMAD crowd had no option but

a rock blast to punters bigger than BHP gives to PN(i

to go completely crazy with paroxysmal

(See, some of Garrett's greenic sluIT rubbed off on me!)

l a u g h l e r and s t a n d i n g a d u l a t i o n . They

And this is largely due to Garrett's magnetic presence.

were
^K^B^m

otnad - utter tliat word in hushed tones,

^B^H^F

my friends, for it is a transcendental ex

even

funnier

than

comic

songsmilh Loudon WainWright

US

III.

It's nice to end this review acknowledging that the diametrically opposed methods of Garrell and Misia lo engross an audience are both as elfcctive as a lishing line

pcrience, profoundly underlining our

Salif Keita proved himself to be a supreme musician,

hooking your brain to the stage. There's something about

shared humanity. For sharing was the essence ofWOMAD

deserving of the respect he commands. The albino

a tall, bald man .spreading his legs on stage and leiling

- sharing sumptuous food, dancing together, and being

n o b l e m a n of Mali strutted

mutually uplifted by the invisible bond of sublime music.

a r o u n d the stage, marshal-

^K

^K

ling his s u p e r b b a n d a n d
My absolute Numero Uno, "I am in luuurrv" performer

keeping careful watch over

had to be Misia. She sings the songs of Fado (fate), the

each and every one of them

"Portuguese Blues" wliich evolved in the seedier areas of

( u n c o v e r i n g a r a t h e r dis-

Lisbon over the last 200 - 300 years. Fado means fate, but

tasteful kind of superiority,

it's willingness to phinge into life and love without fear

if you ask m e ) . But before

or regret." Misia is a superb singer and engrossing per-

long, it became crystal clear

former, who touches the audience with her Piaf-like

that the infectious, chugging

passion, her honesty and utmost integrity. Get this for

bass and ihylhms, the closely

artistic magnetism: the audience had had a 12-hour

knit harmonies and funky-

music infusion by ifie time Misia began at midnight

jazzy ambience of this band

in a freezing Adelaide breeze. Yet she attracted a loyal

was a direct expression of

audience of 2,000 who sat transfixed until lam, un-

this man's soul. The seed of

able to u n d e r s t a n d the (apparently) heartbreaking

this music arose from him,

P o r t u g u e s e poetry, but s c r e a m i n g t h e i r s t a n d i n g

and was conceived, nurtured

ily, as I first noticed when

1 immediately forgot
the cold and was
swept away In a
r a p t u r o u s hour of
deep emotion - I was
c o m p l e t e l y
t r a n s p o r t e d to a
poKey, smoky bar in
Lisbon, amongst the
drunks hearing their
sorrows in song and
quickly
drowning
t h e m
d o w n .

bassman Tony Levin enacted
the same, totally upstaging
Peter Gabriel in 1994. Wc
were even treated to the "you
heard it lirst" version ()f a new
song, "White Skin, Fllack
Hear!", about racism in this
country. Great song, great
concert!

Other highlights for me were
Roman Hrynkiv (Ukraine relaxing

handura

soundscapes), Radio Tarifa
(Spain/Alrica), Telek (PNG),
Mara! {Australia-tight Medi-

ovations after every song! I immediately forgot the cold

and ultimately controlled by

and was swept away in a rapturous hour of deep emo-

hirh on stage. I believe this was pure Salif Keita, for

ing), Kanyinda Mukala (Zaire - master drummer), and
Neil Murray (Australia - Brilliant songwriter).

tion - I was completely transported to a pokey, smoky

he knew every nuance, every beat. And what glorious

bar in Lisbon, amongst the drunks hearing their sor-

songs, Keita's magnificent voice soaring in rapture or

rows in song and quickly drowning them down. What

pain, then dropping right down prophet-like: contem-

t e r r a n e a n folk, great sing-

OanlfliStelaKU
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iM^twte s
OK. It's time to get the record straigln - Jmy Maguiit is not

The Spelling Product.

What is with the action movie plots of today? I mean,

some lieartwanning, imelligeiit, lunny drama/comccly about

Aaron Spelling is a name synonymous with crap, namely high

the term 'action movie plot' is basically a contradic-

life, love and llic great art of sport. It is, quite simply, bland,

class crap. From T h e Love Boat" to "Melrose Place", Spelling , tion in itself Plot? What plot? The answer is the same

lx)ring and ridiculously predictable, llien, I ask myself, how

has astounded the television worid with prime piece of gar-

plot over and over and over again. The audience is

has the film garnered such high praise and so many Oscar

bage after prime piece of garbage and lowlife, cardboard char-

numbed almost to the point of death. As long as things

nominations? I know this edition features a positive review of

i
acter after lowlife, cardboard character. He has .spawned a gal- i keep blowing up and crashing down, they are content

the film, hut I felt compelled to voice my own opinion as to the

axy of stars, and names like Locklear, Perry and (xillins to name ] to sit there and sap it all u p . Characters who died

travesty that is, Jmy Miigiim So why do I feel so angiy cheated

but a few. SpeUing has warped a whole generation of television

twenty m i n u t e s into the film can r e t u r n at the e n d

and manipulated? Firstly, Tom Cmise. Wiry, oh why, does this

viewers witji his mind-numbing (yet strangely addictive) ver-

to wreak a savage revenge and no one gives a shit.

guy keep on getting gigs when he's making the same film over

sions of reality He has even been known to employ an out of !

and over agjiin? His facial exprc.5.sions, his eyes, his hair, his

work Australian actor now and dien (Which Daddo?). But what ; Hello! Logic?! The audiences of today have developed

voice. Boiing, lx)ring, boiing. And this is the same guy who is

Aaron Spelling is known for is his panache for bed-hopping, ; a pathetic apathy to anything they watch. Sure, you go

nominated for Best Actor at this year's Academy Awards? You

back-stabbing, hitch-fighting halies (wearing postage stamp size

cannot Iw serious. How tlie hell did MrCniise ever get nomi-

minis). Although Big A fust got his start in die field of South-

rather than a great piece of literature, but give the

nated? Oh I forgot, the Academy are ;ill old, conservative men

em Melodrama (and recenUy got "Savannah") with sudi gems

audience a little bit of credit. Is a nonsensical plot all

who like actors who take s;\lc. cushy roles which rcqtiire little

of the genre as "Dallas" and hits with the oh-so-PObiii now

they can produce in Hollywood?

acting skill. Step forward Tom (Irui.se. But apart from Tommy,

kitsch and therefore hip - "Charlie's ;\ngel.s" and that lloating

in knowing il will be a special-effects extravaganza

JfTry Ma^um reeks of inherent blandness and. more impor-

tub of crazy, wacky, zany fun "The Love Boat". But the real

And, yes there are some action movies every once in a

tantly, seems happy to promote all the good old Hollywood

reason why Aaron, Tori, Riindy and Ciuidy can live in die big-

while that gel it right. But they are far and few (and 1

stereotypes. Number one is the Ireauty of maniage. Clee, il I

gest home in die Hills is because Aaron Ls die founding lather

do mention far) between. Most follow the 'quest nar-

don't get manned I'm going to he a lesser human being. Sec-

of the prime time .soap, think Bev and you'll know what I'm

rative', and that is fine because they all need a basis.

ondly, Hollywood thinks that ii they feature a single modier

gelling at. Let's face it, it redefined a genre and spawned a

I've got some news. No guys, you're still crap. Tire scene in

Yet, there are some 'unofficial rules' of action movies
plethora of clones, from hits like Melrose to misses like "Class : that are always conformed to:
of '96" (remember that one? It had Wanda from "Doogie

which Tom Cruise comes back to his wile and utters the im-

Howser" as a rich bitch).

and a inain black character, they're Ijeing progre.s.sive. Well,

1) eidicr die buddy of the hero dies or did 'it' (eg. Eraser).

mortal 'Ve live in a cynical world" line, 1 thought I'd stepped
into an infomercial. And this film is up for best screenplay at
die Oscars? Did I miss Ore humour, the warmth, the 'cute' kid,
the lx.'autilul happy ending? I'm a bitter man because I spent
$8 on a bad, bad film which left me empty and lx)red. Is this
liliti really funny? Oh well, I'm sure Tom Cruise Ls one happy
man, making $20 million per film. What a shame he's made
the same film alxiut ten times over. Love ya, Tom.

2) ifyou are a good guy, bullets don't kill you; neither do lx)mlis,
But before we move on to die delicacies of his handiwork,
such as plot, or lack thereof one must first deconstruct the
! average new Spelling production. First of all there is a situa-

knives, bazookas or nuclear weapons. You may occasionally be
maimed, but never enough to re.slrict movement or niin youi
nanirally good looks (eg. Keanu Reaves - Chain Reaction).

tion, usually a rich suburb like B.H. or "Malibu Shores". Then

3) if you are a bad guy you are an exceptionally bad shot and

there is the apartment block/models' commune/hospital/

never hit your target (espedally if it is the hero) (eg. the com-

college etc. Then there is tlie cute guy and the cute girl (bodi

mandos in The Rock).

white). Then there are the cute guy and cute girl's friends,

4) if you are the spouse/partner/love interest of the good

usually two or three, one of which is occasionally allowed to be

guy you are in grave danger (eg: Die Hard 1 and 2).

I'm glad I've got tliat off my chest. On a positive note, I re-

black, unless it's Melrose where ihey don't stand for that kind

5) all catastrophes are narrowly averted, (eg. bombs

cendy fxwjamf.s and tlw Giant Fctult, a new production from the

of diing. Next is the character development. The what' Basi-

director of die brilliant NiglUtnaw Befan OinsOnai Just like that
film, Roald Dahl's film is translated into a mai-vellous stopmotion .iniination world, featuring sweet songs and an interesting style of storyteUing. Altliougli I prefened ^ig/Urnaw
(probably lx;cau.se it's a lot darker and more appealing to an

are disarmed 0.002 seconds before d e t o n a d n g ) (eg.
cally it turns out tliat either giri or guy isfi"omdie wrong side of ) Blown Away)
die B'acks and a rebel, e.g. diey wear n^rfjeans. Add to Uiis ; 6) the bad guy kills people without a second tliought until the
mix diat one of die friends Is usually gay (my, how controver- : climax of the film when s/he has the chance to kill the good
sial), insane or even worse blafk The-se ingredients gradually | guy. Then, s/he takes all the time in die world, revealing their
evolve into what we have today, a big fiicking mess.
whole plan (eg. any James Bond).

older audience),yrt//wa is still an enjoyable ride. I have a prob-

7) the bad guy never ever dies the first time (eg.Terminator 2).

lem supporting Disney films because 1 think they promote

And yes, we owe the soapie culture of today to Aaron and his { 8) of course: bad guys are either ugly or sexy but never

tenibly conservative and antiquated views, but this film is worth

creation, Beveriey Hills 5)0210. Remember the Dylan haircut

in between, they look bad and they lose. Good guys

viewing. Nothing amazing, but kinda fun. Maybe take your

(c'mon guys, we all wanted those 'burns)? Or that we were all

are hot, get all the chicks and win.

young niece.

introduced to die momentous acting talent of Tori Spelling

Finally, why is .S/tmp still showing everywhere around Mel-

our generation Ls so warped. Yet when torn between watching ; off a, if not the, main c h a r a c t e r half way t h r o u g h

(how do you .spell nepotism?). Sigh! And people wonder why

Why c a n ' t s o m e o n e , a n y o n e , take a c h a n c e a n d kill

bourne? Definitely a case of criminal over-hype, sensa-

another teen pregnancy on "Home and Awa/', I'm afraid diat j the film. Or, have t h e villain succeed. Just some-

tionalism and critics blinkered vision. It leally isn't that

Aaron's got me hooked. Somebody say something about my I thing different. O h , h a n g on, I Just woke u p . After

good. . .

attention span? Gimme my "University Hospital".

imnmioeweinuiii

all, it is Hollywood.
CIMsHng

ClitteHiininoiid.

Pn
Daniel Day lewis gat more than a cursory once over by Claire Hammond

»

Metlioi\„ Maaness?
.''"'^^^^.^^iic name Daniel Day-Lewis evokes images of
I

^m
j ^

^native Americans r u n n i n g through the for^est, m e n wrongly imprisoned, a n d wheelchair

^rAdOWfl

and motivations as one might expect. Instead he had
guards verbally abuse him whilst throwing water at him

Music News

and feeding him only stale bread.

bound authors suffering from cerebral palsy, to name
just a few. And hey, why not, when he has literally been

Although he hasn't appeared in a film for a while, Day-

all of these? He hasn't just acted

Lewis is back with the release ' Some very exciting things will be happening in the next

the parts, he has lived them.

of hi.s latest - The Crudble.

few months. Perhaps the most exciting news to date is

Stories of his antics have sur- i the announcement of the Offshore Bells Beach concert
Day-Lewis is certainly one of the

faced along with him. His i to go ahead over the Easter weekend in conjunction with

most talented and outstanding

character, John Proctor, was '•• the Quit Women's C'lassic and the Rip CUnl Pro. The line-

aclors of our time. He has skills

a 17th century American car- ' up includes the likes of Tool, silveichair and Blink 18'^.

which far .surpass the majority of

penter. Il therefore followed ; The concert is planned to run over three days with a cost

his peers, and he captivates au-

that Day-Lewis should be in- \ of fifly-five dollars per head, which is veiy reasonable con-

diences a r o u n d the world. But,

volved in the construction of

there is still a problem. Talented

the set. Once built, he took ; mit that I was more dian a little livid to find out thai Syd-

sidering il also allows you enliy to the romp. I musi ad-

or not, his method leaves a lot

it upon himself to live in one ' ney was getting the Equinox festival (featuring some of

to be desired.

of the cabins rather than opt-

the aforementioned bands and more), but now I (eel a

ing for one of the pointlessly

lad happier about ilu: whole deal.

comfortable

Method acting is as effective a

t r a i l e r s . Of

way as any, but it can go too far. Day-Lewis is a prime

course, he also rode a horse to work and did not speak

example. Many actors are able to Switch on and off as

to any cast members that his character did not like.

required. They arc able lo control their gift. These

Extreme? You be the judge. After all his lessons in car-

actors can be their character, but they d o n ' t need to

pentry he didn't do anytliing in the eniiie movie which

live out the life of their character to extreme degrees.

vaguely resembled woodwork apart from shaving a

An actor shouldn't actually be

piece of wood twice. Some-

i h e i r c h a r a c t e r because t h e n

thing any person with half

they are no huiger acting.

decent h a n d / e y e co-ordina-

For Day-Lewis, m e t h o d

and

madness are o n e and the same.
The lengths he goes to in order
lo ' b e c o m e ' a character arc legendary. In My Left fool he remained

in

his

wheelchair

throughout production, refusing to leave it, and insisting on
licing hand fed by cast and crew
(lucky them!). He j u m p e d at the
c h a n c e of p l a y i n g a n a t i v e
American in Las I of i he Mohicans
and ran ofl lo live witli them for
a n u m b e r of months. Amongst
other things he learned to h u m
\\n<\ skin animals.

. . . his extreme
behaviour isn't
iust confined to
the
movies.
During his stage
performance as
HamletM fied the
stage beiieving
that the ghost of
the king was, in
f a c t , his own
f a t h e r ' s ghost.
Mad, insane or
just giftedP

tion could do.

Regurgitator, will play their last twtj shows in Melbourne
, for quite some time on the I7th and 18th of April. Snout
i are also about to plays their last shows in Melbourne for a
• while on March the 21st and 22nd and then at the mainmoth Offshore festival. Frotu End Loader also have a new
album coming out and will be doing shows in .suppori (•!
\ the albremciuioned album. Unfortunately by the lime yon
read this they will liave been and gone, so 1 guess all I
have to say is check out the album.

And his extreme behaviour
isn't just confined to the : The Prodigy's new album 7Vw i'uL oj the Land is due loi
movies. During his stage per- : release in Britain some time during their summer which
formance as Hamlel he fled ; will hopefully .see it released here around the same time.
the stage believing that the
The Ben Folds Five have a new album due for release in
ghost of the king was, in fact,

Australia very soon, the first single of which is expected
his own father's ghost. Mad, ; to be a track entitled "Battle of Who (lould (^are Le.ss".
insane or just gifted?
, Big Congrats must go to Beck who took out this year's
\ Grammy for best male vocals in a field general inhabited
Surely truly gifted a c t o r s

by homogenised pulp. Helmet have a new album Aftn-

should be able to look within

tasleoux soon as do Morphine with their new album like
Ehemselve.s and find a char- \ Swimming. Henry Rollins has gone into the studio to work
acter instead of having to
on his new album Cojne m and Burn.
live part of the character's
life before filming even begins.

T h e s e a c t i o n s c o u l d be dis-

On the local scene, Australia's favourite bastard sons,

Working

with,

In the "why bother" basket this week is news thai not one

or

but two films are being made al)oul Neil Young, one live

a r o u n d , such an e x t r e m e

and one along the lines of a documentary. While in the

missed as merely flights of fancy, but his spate of 'real

method actor cannot be an easy or relaxing experi-

"why bother" basket I mighl just quicklyjump over lo the

life' experiences continued. In preparation for !n the

ence for anyone involved. Day-Lewis brings true drama

"who cares" basket atul tell you that those doyens of com-

Name oj the Father he had himself locked in a prison

to the screen, but his sanity is most definitely ques-

mercial alternative music, Collective Soul, are touring in

cell for two weeks. During this time he did not lie on

tionable.

April.

his bed, coniemplaling his character's inner thoughts

Clitra I

MckEva
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entertainment

theatresports
For all of those that have been asking - hassling - no,
demanding its return, Theatresports is back.

treebles
Just when you thought life was all misery and no
fun, hot's Wife brings you a plethora of exciting

And for the rest of first semester (every Tuesday at 1pm)

giveaways. First, we have five double passes to

it's free. Keep your eyes out for location details (liint:

three shows at the Comedy Festival, namely

near bar) and if you've never seen Theatresports before,

Candidf. (a visually stunning production featur-

come along anyway and have a laugh, as everything will

ing mask theatre, sex, death and violence). Shal-

be explained.

low End (awitty parody of popular culture), and

If you want to have a go, feel free to enter a team by chat-

Australian life). Just come into the office and

ting to the dynamic duo at Student Theatre. Or if you

begin screaming, "I am worthy! I am worthy!"

This is Australia {a pisstake of contemporary

want to have a go but feel nervous and insecure, Kris
^''''""^w^^vuick, whal's ihe best word in the English
\. ^m^M
^•^^^

>(;in^ii;igc? A word t h a t ' s full of promise,
;i word

ili;il screams inlinlle potential

Mild ini iniie ihi ills.

Stewart (Student Theatre's new artistic director) will be

Furthermore, we have two double passes to an-

running free impro cla.sses every Thursday at 1.00pm in

other Comedy Festival production, entitled Back

the new studio space at the end of the corridor next to

to Ike Sevenlease, an energy packed cabaret

the (x)op Bookshop.

fioorshow parodying the sensational seventies.
Come into the office and tell us your favourite
item of clothing from the seventies and why.

"CHRISTMAS"? What are you twelve?
"ARLK IT"? Nah, loo old.

Finally, we have two double passes to a 'sexy,

"BLOW JOB"? Two words, genius - but nice try.

lunky and sweet' new French film, called Whni
the Cat's Away. It sounds kinda cute, so the first

Try "AUDITION".

two people to coine into the office and tell us
why they are too cute for words, will iminediately

Well, why nol? Once you are actually in a show, you know
what you're H;<-tiinj^, you've opened the box. No surprises

receive the passes. Who says IAH'S people aren't

left. But at the Audition, well, that's like (Christmas morn-

generous?

ing {lor ihe over twelves) - who knows what could happen? Who ktKtws who they're about to meet and what
niif^ht spriii}; out ol that box?

There are a lot o( iKipelul Santa Chuis (Santa (Causes?
Santa ('lai?) over at die Student Theatre OITice, willing
to jjive the jfilt ol' audilitm. Kvery week, new notices go
up ainiountiii^ another round ot auditions that all students a I Monash University are allowed to attend, whether
iliey'v acted beidre or no(. An<l the Iriendly stail at Student Theatre (slop ine when this starts sounding like a
paid political announcement) are always willing to do
anything near-legal that you might require.

But even those of us who don't Iiave exhibitionist streaks
(and shame on us) can help out oil the dozens of sliows
taking place on campus. Join a club! Make a costume!
Hang a light! Write s<miething! Or maybe just drink a
beer! And no previcnis expeiience required! (Except on
dial beer drinking part.)

Photos, sketches, paintings, or collages
would he totally fab.

So. iT you're looking Tor a perfect escape from the
hum-drum of lectiues i)ut don't have enough pocket

Let's showcase some of that Monash talent.

money for drugs. 117 auditioning. New shows, such i\^ Brave
Nnu Works (the iiUer-varsiiy new piny wtnkshop) are being produced every day.

And remember, before Tom (bruise started performing
he couldn't pull a chick if his life depended on it. And

Contact Kohi or one of the Lot's Wife Ed's on
ph.9905-3183 or drop in to the Lot's Offices
upstairs in the union Building

look at him now! Now, that's acting.

KrtsSiewan
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Dirty Three live
Tlie Dirty Three
live in a venue near you
>^

-r^

Once again Warren Ellis began the show by "We're

Sweat-soaked and overflowing with truth, the band

called Dirty T h r e e . W e ' r e Trom M e l b o u r n e , Aus-

played most of the new tracks vnlh plenty of older tracks

tralia,"

Along with Nick Cave a n d the Bad Seeds

a n d o t h e r s , this is a b a n d who c o m e back to Mel-

thrown in and guests included Mick 1 larvey (Tlie Bad Seeds)
on piano.

b o u r n e every s u m m e r to see their m u m s a n d play
liie o d d show in t h e i r h o m e town. For those u n a c -

After two and a half hours of energy and emo-

c u s t o m e d to t h e b a n d , they are J i m While on d r u m s ,

tion from Warren (including d a n c i n g on the mixing

Mick T u r n e r with electric guitar a n d ihe often d r u n k

table, and with the crowd to d a n c e on the stage) and

W a r r e n Ellis as violinist a n d front m a n . T h e set is

the most amazing freeform d n n n m i n g from J i m , ilx'

purely i n s t r u m e n t a l without a vocal in sight.

band e n d e d with an e n c o r e of "You are a bum dream".

The

music tells stories of lost love, d e p r e s s i o n a n d sadness.

However after all die tail hair Ii;is brcjki-n from the bow,
die Stolichnya is gone iuid tlie Horsey Story sign luts fill leu down,
Despite the ' H o r s e y S t o r i e s ' sign gaffa t a p e d

erfiil bands ever to see. Tliey \wll tu'ver Ix* commercialised,

.from t h e most r e c e n t a l b u m Hone Stories. As usual,

never employ a singer and Warren v^ill sull play widi his back lo

W a r r e n h a d a story e x p l a i n i n g the m e a n i n g of each

tJie audience. 'Ilie slujw will IK- different ever)' time; difTereul

song; "This s o n g is a b o u t when you are g o i n g o u t

versions, different stories, different feelings. Having seen iJir

with s o m e o n e for t h r e e years a n d get b o r e d . So you

Ixmd four times now, including one wiUi Nick Cave guesling,

stay with t h e m for t h e n e x t five years ... It's c a l l e d ;

tlie Lava Lounge show has bet-u the Ix^st
Clise

I knew it would c o m e to this."

Lost Highway
l-^i^.^'^ '•
' -i'litii
globe/ uip

-r -r -r -r ^
For tliost of us who live and breatlie cinema, the name David

I walked out of Last Highway confustid,

yet exhilarated.

l.yiif li is almost enough to caiLse psychotic fits. I laving made lil\w W-

Lynch is o n e of tlie few film makers who creates unforgetta-

vet, Tnnn f'mky autl now, hal /lifrfiuury. describing this film is almost as

ble images a n d situations. How could o n e ever forget t h e

hard as pi ediriing the [xjpularity QUh.fi^jfMn: In siinplf tt-niis, the film

Dennis H o p p e r character in lilue Vrhet? Or t h e o n e armed

is tlie sioiy of a killet who siiffei^ from acute schizophrenia. Hie point

mail in '{'win Pt-nks} I loved l.ml Hif^hway because it challenges

of view of this film is that ofdifferent pci^ionalities of the killer himself

traditional forms of narrtitive cinema, and screws with all forms

I'his unusiiiil peispectivc is revealed gradually, as the stoiy pix>giesses.

of audieirce expectations, closure, plot developineru a n d let h-

On the most obvious levels it deals witli (Jie murderer's splinteiing

rriqrte. I will rrever claim to fully u n d e r s t a n d what Lynch is

[H^iwjnality and Gavel's a range of emotions and motivations: rage, sad-

frying l o d o , a n d p e r h a p s his message is luM m e a n t l o b e

ness and hnniiliation, all ofwliich fomliine to show the power of tlie

completely c o m p r e h e n d e d , but I totally a d m i r e his ainbilron.

mind lo nick tisell. Tlie mind goes into hiding when tin- horror of

What other film maker is able (cither financially or creatively)

one's actions become unl>earable. If you're thinking this description

to create a world of d a n g e r a n d sudden violence so convinc-

so\inds a little ambiguous or odd, you'd be right. Stauing Bill Pullman

ingly. Directors such a.s Tarantino, J a r m u s c b a n d t h e Coen

and Patricia Arquette, the film often creates an unlx^licvable atmos-

Brothers have all clearly been infliieiiced by Lynch's visual

phere of tension, mystery and intrigue. Part noir horror film and part

style, a n d attempt to portray an America with a dark u n d e r -

nja<l movie. Lynch deliljeratelydisoiientaies his audience Ijy featuring

belly rarely dissected in so-called mainstream cinema. Lost

a world which is at times recognisable, and other times, dream-like.

Hif^hwnyis a stuiuungfilm by a film maker at the height of his

Viok'ni characters, sexual imrigue, Ix-trayal. love and identity are all

powers, a n d quite simply leaves the majorily of c o n t e m p o -

pan of Lynch'swoild. O n e critic onre commented, "Svhai no plot syn-

rary cinema for d e a d .

ojisis can ron\ey isihe singularityof Lynch's style."

The Dirty Three wll reiiuUn one of die most moving nn<l \H)W-

tracks

to a l i g h t i n g truss t h e gig mainly f e a t u r e d

Anionyloewenstein
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Breaking the Waves

Beavis and Butthead
mmmiimmiitiiism

#11 u u ^ u u ^.; .

When the Cat's Awav The English Patient
^...„„...,., •.,..^......u^:^^u

DlrectemjvftntlionvMlngliella
Miramax International

palace

-r -r ^

Jf" ^ ^'^

^rr-r-r-r
-r" ^r ^r ^

^rT -r-r -/^
-r ^

Whipped by ihe fiercely u n r e m i l l i n g

Although Beavis and Bullhead are not

A missing cat provides the key to the

The English Patient is a beautiful and se-

winds of the n o r t h e r n Scottish coast, Lars von

particularly well-known in Australia, iheirtrade-

lockcd-up secrets of a Paris neighbourhood in

ductive film which draws on all that is great

Trier's rcceni film lireaking the: Waves is en-

mark stupidity and low-brow humour has man-

CcdricKlapisch's c\\Avimt\^V/fien tkf Cat's Away.

about the midday saga and inftises it with an

sconced within the social a n d humanistic cl-

aged to filter through Australian Customs and

A young make-up artist Chloe loses her beloved

absorbing new passion and complexity.

t^inents of love and faith, a n d follows the ex-

Immigration and onto a silver screen near you.

cat Gris-Gris whilst on holiday and on her reThe film takes tiie form of a fragmenled

periences of Bess (Emily Watson) who strug-

That's right, these angsl-filled fifteen year olds

turn she assembles a posse of previously un-

gles with the orthodoxy of her village's Cal-

have made the grade and gotten the promotion.

known locals lo help search for the cai.

vinist beliefs. Infatuated with h e r new hus-

Their first motion picture isa road movie, which

b a n d J a n , a Swedish oil rig worker, Bess be-

is ironic considering the duo are famously apa-

Filmed entirely in Paris, this film seems

as Count Almasy {Ralph Ficnnes) recalls the

comes wholehearledly attached lo him - not

thetic couch polat<K*s. Regardless of this fact, the

at face value lo be r a t h e r c o n v e n t i o n a l . How-

events of his life over the period from the late

merely emotionally but almost physically.

film is really quite amusing and the animation

ever, the film c o n q u e r s a soft plot by thor-

1930's to the end of the Second World War, ii

has a fun style lo it - U's not perfect, but if you

oughly e x p l o r i n g t h e e s s e n c e of E u r o p e a n

has real resonance for the dilemmas of moral-

want lo see film you d o n ' t go and see a cartoon.

c o m m u n i t y life that is on t h e verge of dis-

ity, deception and identity, and memory lhat the

appearing.

flashback, usually a crap unimaginative device
intended to create complex subtext. However,

M a r k e d by a light, sweet sense

film seeks to explore. His face burnt beyond rec-

of h u m o u r , When the Cat's Away e x p l o r e s

ognition, Almasy must clarify his identity to the au-

ple, however, the plot is merely a vehicle for

its s u r r o u n d i n g s wilh g e n u i n e

affection.

dience and to his nurse Hana ()uliette Binoche). In

force - so m u c h so ihat a s e r i o u s a c c i d e n l

Beavis and Butthead to tell their loilel jokes and

T h e Paris d e p i c t e d h e r e is however, not the

doing this, he recalls his years in Africii iis a ]Kirt of

involving J a n leaves Bess submissive to his

enact their teenage obsession about their a*yet un-

c o m m e r c i a l variety syn{)nymous with post-

the "International S;md Club", a group of British

wants a n d d e s i r e s . T h e simplicity of h e r

fulfilled desire to .score MUI 'chicks'. The molivdr

card images and r o m a n c e novels, but a

cartographers who became entwined in the l>egin-

e m o t i o n a l a n d psychological stale p a i r e d

lion for Beavis and Butthead lo get off the couch

c o n g l o m e r a t i o n of

t r a d i t i o n a l a n d new

ningsof the War and his passionate relationship with

with h e r u n d e r l y i n g faith in G o d , has Bess

and into die real world begins when iheir telly is

s e l l i n g s , e l o q u e n t l y f r a m i n g a talc of com*

awife of one of the members, Kiitharine Clifton

believing that she too b e c o m e s a s u s t a i n -

stolen. The two look everywhere for it, including a

m u n i t y interaction and life experience.

(Kiisiin Scoti Thomas).

ing force for J a n . I( is ihis i n n o c e n c e which

motel where thay meet a sleazy redneck called

e v e n t u a l l y l e a d s lo h e r d e s l r u c l i o n . It

'Muddy' who offers them $10,000 lo fly to Las Vegas

serves lo e x p l o r e t h e ideas of spirituality,

to "do" his ex-wife "Dallas". Well, there is a misun-

professionals in this s u b u r b a n

adventure

the intense man oul on the range, until he falls

i n n o c e n c e of h e a r t a n d a belief in the ulti-

derstanding over the meaning of the word "do",

thai gives ihe film an e d g e of realism which

totally in love with Clifton. Their relationship

m a t e ' g o o d n e s s ' of a p e r s o n .

subsequently we find Beavis and BtUlhead lt«)king

is often alien to many Hollywood p r o d u c -

rapidly becomes as extreme and unpredictable

for love in all the wrong places.

tions.

as the North African desert which first fiings

T<) ihe closed a n d s e d a t e c o m m u n i t y ,
t h e arrival of this o u t s i d e r is not greatly

The film's plot is unsurjjrisingly very sim-

w e l c o m e d , b u l for Bess h e b e c o m e s a life

Klapi.sch uses a variety of non-actors and

T h e p l i g h t of C h l o e al.so h a s an

i n d e p e d e n t s t r e n g t h to it.

Something of a surly bugger, Almasy is

Her compan-

them together. Throughout the film, the desert

The soundtrack for Beavis and Butthead

i()n in life is Cris-Gris. she is a p r o i a g o n i s t

landscape becomes a beautiful metaphor for the

hand-held

is an absolute killer, with the likes of The Red

a n d a y o u n g female whose first p r i o r i t i e s

sensuality of the body and the entwinings of the

c a m e r a h i g h l i g h t s its p r e s e n c e , b u t t h e

Hoi Chilli Peppers, White Zombie, Rancid and

do not involve f i n d i n g h e r s e l f a m a n . In-

personal and political.

r e s u l t i n g c i n e m a v c r i t e e d g e allows i h e

LL Cool J all making contributions. The guest

d e e d . Ihe r e g u l a r b r e a k i n g down of s t e r e -

a u d i e n c e access to the c h a r a c t e r s at an al-

voices thai appear on the film include Demi

otypes is p r o b a b l y the film's m a i n strength.

T h e m o v e m e n t of t h e

most u n c o m f o r t a b l e c l o s e n e s s . It would be

Moore and Bruce Willis.

u n d e r s t a n d a b l e if a n y o n e was h e s i t a n t at

The emotional

pull created

by

s e e i n g a n o t h e r von T r i e r movie after try-

Overall, this film grossed mega-buck.s in

Klapisch is fulfilled by its m i x t u r e of char-

ing to sii t h r o u g h all five h o u r s of t h e un-

America, and its appeal will suck Australians into

acter, a g e , race, g e n d e r a n d sexuality all

cut v e r s i o n of

and

the cinemas just readily It may be a noveliy bul

b e i n g p o r t r a y e d by r e a l i s t i c

barely survived), but iireaking the waves is

Channel Ten has taken a punt and programmed

w h o s e lives r a m b l e a l o n g in o b l i v i o u s uni-

far s u p e r i o r . It still clocks in at a h e a l t h y

the boys into the late-night weekday slot. Maybe

son.

two a n d a half h o u r s but this goes u n n o -

they are the next big thing for Australian view-

watch a n d is r e f r e s h i n g l y n o n c h a l a n t , hu-

ticed as Ihe wide-eyed Emily Walson ties

ers, but chances are that we are far too loyal to

m o r o u s a n d h o n e s t in its d e l i c a t e insight

you in with a brilliant p e r f o r m a n c e .

T h e Simpsons.

into loneliness.

The Kingdom

(I d i d

lomv SuJIca

TheEn^hPatient\AV.e^yii\\

back lowhen

films were rapturous and emotional and not set

Rob Chwles

characters

When the. Cat's Away is a d e l i g h t lo

90 minute formula. Not only does it make you
wani to buy a damned aeroplane, become frightfully well read, bul it also has some amazing
perftirmances. Most notably Ralph Fiennes,
plays intense restraint to perfeclion(playing a
pommy belter than Hugh Grant could ever
d r e a m ) . ThrEnglish Patientts a film thai fills the
.screen like no other. Like Almasy, you will wish
the moment will never end.
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I didn't Kant to like this nim, I really

1. a change or ti^ansformation, as thai of a cater-

A three-year wail has come to an end for

Nick Cave wrote this i n t e n s e album

didn't. I mean, Tom Cmise as a wisecracking

pillar into a butterfly, a year 12 student iitto a uni-

many L'2 fans with the recent Australian release

al]Out his relationship with Poly Harvey. But that

spoits agent a n d a cute, little, smart-ane kid?

veriity undetgi-aduate, etc.

of t h e b a n d ' s new a l b u m , Pi}p. S o m e w e r e

doesn't mean sliit to you does it. Why would it?

Not exactly stirring stuff. But it's good, Jt^rry

2. insert Ilturby Bhn.

c o n c e r n e d a b o u t t h e b a n d ' s d i r e c t i o n af-

What does it matter if ( h e s a d b a s t a r d falls in

ter t h e Z o o TV t o u r i n 1993 a n d . m o r e im-

love? You d o n ' t feel t h e n e e d t o m a k e an

p o r t a n t l y t h e r e l e a s e of Zournpa.

a l b u m a b o u t your favourite angst

Mn^iim is really good.
Blui", the British band previously at the
T h e sioiy goes tluisly. Cruise, playing

vanguard of Brit Pop and arch rivals of Oasis,

Zooropa

was originally i n t e n d e d as a m i d - t o u r EP

filled

lover. But t h e n a g a i n , y o u ' r e not Nick Cave

Maguire, is affianced to a beautiful woman, at

have delivered a momentous deviation from the

c o n s i s t i n g of a b o u t four songs. I n s t e a d , LI2

a n d you d o n ' t write like h e d o c s .

the peak of his career and he is loved by eveiy-

norm vritli their latest .self-tilled alburn. Follow-

d e c i d e d to m a k e it i n t o an a l b u m by throw-

what y o u ' v e h e a r d a b o u t ' T h e B o a t i n a n ' s

Forget

body. Disappointed M t b the way his company is

ing the internationally successful 'I'hr (iwal li\'

i n g t o g e t h e r a few m o r e s o n g s . A n d , sadly,

Call'.

lieatled (its focus on money, not people) be

mpe released in 1996 which received widespread

s o m e s o n n d c d literally t h r o w n

together.

a n d listen t o this m a g n i f i c e n t c o l l e c t i o n of

F o r g e t t h e w h o l e P.J Harvey t h i n g

types a iwenly-five page "mission slaieineiu"

airplay, W/ur presents itself to the listener with

Pop is t h e r e f o r e U2's first i n t e n d e d alburn

s o n g s w i t h o u t t h e b a g g a g e of i n n u e n d o

outlining what he believes to be the liasic truths

the subtlety of a bombshell encased in techni-

since Achlnng

and

of the profession and what the company should

cal wizardry To paraphrase the situadon, this is

t h e b a n d just s e e m e d t o be g e t t i n g b i g g e r

" B r o i n p t o n o r a t o r y ' a r e two fine e x a m p l e s

get back to, it's fine stuff a n d Jerry receives the

Blur's SfTifii'finl P(^)pn\.

a n d bigger.

of s o n g s so utriversal t h a t they surety must

Hnby. A lot was e x p e c t e d , as

adoration and respect of his peers as a result.
Unfoiinnaiely, Jerry gels filed for his pains.

rumour.

'Into

my

arms'

m e a n s o m e t h i n g to every l i s t e n e r .

'The

B o a t m a n ' s Call' is an a c h i e v e m e n t in that

In recent yeais Blur personified the sounds
and cultural representations of Brit Pop epitomised

and

B o n o a n d t h e boys have also t a k e n

feel at all v o y e u r i s t i c , b u t e n i p a t h i c a n d

in their benchmark album/'cffA^.Such tracks were

o n yet a n o t h e r i m a g e r e v a m p , a n d

loses all of bis clientele a n d sets out to start his

characterised by sharp and often sardoiiioUly criti-

t i m e they a r e all s p o r t i n g s h o r t , spiky hair-

privileged to be allowed lo hear these

own agency, with only the help ofaccounts per-

cal lyrics on suburiiiui English society. I.i«er exam-

cuis. Their a l b u m , t o o , tries to take t h e m

s o n g s . It's so specific as to e n c o m p a s s your

sonnel Doiotiiy (Reiiee Zellweger in a perfect

ining the dieme of the iiidixidual in W (mil iis-

in a new d i r e c t i o n . T h e s o n g s slill r e t a i n

feelings in its d e s c r i p t i o n s . T h e s e may well

p e r f o r m a n c e ) and o n e client, second string

inpe. Blur cijtalogued its own sounds, ironically

t h e type of lyrics U2 a r e f a m o u s for d e a l -

be t h e s o n g s you d r e a m t of writing when yon

footballei RodTidwell (Cuba Cioodingji in the

becoming the 'Stereotype' they sang about.

ing with, n a m e l y t h o s e a b o u t love a n d re-

broke u p with your girlfriend and you just knew

l i g i o n . T h e first s i n g l e f r o m t h e a l b u m ,

that everything wasn't going to b e O.K.

petformance audiences have been waiting for
since Boyz'uThe Hood). Things go from bad to

From the opening of the lerbargic and

worse w h e n j e n y is dumped by his fiancee (Kelly

catchy 'Bectlebutn' with its Ehi>isliing guitar streaks

Ptesfon) and he spirals into disilUisionment.

to its haunting mantra. Blur apjxrafs to showcase
their different faces like a schizophrenic [jatient.

As said. I liked this film, the script, wiit-

Irack number 2 simply titled 'Song 2' lias an ex-

len by Crowe (of ,Si7i/f^.rfaine) is botli subtle and

tremely strong guitar presence and considerable

obvious and his direction allows the characters

ginnge/heavy metal influences whicJi could well be

to develop at their own pace and react together

one of Nirvana's illegitimate songs.

well. Clooding is p h e n o m e n a l as Rod Tidwell
and every scene he's in is a delight, from the

'MOK' is die only (tack on /i/?irwiih distant

this

it is so p e r s o n a l that as a l i s t e n e r yon d o n ' t

Backstabbed by his own protege, Jerry

' D i s c o i h e q i i e ' a p p e a r s , however, to b e little m o r e t h a n a crowd p l e a s e r . T h e s t a n d

'The Boatman's Call' stands apart from

o u t s o n g s of Pop a r e ' G o n e ' , ' W a k e u p

previous Nick Cave a n d t h e Bad S e e d s ma-

D e a d M a n ' , ' S t a r i n g at t h e S u n ' a n d 'If

terial.

G o d Will S e n d His A n g e l s ' (for

Bono's

m o m e n t s have b e e n c o u n t e r e d with violent

v o i c e ) . T h e r e is even a s o n g d e r i v e d from

b u r s t of a n g e r a n d Inst, h e r e it is allowed

the Chemical Brothers - 'Mofo',

W h e r e a s in t h e past i n t r o s p e c t i v e

to pass u n t e m p e r e d .
solo r e c o r d .

It is also virtually a

T h e Bad S e e d s a p p e a r spar-

A l t h o u g h n o w h e r e n e a r as ' e x p e r i -

ingly, playing a r o u n d Nick's voice a n d a d d -

m e n t a l ' as y.ooropn. Pap s e e m s to h a v e a

i n g m u c h m o r e in t h e way of mood than
music

caichphrase "show me the money" scene to the

echoes of Blnr's earlier sound , widi periiaps die

track to suit a l m o s t a n y o n e . S o m e s o n g s

finale when he Unally makes the big time. T h e

most telling tntck lx:ing You're so gieal' witli lead

b e c o m e a little r e p e t i t i v e but overall this

winsome Zellweger's Dorothy is an equally ad-

singer/songwiitcr Damon Alljam's Lennonesque

a l b u m is a success w h e n so m a n y w e r e will-

This is apparently the album Nick cave

mirable creation. l>oib strong and vulnerable,

ptrrfonnaiice searching for reassurance.

ing t h e m to fail. U2 a p p e a r s to b e t h e b a n d

always wanted to make. It seems ihal only now

Dorothy is perfect foil fur Cruise's Maguire. slie

to hale at t h e m o m e n t , but this albiun d o e s

has he trusted himself to make a genile deli-

loves him but is not prepared to sacrifice her

Hlur is certainly a creative and fresh al-

h o l d t o g e t h e r well. As t h e i r new i m a g e

cate r e c o r d , without any misogyny or ninr-

principles for him. Finally. Cmise himself. I'm

bum. It has (he artistic depth to keep diehard

b e c o m e s m o r e p r o m i n e n t , PopCAn only be

dei. This a l b u m is d e s t i n e d to stand the lest

not a big fan of Touiiny boy's style, but here it

listeners interested as well as opening up new

d e s c r i b e d in the words of B o n o himself -

of lime as a substantial benchmark of an in-

woiks perfectly. All in all, a film worth seeing.

potential audiences.

"It has hips"

credible career.

CkrhKlH.

Nicl Schaerl

Cliire Hammoiul

Greg
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It was the epitome of the Australian p u b

T h a n k God subtlety is not Stephen

Altliougli the script is more like your typi-

This book will suit anyone who revels

1 ork scene. A dingy black p u b , a pokey stage, a

Sondheim's or Ingtnar Bet^nan's tiling. /Vy^ Mu-

cal Jacobean I cvcrige tragedy than your average

in an e p i d e m i c of violence a n d sex. Carl

handful of cellophane tinted spotlights. Clad in

.rii; based on Bei^naii's Smilaofti Sumuumii^l, dis-

Shakespearian play, the Monash Shakespeare

Hiassen, author of Sirip Tr.ase., sensationalises

light black PVC pants, a red and black mock

pla)^ thick undercurrent therrres of sexiLil tension.

Society's version of TiliLt AndmninLs is a bleak,

Ihe after-effects of a h u r r i c a n e ' s s t a m p e d e

Adidas T-shirt and brown hair flying, Marie

luimiliaiion, and everyone geiier^ally jumping in the

industrial wasteland of a play, where Titirs and

across Southern Florida. In his renowned sa-

Wilsuu look to the stage and p m n p e d . Danc-

sack together {injecting an oiherwi.se Ixiring. nuisi-

his fellow Romans are decked out in nineteenth

tirical and lucid writing style, Hiassen success-

ing, joking, singing, inoshing, laughing, chat-

Crtl-dratna with liome much needed Inrniour).

century uniforms and the conquered CJoths are

fully portrays the allure of tragedy for the more

ling to t h e crowd a n d generally just enjoying

exactly diat, goths. Rachel Forgasz' Rome is an

unsavory types of hiunan beings. T h e r e are

herself, Wilson exuded confidence a n d demon-

However exciting sex can be. it cenainly does

empire on the verge of collapse, divided after

characters ranging from tlie bizarre - Skirik the

snaied a pei^onality that is frieiully, genuine and

not make up for die lack of substance in die slow

the death of the emperor between the rival fac-

one-eyed, cx-Governoi of Miami who punishes

natural.

paced songs. matnlythree-fonrtime\va]l2esiUid long

tions of his two sons, Saiurnins and Bassianus.

inlunnanity with canine shock collars, t h e deranged firgitive monkeys and Augustine, whose

sufTering gi-anny Rudi Cracknel! trying to get around
Wilson's intisic was great, not nulikt:

in a wheelchair. Cr'ackiiell's experience and poise

Despite the inadequacies of the script,
this pioduciioii is stunning to look ai, and al-

favourite pass-time is to juggle human skulls.

Melissa Etheridge in style and ability, to give a

endears her to die roleof Madame Annfeldt, whom

yardstick. C o m b i n e a classic combination of

we ai e meant to believe was once a yoiuig, seduc-

Ihough the aciors occasionally lost the flnidiiy

T h e plot revolves a r o u n d the desper-

tlrnnis, bass, electric a n d acoustic guitars ( a n d

rive, little supenixen - hard to believe if you've ever

of their lines amidst the perils of Elizabethan

ate lengths that p e o p l e will g o to, in o r d e r to

occasionally this really cool s o u n d i n g twangy

watched an episode of Molhn amt SOIL Cmcknell's

dialogue, almost all the parts were handled well.

take advantage of a h u r r i c a n e ' s aftermath for

7()s guitar) with a husky, sexy, going t h r o u g h

charvicier supeiWy sets the plot for the diree mis-

Chris MrPhee's Andronicus was a man tor-

a quick buck o r to gain a p r o m o t i o n .

i h e roof kind of voice, a n d you have a good

matched couples to embai k on a lil>eraling week-

mented by his fall from grace and tlie destruc-

main story line c e n t e r s on B o n n i e Lamb's

s o u n d . Wilson's r a n g e and pitch were also

end at the Amifeldt'sSwedish estate, wheietiiecoir-

tion of his family. Megan Shroor's Aaron was a

initial search for h e r missing h u s b a n d who

p r e t t y d a m n g o o d . A d n i i l t e d l y . I h a d my

ples iitl discover their 'loves'.

wonderful creation of pure evil and a n i n i n g ,

is in t h e c l u t c h e s of

Colleen Cooper and Shar Muys handled their

scams of Edie, S n a p p e r a n d Avila a r e always

<]nalms at first, l>nt 1 quickly warmed to Wil-

The

Skink. T h e c o n i n e n

son's nnisic a n d vibrant n a t u r a l personality.

Bui don'i gosympatliisingforUie cuckolded

enrbattled characters well. Marc Jongebloed's

comically but violently, unsuccessful. T h e r e

Her r e p e r t o i r e i n c l u d e d p o i g n a n t ballads,

husband who's lost his wife to his holier than ihou

Bassianus was both statelike and tragic {and was

is the familiar trashy parody of t h e

folk-rock, heavy stuff, a n d an additional cute

son, because he's already screwing his ex-lover, the

able to utilise and get his tongue around the

class, American white male's fascination with
prostitution.

cover of

"We a r e Family" whicli initially

s e e m e d dodgy but was really fun.

wonderfiilly stereotypical actress - Dcsirce Annfeldt.

language the best) and Robin Hart and Andrew

Meanwhile her odier Ijedixxjnr companion, full of

Botham obviously revelled in tlicirvile creations

lower

jealous rage, thai his mistress is having an affair, is

of Demetritis and Chiron. But the two stand-

T h e r e arc snappy o n e liners and lira-

Wilson's lyrics a i e a b o u t t h e big is-

plotting widi his sexually frustrated wife to niin this

out performarrces in the piodttction that 1 saw

zen hmnor derived over t h e ironic usage of

sues: self, love a n d p a i n , b u t w e r e h a n d l e d

irinn. Sounds complex?Just add in a couple more

were easily the Emperor arvd his Queen. Andrew

n a m e s of famous American 'icons'. Relent-

in A beautifully simplistic way, with p u r e

long-winded opera-style songs, tliat crank up the

Gillard's Saturirius was a brilliant characterisa-

less p h i l a n d e r i n g a n d exploitation a r e t h e

h o n e s t y a n d integrity. F i u t h c r m o r e , all of

YAv,ii factor (wiili die exception of Helen Morse's

tion and Nik Willmott's Tamora was sexy, cun-

main messages of this novel, w h e r e t h e cru-

the songs, w h e t h e r melancholy or going

deep Unoated rendition of 'Send in the clowns'),

ning, evil and maliciously funny as well.

off, w e r e i m b u e d with an i n f e c t i o u s o p t i -

and you have a fairly mediocre allxrit elegant and

mistic a l t i t u d e . Wilson has a loyal crowd

precise operetta rather dian a musical comedy.

of mainly, but n o t exclusively, lesbian fans,
a n d all d i e h a r d fans a n d newcomers enjoyed
ihe show.

sading hopes of Skink, B o n n i e a n d August i n e a r e lost a m o n g s t t h e t u r b u l e n c e a n d

Yet it is neither the performances or the

tribtdations of t h e i r t r i p . However, senseless

script that is the real attraction of this play, be-

violence a n d endless scenes of sex can only

Bui ifyou can handle diai ty])e of music and

cause the production as a whole is sensational.

interest a r e a d e r for so l o n g . It did possess a

style - go and see it. If you can't, Pamela Ral>e's per-

From castration with clippers to rape with a

fast, tightly-woven plot a n d was often quite

formance iswordi seeing. Playingdie ultimate pissed

metal spike to mutilation with an electric fan,

original, but this was intertwined with an in-

Wilson plays next at tlie Central Club

off, but still blindly in love wife of die "egotistical,

Titm Aiulr'minvi is one big blood fest set to in-

furiating array of i m a p p e a l i n g male a n d fe-

Hotel, Friday4th April, JlOCC, and again at the

vain, adulterei, bastard" of a husband, Ralxr excels

dustrial music amidst wrought-iron and chains.

male characters. Overallf.S'fwTny VM-rtiAwS few

Clifton Hill Hotel, Tuesday ISiIi April for a live

in stealing the show with her deadpan wit and deliv-

All in all, I'd wager that this h o n e of the best

gags and. at times, ingetuiity could rrot disguise

recording. Enjoy.

ery. Go see her, ignore everything else.

productions Siudent Theatre vnll see all year.

a tacky novel full of cheap thrills.

MldrallflDavtes
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MattmOi the Bat
Australia has once again found a wonderful top-order

commentators suirted the joke: "Wliat does Elliott need

batsman - Matthew Elliott The left-handed Victorian seems

to do to get selected for Australia?

destined to fill the position of first-drop, and at the same

Queensland or NSW".

Move to either

Marsh), Elliott was forced to take up the position of firstdrop, instead of opener, if he wanted a spot in the
Australian team. This move is advantageous, as his style of
batting probably suits this position better. In fact, it is

time, fill the empty space left in the hearts of so many
cricket-lovers when Dean Jones was unjustly dumped from

However, such a sacrifice was not necessary. Finally, two

nice to see him take the place once occupied by that other

the Australian XI. Elliott, the talented Victorian, has

years too late, the national selectors decided to promote

great Victorian, Dean Jones. Ironically, it was on Australia's

returned to the Australian team in top form and scored a

Elliott to Australian opener, alongside Taylor, during the

previous totir of Sth Africa that Jones retired [read: forced

smashing 85 in the first innings of the first test agavnst Sth

recent CUB summer series against the West Indies. Despite

to retire because Bob Simpson is a prick].

Africa at 'The Wanderers' in Johannesberg. He seems

failing in his first innings, after scoring only 8, he did show

certain to crack it for a century at some stage in the very

promise in the second innings, scoring qtiickly and with

Now, if Reiffel and Fleming can get back from injury and

near future.

ease, imtil being imhickily dismissed by an arscy catch. In

back into top form, the Australian team will once again

his next test, Elliott seemed certain to score his first

have a legitimate balance of national representation,

The cricketing career of Elliott has certainly been an

century, until Mark Waugh, in a fit of jealousy, decided

instead of being full of all those do-gooder NSW and

eventful one. After consistently being amongst the top run-

that no one else was allowed to be a batting hero in the

Queensland hacks. The only thing that was unfortunate

scorers in the Sheffield Shield competition for the last

Australian team and shirt-fronted Elliott mid-wicket,

about Elliott's innings was that it was over-shadowed by

couple of years, it seemed that the selectors could no

ensuring that he injured Elliott's leg, and thus left Elliott

the partnership between those attention-seeking prima

longer justify his omission from the national team,

imavailable for the remainder of the season.

d o n n a s , Waugh a n d Blewett.

particularly with Slater and Taylor both in such poor form.

Admittedly,-their

performance should mentally destroy the Sth Africans for

However, in a typical oversight by the biased selection

Having Elliott on the sidelines cost Australia dearly, as in

the rest of the tour, and that's the most important thing

committee, Elliott was constantly overlooked as the

the very next test (at Elliott's home-ground, the MCG)

from an Australian perspective. After all, when it comes

selectors continued to give Matt 'I'm a pretty boy* Hayden

Australia suffered a shock loss, obviously feeling his

to cricket, the interests of the nation always comes before

chance after chance to prove himself, witliout giving the

absence. However, now he seems to be back, hungrier than

the unnecessary rivalry amongst players from difierent

same opportunity to Elliott. It soon got to the stage where

ever to continue where he left ofi^.

states.

it looked as though Elliott would suffer 'Dean Jones
syndrome'; the rare condition of being one of the best

With Hayden performing well, and Taylor being one of

batsmen in the country (if not the world), yet still being

the three members of the touring selection committee

excluded from international cricket. I n d e e d , some

(along with vice-captain, Healy, and team manager,
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With the racing of the M e l b o u r n e
Grand Prix over and done with, it's now
time to pull out the ear plugs, throw away
that empty petrol tin you were sniffing into
over the long weekend, and take a relaxed
view at the race that stopped a city - at least,

WANKERS

if you're a public transport user. That's

Ron Walker. The modern-day Barnum who had the gall to

right, it's time to take a look at the main

kick up a fuss just because Michael Shiuiiacher didn't declare

players in the Formula O n e game and

the Melbourne Grand Prix "The Greatest Show on Earth". Ytiah,

decide, "Who were the winners?", and,

well how many World Championships have you won, Ron? Still,

"Who were the wankers?". Not surprisingly.

he does do a great alternative version of an Alanis Morrisette

in a sport which is dominated by big engines

song. "I've got one hand in your wallet, and the other one is up

and even bigger egos, there were more

Jeffrey's arse."

wankers than winners.
Jean Alesi. In a supreme show of arrogance, he refused to

WINNERS

come into pit lane when called in by his team. Ignorantly, Alesi

David Coiilthard. The actual winner of

continued to whiz down the home straight for three laps, turning

the race, this qtiiet achiever put in a

a blind eye to the furious mechanics who were by the side of the

wonderful driving performance to take the

track waving their fists at h i m - t h a t wa-s until he r:in out of petrol

honours at the finishing line. Defying the

and could no longer continue in the race.

o d d s , C o u l t h a r d m a n a g e d to p u t t h e
McClaren team on the winners podium in
a race which was supposed to be dominated
by the Frank Williams' cars. Besides, it's nice
to see a Scot win; they get such a hard time

Damon Hill. Daddy's boy couldn't qtiite crack it for the same
sort of success this year as he enjoyed last year. Tile reigning
world champion moved from the all conquering Williams team,
to the newly founded Arrows team, and after just managing to
qualify for the race, he promptly bowed out with car troubles.

from the English.
Channel Nine Computer Technician. The one who failed to
Michael S h u m a c h e r . O n c e again,
Michael Shumacher proved that he is one
of the best drivers ever to grace the Formula
O n e circuit. P u t t i n g b e h i n d him t h e

put the times up on the screen for the pit stops, until half-way
through the race. Rumours are circulating that this is the same
computer technician who was in charge of the TAB computer
system on Melbourne Cup Day.

embarrassing media attention he received
iifter being quoted out of context, he tnily

Organiser of the Winners Presentation Ceremony. They put

shoved it up Ron Walker's arse by coming

up a Union Jack and playing God Save the Queen when David

second for the F('rrari racing team in a car

Coulthard, a Scotsman, won the race. 1 feel for the Scottish.

which is well-known for being inferior to

they get such a hard time from the English.

thai of Williams, McClaren and BennetonFord.

Clayton Residents. They claimed that they could hear the
Formula One cars from the Law Library. The cars are loud, but

Murray Walker. Just for being a great
commentator - what a voice!

not that loud - nice try, guys!
Jeff Kennett. He deserves a category all to himself. He came out

Albert Park residents. They rented out

of the weekend as both a winner and a wanker. A winner in the

their hotises for the week at a squillion

sense that he succeeded in tinning public opinion against the

dollars a night and spent the long weekend

Public Transport Union and gaining popular support for the

down at Sorrento, or Lome, or whichever

privatisation of the transport industry, after deliberately delaying

of their holiday houses took their fancy.

talks with the unions and provoking the strike. But a wanker
after he was forced to apologise to the Save Albert Park protesters
when it was found that the oil dumped on the track during the
week was not an act of sabotage as first thought. Forensic police
finally identified the oil as being that which is used by Jeff in
o r d e r to keep his hair in place. He's also a wanker for
impiemenung VSU legislation and other anti-education reforms.
Author's End Note: I'd like the reader lo note that I managed to
refrain from using the classir. Grand Prix /Grand Pricks joke, unlike
any other person who has vrriUen a satirical or scathing piece about
the Grand Prix.

Dan Celm

Ptatse

Damon's Lamoni
When Damon mocks the clock that tells the time,
And sees the brave day snuffed by technical fault;
When Jean beholds the petrol gauge past prime,
And feels compelled that he should never halt;
When lofty ambition seizes Eddie
Whose red Ferrari must charge without care,
And one's valour is ruin to many
(To Jacques, our babe-faced boy with balding hair);
When Uncle Jeff is shouting betrayal,
And powerful Hon doth defend his lake In light of all these facts on the table
Then of this race do I a question make:
So long as men can breathe or eyes can see,
What on earth are we to think of this Grand Prix?
Bartf

Dan of a GMHDPHI
"It is ut^air to steal the public's parkland simply because an individual
has proposed a scheme. I bitterly
oppose the concept of stealing
parkland."
•Jeff Kemtett, 1985.

LoW^m^j^A

the Australian Grand Prix Corporation were found to
be unlawful. Six months later it was revealed under \\\v
Freedom of Information Act that police had harboured
doul)ts from the beginning about the lawfulness of the
arrests that they were making, but by this time ihey had
already arrested 620 people.
This is an immensely condensed history of the
Albert Park Grand Prix. When I asked the Save Albert
Park office to fax me a chronolt>gy of significant events
since 1994, I received nine A4 pages of information. The President of SAP,
By the time this newspaper is distributed, the 1997 Grand Prix will be

Carolyn Hutchens, patiently answered my questions from her car phone but

well and truly over. The smoke will have cleared, the petrol-heads will have

<lirected me towards the SAP archives where an oflice attendant told me thai

recovered from their hang-overs, and the ducks will be making tentative

there was enough information to write a book. In fact there has been a book

arrangements to return home. Locals will still be waiting to receive access to

alreatly. Four Seasons ofPtxtlfsl by Nina Landis is a photographic history of SAP's

courts for damage caused during the construction of the track two years ago,

first year.

and the Auditor General will be wondering how to U'll the Premier of huge
losses without losing his job. The Save Albert Park vigil will be in il.s 819th day.

There .ire not many tilings about the
Melbourne Grand Prix which make sense.

Since November 1994, the Albert Park Grand Prix has been one huge

O n e can only vaguely speculate why the

balls-up. Misjudging the community reaction, the government decided to

Grand Prix was sought in the firsi place.

opt for the Olitzhiegapproach: no consultation, no information to the public,

Melbourne already has the tennis, the cricket,

no questions. In order to make the proceedings nui as smoothly as possible,

the AFL Grand Final and the Melbourne Cup.

a Grand Prix Act WAS passed through parliament, which made it illegal to set

We are obviously a nerdy city and need more

fool in Albert Park. Allliough this caused an instant reduction in the number

sport, preferably s o m e t h i n g noisy a n d

of joggers, kids on play e(juipment and care-free morning strollers, there was

aggressive. For a Government obsessed with economic

an immediate increase in the number of criminals using the park. In fact,

rationalism, it is strangely incongnious that it has j)ur.sued (he idea of a Grand

there have been 070 arrests in Albert Park since the inception of the Grand

Prix at Albert Park with such vigour. Only two out of the nine races held in

Prix Art. In almost every case, the courts were unable to rind any of these

Adelaide ever made any jjrofit, and desfjilcr the promise last year that the

criminals guilty and in a disturbing number of cases, the police were aware

Melbo\irne Grand Prix would be bigger and better thaii ever, it lost a record

that they were exceeding their powers.

S7.5 million (the article by Sharon Valles in the previous edition of Lot's Wife
said that last year's Grand Prix earned $90.5 million, but this figiue was only

The Grand Prix lias a very dark and murky legal history. Kennett
developed an advantageous tactic when it came to getting what he wanted.
Rather than breaking laws, lie changed them to suit his agenda. ShorUy after
an Albert Park resident won a Supreme Court challenge over an order to
exempt tlie Grand Prix from the Enxmrmftifni Efp-rl Act of 19'78, the GrandPiix
Ar^ was passed, efftxtively exempting the race from Eiivironfrun'U Ejfecls Act. In
May 1995, Magistrate Couzens ftjund that the Grand hix Ad was invalidly
gazetted and the charges ft>r tr*!spass against the ninety-seven people who

what it was expected to earn). The president of SAP, Carolyji Hutchens,
suggests that there is even an 'avoidanct: factor'. She compares hott:l booking
figures from March 1995 with those of 1996, showing that the bookings were
down by 25, 000 during the Grand Prix. Thi^year, corporate tickets were
reduced by 30% because they were not M-lling and local Bed and Breakfasts
have made next to no bookings.
But according to Ron Walktrr, (he most disastrous asp(;ct of this year's Grand

had been arrested thus far were dismissed. Two weeks later the Grand Piix Ad

Prix is the lack of 'real men in real machines'. We have been forced to cope

was a m e n d e d to retrospectively make the park actions unlawful. The

wilh 'pretty boys' like Schumacher driving namby-pamby Tonka toys. Perhaps

Government kind-heartedly granted amnesty to the ninety-seven defendants.

ntrxt year we might even hav(' a spot of 'drag' racing. Who knows?

In October of 1995. the then president of SAP,Jenni Chandler, lodged a writ
chiiniing damages for slander and libel against the Premier for his remarks

Piers Kelly.

linking SAP with tacks placed on the road during the 'People's day in the
Park'. Despite the fact that tacks have been placed on the track at almost
every bike riding event around the lake in the past, and even though police
released a portfolio of the suspect (not a meiuber of SAP), Chief Detective
Kennett failed to retract his remarks. In December 1995, the arrest powers of
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After a long hot summer, a new football season is about to jump upon us. To be honest, the night scries really is just a load of crap,
especially when yon have play<:rs getting injured in these matches don't ]ilay for some months or even the rest of the year, when the
football really matters. So to Wayne Jackson (W.). to his mates) get a life and get rid of this stupid competition.
Secontlly, the Docklands. By the time you read this paper, die AFL will have made a decision about Waverley and the Docklands or
JefTs Ground. Having gon<; out to Waverley for many years with my dad, when there was no southern stand at the MCG, the
grotmd known as Arctic Park does have its problems - I woultl be the first to agree with that.
Many of tht: probleriis that Waverley has, such as transport either by car, bus or train, the gejieral view of the
groimd can be laid at the feet of both Liberal and Labor governments of tile past. I clearly remember lh(
Cain Labr)r government putting up a fight over the Grand Final at the MCG. The then VFL wanted to
dt;velop the then VFL Park into a super stadiiun, with a rail link to it. The groimd was to have indoor
sports facilities such as basketball, and reception room type facilities. These plans had been on the drawing
bn>ad since the mid 1960's when Waverley Park was simply grass land. The VFL knew that the South East
area tjf Melboiu'ne was going to go through the roof population wise, and that it wasjusl common sense
to have a second great stadium in that area to cater for the population. The governments then lead by Sir
Henry Bolte were nevtrr loo impressed with such an idea.
Many [leople can feel anger that Wavei ley is noi a belter ground. The AFL can feel pissed off that they
have not been able to make Waverley a great ground.
Waverley is still a gootl ground, and personally it does leave Princess Park for dead. The
AFL can decide to back the Docklands groiuul if lliey would like, but to be truthful,

meant Uiat there were over 16,000 people beyond the capacity. If the AFL had double

unless the ground can cater for at least 55,000 people, instead of the proposed 50.000,

headers, with a Hawthorn game ()n a Saturday, and another match, say Collingwood and

then the ground is simply not worth it.

Melbourne at ihe grotmd, I know that it would get at least 60,000, which is more than
Docklands could hold.

Waverley Park has proven over time that if good games are scheduled there, people will
go. You only have to look at the past two night grand finals to realise this. Again, yo\i only

Ijusi hope that the AFL make a wise decision in keeping Waverley, give the ground a

have to look at the year of 1981. when 75,000 turned up for a Essendon-CoUingwood

new scoreboard, and possibly extend the seating closer to the game, which they can do

malcli, and a fortnight later, over 9L000 rocked u p for Hawthorn-Collingwood. This

now with the redrawing of the boundary lines.
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Footy Tipping vC?^^^
Roundl 1997
^ff^t^
due 5.00pm
^ ^ j
Thurs 27 March ^ ^ f x i ^
name _
id

name
id _
Q

•

Footy Ti p p i n g A"SaB2^
Round 2 1997
fj^^l
due 5.00pm
^^^S^J^
Friday 4 April
^^T^^

Nth Melbourne

l_J

Melbourne

I t draw

Collingwood

m

Port Adelaide

l_J draw

Western

Fremantle

I I draw

LJ

Geeiong

St Kilda

Hawthorn

[_]

i_l

Westem

West Coast

LJ Sydney

draw

[_J

Melbourne

I j

Richmond

r~] draw

*Q

Collingwood

I i draw

Adelaide

[_J draw

West Coast

I I draw

Sydney

I I draw

St Kilda f H

I i draw

Brisbane

•

I I draw

Q

Richmond

Q

Geeiong

I I draw

Q

Port Adelaide

I I Essendon

Q

Adelaide

Qj

Brisbane

I i draw

[^

Fremantle

\"\

Hawthorn

I i draw

Q

Essendon

•

Carlton

L J draw

Ql

Nth Melbourne

•

Carlton

Q
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Happy Easter from the Metro
open 9:00pm till 6:00am

Indy and Alternative
Music
Live in Gods Bar
Brown Hornet
Live in the Moshpit
hermal Skunk Rust, Ragewar

b Sek

MELBOURNE UNI

joy

•o^'

MJGAS

H.K.S.A

Friday 28th

Saturday 29th

Sunday 30th

Monday 31st

Main Room:
Happy to House

70's, 80's and 90's
dance classics

NUGAS Dance Party

Melbourne Uni Asis
Dance Party

DJ's Mark James,
Mickey B
and Billy the Kid
Gods Bar Retro disco with DJ's
Craig G, Louie Da Fly a Peril

Grunt rock the Rebar
Six Appeal live in Gods

^

Metro Nightclub
9n-'in Rniirtp '^trppt Mplhniirnp ^finn Phnnp f m l QfiRT 4.9Sfi F-maih mflilrtTlmptrnninhtrliihrnm Wph- mptrnninhtrliih m m

